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Editor’s note

W

e begin this introduction to this issue talking about the
most important event in Europe for the caravan industry: the Caravan Salon Düsseldorf. It is not far off now, and is
bigger than ever this year, with 16 halls fully-booked and more
than 650 exhibitors confirmed. Moreover, the Erwin Hymer
Group is coming back this year with most of its brands. Also
the technical suppliers’ halls will be richer than ever with an
extraordinary exhibition of B2B and B2C products, technologies, innovations and materials. While the caravan industry
shows its muscles to the world, behind the scenes there are
many difficulties. On the stock market, the shares of the most
important European manufacturers have lost significant value
and the market records a significant reduction in the number
of motorhomes produced. On the other hand, caravan production is increasing. The problem that is clear to all is that of
the availability of the chassis for motorhomes. It is no secret
that the difficulty in obtaining raw materials, semiconductors
and components has slowed down production. As a result, we
have seen many manufacturers trying to diversify the suppliers of their base vehicles to minimise their supply risks. Thus,
companies such as Ford, Mercedes-Benz, Volkswagen and
MAN are now part of the standard offer of many motorhome
producers. The question is: is this a grand entrance into the RV
sector for those brands or a temporary situation waiting for
the industry leader, namely Fiat, to fully meet demand again?
Certainly, given the design efforts required to adapt and often
create vehicles from scratch on these new chassis, this is not
something that is likely to be just for a single season; instead,
these vehicles will remain in the commercial vehicle propos-

als of these manufacturers for a few years.
The medium and long-term effects will depend on the commitments that these ‘new’
players will (or will not) want to make to
the RV sector. Perhaps linked to this trend,
there is another one that raises questions:
the ever-increasing number of mini campervans, or ‘urban vehicles’ as some call
them. A couple of years ago, this was a segment with limited
numbers, in which the players - Mercedes-Benz, Volkswagen,
and Westfalia aside - were small body builders. Today, however, many large manufacturers - from the Trigano Group to the
Hymer Group - have launched into the production of minivans,
setting up dedicated factories and production lines. Whether
this choice is dictated by the need to diversify, by the belief
that the success of campervans can extend downwards, or
by specific market research (or a combination of these), the
hope is that we will not end up with an offer that far exceeds
demand. Only time will tell. We leave you to read this magazine, an extremely rich issue, with reporting from the 44th
ECF (European Caravan Federation) Annual General Meeting,
held in Ljubljana in May; plus interviews with key players from
the global components sector, including Alexander Wottrich,
CEO of Truma Group; Jeff Rutherford, President and CEO of
Airxcel Inc; Marie Boulanger, Sales and Marketing Director at
Thetford; Henrik Fagrenius, President of EMEA at Dometic. As
always, we will be at the Caravan Salon Düsseldorf. If you want
to meet us, please do not hesitate to contact us by writing to
direttore@aboutcamp.eu
Antonio Mazzucchelli
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N ews
Trigano boosts third quarter sales by +1.7%
Enhanced by the integration of the distribution companies it acquired on 1st
February 2022, Trigano’s third quarter
sales 2021/2022 have increased by 1.7%.
As expected, tensions over motorhome
chassis supplies resulted in a decline in
like-for-like sales (-10.4%), compared
with a record 2020/2021 third quarter.
The level of motorhome sales (-19.1%
on a like-for-like basis) was affected by
shortages of chassis deliveries resulting
in occasional assembly line shutdowns.
The drop in quantities sold during the
third quarter of 2021/22 was only partially offset by gradually applied price
increases. Caravan sales (+13.8% at
constant scope and exchange rates)
benefited from strong growth in sales
of residential caravans. Sales of mobile
homes (+44.7%) confirm the dynamism
of the French market after a 2020/21
season marked by the consequences
of the health crisis. Sales of accessories
for leisure vehicles increased by 10.9%

(at constant scope and exchange rates),
particularly in the Netherlands and Germany. Sales of leisure equipment grew
by +0.8%. Trailer sales increased by
2.9%. The good performance of sales
outside of France and increases in selling prices due to the passing on of inflation in material prices made it possible
to compensate for the cyclical drop in
sales on the French market. Likewise,
garden equipment (-15.9%) was affected by the market situation in France and
a high comparable. The camping equipment business (+30.0%) was driven by
sales of products for local authorities
and outdoor accommodation.
Trigano expects business over the coming months to be heavily impacted by
production stoppages of certain manufacturers of chassis vehicles for motorhomes. All local measures to ensure
the flexibility of production tools will
continue to be deployed in order to limit
the impact of these disruptions on the

company’s results. Extending delivery
times due to the reduction in production
and the size of order books have no major effect on demand for motorhomes,
which remain strong in most European
countries. This phenomenon is amplified
for the converted van segment, which is
particularly dependent on production at
the Sevel plant in Atessa. In this context,
Trigano will preserve its ability to meet
demand as soon as the shortage situation is resolved. Its solid financial position, profitability and cash position level
give Trigano the means to face these
disruptions and to pursue its development at a sustained pace, including
through external growth.

Editorial
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The best technologies
for comfort en plein air
With over 40 years of experience in the caravanning sector,
Teleco is proudly alongside many RV manufacturers as OEM supplier.

Assistance network at European level.
Internal research and development. Quality made in Europe. 40 years of experience.

www.telecogroup.com
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N ews

Stellantis and Toyota expand partnership to
produce new large commercial van
Stellantis and Toyota Motor Europe N.V.
(TME) have announced an expansion of
their existing partnership with an agreement for a new large-size commercial
van, including a battery electric version.
The new vehicle marks the third body
type under the agreement, completing
a full LCV line-up, with compact-, midand now also a large-size LCV. Stellantis
will supply TME with the new large-size
commercial van for sale in Europe under the Toyota brand. The new vehicle
will be produced at Stellantis’ plants
in Gliwice, Poland and Atessa, Italy.
Planned for mid-2024, the new largesize commercial van marks TME’s first
entry into the large-size commercial vehicle segment.
“Operational excellence is by definition
recognized in this expanded deal,” said
Carlos Tavares, Stellantis CEO. “With
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this third successful engagement, Stellantis is further demonstrating its expertise in the commercial vehicle segment and in developing battery electric
technology built to support a full range
of needs. ”
“We are pleased that we can extend
this successful partnership through the
introduction of a new large-size commercial van. It represents an important
addition and completes our light commercial line-up for Toyota’s European
customers. The new LCV will represent
a key contribution to Toyota’s growth
targets for its overall LCV line-up,
alongside the Hilux pick-up, Proace and
Proace City, enabling Toyota to provide
a mobility solution in all segments of
the LCV market,” commented Matt Harrison, President and CEO at Toyota Motor Europe.

Team and location
changes for Thetford
Scandinavia
Thetford is boosting its Nordic
activities with some changes
within the Thetford Scandinavia
team and moved to new offices
with double the amount of warehouse space. Frans van Esveld
has taken on the role of Nordic
Key Account Manager since the
second half of 2021. He is teaming up with a strong local team,
consisting of Michael Hammar
and Sarah Halldén. Moving away
from the its location at Stenstorp,
Thetford found a new location
in Falköping (Bangatan 6, 521
43 Falköping). Frans van Esveld
said: “Our new location not only
offers more warehouse space,
but also possibilities to facilitate
product trainings”.
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N ews
VW Commercial Vehicles: electrification of its
Hanover plant and increase of production
Volkswagen
Commercial
Vehicles
(VWCV) recently started production of
the new all-electric ID. Buzz and ID. Buzz
Cargo at its Hanover plant in Germany
and over the next year plans to increase
the plant’s daily production to a total of
900 vehicles. The first vehicles will be
delivered to customers in the autumn.
The brand is pressing ahead with the
electrification of the site and securing
the future of VWCV in line with the GRIP
2030 strategy. In future, there are plans
to build up to 130,000 units per year at
VWCV’s main plant. “The
ID. Buzz is a milestone
in the electrification of
the brand and the plant
in Hanover”, says Josef
Baumert, Member of
the VWCV Brand Management Board for Production and Logistics.
“In just eight years’ time
more than 55 per cent
of our vehicles in Europe
will have battery-electric

drive. The ID. Buzz has a leading strategic role in this”, says Baumert. This
year VWCV is planning to produce
a total of around 15,000 ID. Buzz.
Since May of this year VWCV has
produced three models at the Hanover plant. They are based on three
different platforms and can have
three different drives: the ID. Buzz
as a battery-electric vehicle, the new
Multivan as a plug-in hybrid and with
conventional drive and the variants
of the T6.1 with a combustion engine.

New dates announced
for All in Caravaning
2022 in Beijing:
23-25 September

Rapido Group signs pan-European partnership
with FCA Bank to provide financial services
The Rapido Group has signed a pan-European partnership with FCA Bank. The
agreement, in collaboration with Sofinco, a Crédit Agricole Consumer Finance
brand specializing in consumer credit,
has led to the creation of Rapido Groupe
Finance. The new business will provide
financial services to the Rapido Group’s
dealer network and end customers in
various European countries through
FCA Bank and, in France, through Sofinco. The agreement covers the entire
range of vehicles manufactured by the
Rapido Group, which with its 10 brands
spans from vans and campers (Rapido, Itineo, Fleurette, Florium, Giottiline)
to fitted vans (Campérêve, Dreamer,
Stylevan, Westfalia, WildAx): products
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whose quality and style have built
the Rapido Group’s international reputation. Through its new partnership
with the Rapido Group, FCA Bank is
fostering its role as a mobility leader,
extending its presence in an ever-expanding sector throughout Europe,
which has seen record growth in recent years in terms of vehicle registrations. FCA Bank S.p.A. is a bank
mainly engaged in the car financing and mobility sector. FCA Bank
S.p.A. provides financial products to
support the sales of prestigious car
brands in Italy and Europe. The credit, leasing, rental and mobility financing programs provided by FCA Bank
S.p.A. are specifically designed for
sales networks, private customers and corporate fleets.
FCA Bank S.p.A. is present
in 17 European countries
and in Morocco, either directly or through branches. Through Leasys Rent,
a company specializing in
car rental and subscription
solutions, the Bank provides
a complete and innovative
system of mobility services.

Messe Düsseldorf (Shanghai) has
announced the new dates for AIC
(All in Caravaning) 2022 of 23-25
September 2022. The exhibition
venue remains at Beijing Etrong
International Exhibition & Convention Center. This follows the implementation of a series of measures
for the prevention and control
of COVID-19 epidemic in Beijing
which have achieved phased good
results, and the positive trend has
continued to consolidate. The organisers sincerely apologize for
the inconvenience caused by the
adjustment of the trade fair dates.
The safety and health of all customers is always its top priority. It
will fully follow the instructions of
the nation’s epidemic prevention
and control policy to strengthen
the onsite health precautions and
hygiene measures, ensuring the
greatest protection possible for
exhibitors, visitors, partners and
members of staff. It will further
optimize exhibition services, plan
more exciting concurrent events
and do its utmost to make the
trade fair a festival for the entire
industry. The exhibitor’s registration and visitor’s preregistration
will both stay valid for the new
dates. For further information, visit www.aicshow.com.

Adria achieves another record year
and invests €6 million in new plant
Adria Mobil, with its Adria and Sun Living brands, continues
to go from strength to strength, recording another record
year in 2020/21 and strong sales performance through early 2022, despite challenging supply chain disruptions which
are affecting all recreational vehicle manufacturers. Adria
Mobil operates as an autonomous company within the Trigano Group, managing its brands, products and distribution
independently, whilst benefitting from group synergies at
its state-of-the-art manufacturing sites in Slovenia.
Sonja Gole, Adria Mobil General Manager commented: ‘’In
a fiercely competitive market we are proud of our performance and results in the year 20-21. The pandemic stimulated interest in our products, in mobile leisure experiences
and the lifestyle they deliver. We managed to capitalise on
that and the underlying growth of our brands through hard
work and a relentless focus on our Adria and Sun Living
brands, our products, our distribution and our customers.
The disruptions in the supply chain affects all recreational
vehicle brands, we are also facing continuous challenges
and with full flexibility try to maximise our delivery performance and fulfilment of our highly increased order book
with final customer orders, in the best possible way’’
Last year, Adria Mobil achieved a turnover of €617 million
(14% CAGR growth 2015-21) and produced 19.807 Units
(Motorhomes, Caravans, Vans & Mobile Homes under Adria
brand with 2,121 employees working in the whole group
(+321 in 20/21). It says it has a 7.0% EU market share for the
Adria & Sun Living brands, plus distribution in 30 countries
with over 500 sales points.
In March/April 2022, Adria Mobil invested €6 million in production capacity and efficiency to set the company for
the period ahead. A new campervan manufacturing facility came on stream in March 2022, at Bič just 20km from
Adria Mobil’s HQ and principal manufacturing site at Novo
Mesto, in Slovenia. The new Bič site is already producing
Adria Twins and Twin Sports models, Sun Living V-Series
campervans and Active minivans. The Bič site enabled a
re-organisation of the main manufacturing site, which is
the largest recreational vehicles manufacturing site in Europe under one roof (at 43,000 square meters) following
world-class manufacturing and quality principles. Two new
dedicated Adria production lines – one for integrated motorhomes (Supersonic, Sonic) and one for premium caravans (Astella, Alpina) are now in operation. Combined with
recent investments in the expansion and increased automation of the sandwich panel and body shop, the relocation
to an adjacent building of the electroline (which assembles
wiring and electrical systems) and the recently opened
spare parts warehouse, these investments increase the capacity and efficiency of this impressive site.
In the 22-23 period, Adria is bringing important new vehicles to the market. In the booming campervan market,
now all Adria Twins and
Twin Sports are offered
on Fiat and Citroen base
vehicles (in most markets)
and there are new sunroof
and window solutions on
Twins and interesting two
new shorter layouts in
Twins and one new layout
in Twin Sports.

www.dreoni.com
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N ews
THOR in partnership with lithium-ion
battery producer, Dragonfly Energy
THOR Industries has announced a strategic investment in Dragonfly Energy,
a leading deep cycle lithium-ion battery producer to the RV industry, to
support its commitment to delivering
a best-in-class experience for its RV
customers.
“Our investment in Dragonfly furthers
THOR’s dedication to continuously improving the user experience of THOR
RVers by providing them a best-inclass energy storage solution that enables RVers to boondock and camp
off the grid. Dragonfly has been a valued partner to one of our largest and
most successful North American RV
companies, Keystone RV, a THOR operating company. The proven success
of the products in the field and synergistic value-add relationship made
this investment an important one to
us. Our alignment with Dragonfly is a
natural fit to the evolution of our product lines that empower the owners of

our companies’ RVs to Go
Everywhere and Stay Anywhere™,” offered Bob Martin, President and CEO of THOR Industries.
“Dragonfly has demonstrated its leadership in the crucial Lithium-ion battery supply. The leadership team at
Dragonfly has demonstrated the success of its operations model that focuses on inventory management and
domestic production, thereby reducing supply chain risk. Keystone currently enjoys an exclusive relationship
with Dragonfly for certain battery
brands that, in time, will expand to an
exclusive relationship across the entire
family of THOR brands. In addition to
a potential strong financial return on
our investment, our equity position
creates the opportunity for agreed
exclusivity and co-development rights
in RV industry-specific applications of
lithium-ion energy storage solutions.
The relationship also furthers our ESG

commitment as Dragonfly’s patented
all-solid-state cell technology is positioned to enable a more sustainable
and reliable smart energy grid,” added
Todd Woelfer, THOR’s Chief Operating
Officer.
“Dragonfly is thrilled to take this next
step with THOR to solidify our longterm collaboration. Our experience
working with THOR brands, particularly
Keystone, has convinced us that this is
the best downstream strategic partner
for us. Not only is THOR’s commitment
to the end user second to none, but
this investment demonstrates THOR’s
commitment to a much larger vision of
energy sustainability. Together, we will
continue to drive industry-best lithium-ion solutions, designed to improve
the user experience of RVs,” explained
Dr. Denis Phares, Chief Executive Officer of Dragonfly.

O n - t rac k spo t ligh t
c o m p le te w it h ind ivid ual swit c h
Each spot is equipped
with an individual switch

The track is electrified
and you can position your spot
as you like

Touchless Hand Wave Switch Sensor
Yo u c an tu r n t he light on and of f
b y simply passin g t h e h an d

www.ofolux.it
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AIR AND WATER HEATING /THE NEW HYDRONIC AQUASYSTEM NA

THE PERFECT CHOICE FOR MAXIMUM
INDEPENDENCE AND ULTIMATE COMFORT!
The Hydronic AquaSystem is capable of heating the interior air and the domestic water, achieved
using the Hydronic S3 diesel or gasoline coolant heater. It was specially developed to meet the
North American RV industry demands. Some of the features and beneﬁts are an automatic
altitude compensation adaptor, minimal & compact design and a tank-less water heater which
provides hot water on demand.
This means you never have to stop and can enjoy the beneﬁts of true independence and
comfort; year round.

| EBERSPAECHER-CLIMATE.COM
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N ews
Cedric Waters: new Business
Development Manager at Airxcel
Waters will serve as a central point of contact for an expanding number of Airxcel brands to streamline communication and product development with Airxcel’s RV
OEM partners. He will work closely with Airxcel’s respective brand business units to identify and create a consistent pipeline of new business strategies that seek diversified market opportunities in alignment with Airxcel’s core
business competencies. “Waters is a results-driven sales
professional, and his strengths will be an asset to our OEM
partners existing and future,” said Troy Nusbaum, Vice
President of OEM Sales - RV Group
at Airxcel. “Cedric’s core philosophies
regarding best in class customer care
and support mirror our pillars and we
could not be more excited to have him
on our team”. Before joining Airxcel,
Waters was with ASA Electronics for
nine years, most recently serving as
national account manager. His move
to Airxcel caps a 20-year career in the
RV industry. Waters holds an associate
in business and is also a proud veteran
of the United States Air Force.

aboutcamp_issue36_UK_210x148.indd 1
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Electric retrofit
The Renault Group and Phoenix Mobility, a Grenoble-based
company specialising in the conversion of commercial vehicles to electric power, have signed a letter of intent to form
a strategic partnership for the development and commercial
operation of a retrofit kit, the first of its kind in the French
LCV market. This innovative solution enables a combustion
engine commercial vehicle that is more than five years old to
be converted to electric power.
The first stage of the partnership, in the form of a “Proof
of Concept”, consist of a co-development phase with the
aim of marketing a first retrofit kit for Renault Master before
the end of 2023. The objective of this first stage will be to
market and install around 1,000 Retrofit kits and to demonstrate to professional customers the benefits of the retrofit
approach (electric driving comfort, respect for the environment, economic gains, etc.). Eventually, this innovative solution will be extended to other models.

12.07.22 09:19

QUALITY
HANDLES
AND
ACCESSORIES
FOR THE
RECREATIONAL
VEHICLES

Ideas,
Design and
Solutions
Manufactured
www.baldacci.it
info@baldacci.it
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N ews
Thor Industries achieves record third quarter net sales and profitability
THOR Industries, Inc. has announced
record financial results for its third fiscal quarter ended April 30, 2022 with
net sales of $4.66 billion, an increase of
34.6% as compared to the third quarter of fiscal 2021. Consolidated gross
profit margin for the third quarter was
17.3%, a 270 basis point improvement
over the comparable prior-year period. Its consolidated RV backlog as
of April 30, 2022 was $13.88 billion.
During the third quarter, the Company
repurchased approximately $40.0 million of common stock under its $250.0
million share repurchase programme.
It also made principal payments of approximately $124.6 million on its
Term Loan. Subsequent to the
end of the third fiscal quarter,
the Company made additional
principal payments of approximately $140.5 million on the
Term Loan.
“I am pleased to report this
quarter that THOR once again
managed through an uncertain business environment to
achieve record net sales and
profitability across many of our
brands,” said Bob Martin, President and CEO of THOR Industries. “In
the third quarter, we decreased our
backlog by more than 3% to $13.88 billion compared to the third fiscal quarter of 2021. This calendar year, we have
reduced the backlog, which was $17.73
billion as of January 31, 2022, by 21.7%

at the end of our third fiscal quarter
on April 30, 2022. We are very pleased
with our progress, and we believe that
the current backlog, while still elevated, is indicative of healthy long-term
demand for our RV products. To be
clear, the current level of our backlog
remains elevated, and we continue to
be focused on opportunities to lower
it to more traditional levels”.
“We achieved yet another quarter of
record net sales and earnings despite
ongoing chassis supply constraints.
Our focus on long-term margin improvement along with lower discounts
resulted in our outstanding consol-

idated gross profit margin of 17.3%
for the fiscal third quarter, and we
are confident that our core margin
improvement strategies will sustainably improve our margin profile for
the long run. While margin levels have
been positively impacted by a low dis-

count environment in the last couple
of quarters, as the industry returns to a
more normalized discounting environment, our 2025 goal of 16% consolidated gross margin is still attainable,” said
Colleen Zuhl, Senior Vice President
and Chief Financial Officer.
“In balance with margin improvement, we are focused on stabilizing
and growing market share. As an
example, we have aggressively developed and introduced a comprehensive line of Class B motorhomes
across our brands for delivery to our
independent dealer network. We did
not have any meaningful share in this
segment when we started a few
years ago, but according to first
quarter data for calendar 2022
from Statistical Surveys, Inc.,
we have taken significant market share and are now the #1 RV
manufacturer within the North
American Class B motorhome
category. When combined with
our European sales of campervans, which are European Class
B equivalents, we are also the
global leader in this segment –
the hottest segment currently
within the RV industry. As of the end
of the quarter, we are now the market share leader in every North American RV product category in which we
compete,” added Todd Woelfer, Senior Vice President and Chief Operating Officer.

Five stars in Euro NCAP crash tests for new Volkswagen Multivan
Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles’
new Multivan has received the highest rating of five stars in the Euro
NCAP (European New Car Assessment Programme) from its scores in
the categories of crash safety and
the function of the assistance systems.
Introduced last year, the new Multivan MPV produced in Hannover
scored very well in terms of crash
safety and assistance systems with
an overall mark for impact protection that indicates the vehicle is well
equipped with extensive, practical
crash avoidance technology.
The new Multivan is equipped as
standard with a driver airbag, a
front-seat passenger airbag, a centre airbag and side airbags in the
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cockpit, plus curtain airbags all the
way back to the third row of seats.
As a result of the combination of the
airbags with the corresponding layout
of the body structure, the redesigned
business and family MPV achieves 90
per cent of the maximum possible
rating points for adult occupant protection. In the category
child safety, an important
category for any MPV, the
numerous options for fitting child seats were also
assessed. In this category
the new Multivan achieves
a result of 89 per cent.
In addition to occupant
protection and the protection of unprotected road
users, Euro NCAP also

places great importance on accident avoidance. As the new Multivan features over 25 driver assist
systems, which likewise succeeded
in the tests in impressing the testers, 87 per cent of the possible
ratings points were achieved in the
‘Safety Assist’ ranking.

A successful product
is often a four-handed,
one-minded idea.
The cooperation between Borri and TCP Tecnopietra
has brought about a solution that facilitates the design of recreational vehicles.
Customized sinks in resin and plywood. Beautiful, elegant and of different shapes.

Borri.com

Tecnopietra.it
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N ews
Record revenue of $1.5 billion for Winnebago in third quarter fiscal 2022
Winnebago Industries has achieved record third quarter fiscal
2022 revenues of $1.5 Billion (+52%), including robust organic
growth of 41%.
Commenting on these results, President and Chief Executive
Officer, Michael Happe commented: “The trend in recent quarters continued, as Winnebago Industries delivered impressive third
quarter results, driven by our team’s
focused execution and good progress on reducing our order backlog
in the quarter from our expanded
portfolio of premier outdoor lifestyle brands. In the third quarter,
we capitalized on the prime spring
selling season to further gain share
and expand our pipeline of lifelong
customers, as our golden threads of quality, innovation and
customer experience continue to differentiate the Winnebago
portfolio and resonate with consumers.”
Mr. Happe continued: “Looking at the broader economic
trends, we have been successful in managing supply chain
disruptions, improving dealer inventory levels, navigating cost
inflation, and driving manufacturing productivity to deliver
consistently strong results. We expect supply chain inconsistencies and inflation pressures to continue in the fourth quarter, and into our fiscal 2023, and we are focused on continuing

to stay ahead of them by leveraging our resilient operating
structure, deep and collaborative relationships with our dealers and suppliers, and highly-differentiated, premium portfolio
of brands.”
Revenues for the Towable segment were $805.6 million for
the third quarter, up 45.0% over
the prior year, primarily driven by
pricing increases, in addition to solid unit growth as a result of strong
dealer order backlog. Revenues
for the Motorhome segment were
$516.3 million for the third quarter, up 34.0% from the prior year,
driven by pricing increases across
the segment and strong unit sales.
Revenues for Winnebago’s marine
segment were $126.5 million for the third quarter. The Barletta
brand continues to outperform pro-forma expectations and
deliver margins accretive to the Winnebago Industries portfolio. As of May 28, 2022, the Company had total outstanding
debt of $541.5 million ($600.0 million of debt, net of convertible note discount of $49.1 million, and net of debt issuance
costs of $9.4 million) and working capital of $582.7 million.
Cash flow from operations was $245.2 million in the first nine
months of Fiscal 2022, an increase of $97.3 million compared
to $148.0 million in the same period last year.

ProSmart
MONITOR YOUR ADVENTURES

TEAM
BMPRO
.COM
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LAMILUX COMPOSITES –
HIGH-TECH MATERIALS FOR THE MARKETS OF THE FUTURE
We manufacture fibre-reinforced plastic sheets (FRP/GRP), which are used in various applications
such as the outer side wall, the roof, the floor, in the rear garage or as interior wall cladding.

LAMILUX X-treme
The hail
protection roof

HG4000
The high-gloss
premium sidewall

COMMERCIAL VEHICLE INDUSTRY | CARAVAN INDUSTRY | BUS INDUSTRY
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY | MEDICINE & HYGIENE | SPORTS INDUSTRY

Composite Floor
The odourless floor
highlight

LAMI Graph
The decorative interior
surface

REGISTER FOR
OUR NEWSLETTER:

LAMILUX COMPOSITES GMBH
Zehstraße 2 | 95111 Rehau, Germany | Phone +49 9283 595-0 | composites@lamilux.de | www.lamilux.com
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N ews
Knaus Tabbert and VW Commercial Vehicles: long-term supply contract
Knaus Tabbert AG, the German manufacturer of leisure vehicles, and Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles have signed
a contract for the supply of chassis
for motorhomes and vans for the VW
Crafter and VW T6.1 series. This expands Knaus Tabbert’s existing supplier
network to five manufacturers. Knaus
Tabbert presented the first models and
prototype vehicles based on Volkswagen chassis at its dealer conference (24
to 27 June 2022) and will present at the
Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf (26 August
to 4 September 2022).
From the second half of 2022, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles will be a further partner for the supply of chassis
and vans for the Knaus and Weinsberg
brands. The agreement means Knaus
Tabbert can further diversify its portfolio of motorised chassis and enter new,
high-growth market segments.
“The agreement with Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles is another significant
step towards optimising our supplier base and production processes. It
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also enables us to offer our customers
an even greater variety of models. The
additional chassis and vans will help to
shorten delivery times, which have been
considerably stretched due to material
shortages, and further reduce our dependence on individual suppliers. This
means we are also optimally positioned
for growth in the future,” says Wolfgang
Speck, CEO of Knaus Tabbert AG.
With Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles,
Knaus Tabbert has now concluded its
fifth cooperation with an OEM for the
supply of vans and chassis.
In early spring, the group
had already announced
cooperation agreements
with Mercedes and Ford
for the supply of motorised
chassis, thus doubling the
number of suppliers this
year. The expansion of the
number of suppliers is part
of Knaus Tabbert’s growth
strategy. Due to material shortages in the pro-

duction of chassis, delivery times have
been considerably extended in the last
two years. The significant expansion of
the number of suppliers for chassis and
vans counteracts this and should contribute to a reduction in delivery times
for dealers and customers in the medium term. Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles has decades of experience in the
development and production of reliable
and efficient vehicles. The number of
chassis delivered to Knaus Tabbert is to
be successively increased.

Our Innovative Mounting System
Stop welding. Stop drilling. Stop tapping. Start bonding.
The Weld Mount System is a unique line of fasteners and adhesives
designed to be adhesively bonded to almost any substrate.

Your Benefits:
• Eliminate drilling into composites, avoid exposing the core to moisture
• Eliminate procedure preparation, review and approval delays
• Eliminate safety review and fire watch requirements
• For metals: eliminates warpage and discoloration of the parts
• Save weight and production costs
• Neat and clean installation ideal for last minute changes and additions
• Can be mounted in difficult locations where tools and/or people have poor access

Take the right path at the right pace. Contact us today!
www.weldmountsystems.eu

© H.B. Fuller Company, 2022
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N ews
Renault announces latest all-electric van range
Renault has renewed its all-electric van
range with the announcement of details of its all-new Kangoo van E-Tech
and new Master E-Tech 52 KVH. With
a range of 300km, the all-new Renault
Kangoo Van E-TECH offers a larger
range, while the new Master E-TECH
Electric 52 kWh is more versatile than
before with 15 versions and a range of
200km. Renault has sold more than
70,000 electric vehicles in the 36 years
since its first all-electric Master prototype and 10 years after the first public sale of the all-electric Kangoo Z.E.
By placing the battery under the floor
panel, the all-new Kangoo Van E-TECH
Electric cargo capacity remains unaltered. Thanks to its new 45kWh lithium-ion battery, composed of 8 independent and easily repairable modules,
the all-new Kangoo Van E-TECH Electric boasts a range of up to 300km in
WLTP cycle.
Renault’s large electric van, the all-new
Master Van E-TECH Electric 52 kWh has
been given a brand new 52 kWh battery thereby increasing its coverage
with a WLTP range of up to 200km.
Just as with the all-new Kangoo Van
E-TECH Electric, conventional hydraulic
braking is assisted by an ARB system
(Adaptive Regenerative Brake System), which maximizes
the amount of recovered
energy regardless of the
selected braking regime.
The van’s Eco mode – limiting the maximum power
and speed – paired with
low resistance tires ensure maximum range and
maximum driving comfort. There are two types
of charging solutions for

the van’s battery: a single-phase 7.4
kW AC charger, suitable for all types
of domestic charging; a 22 kW DC
charger for accelerated charging
at public charging stations, allowing you to recover 50 km of range
(WLTP cycle) in 45 minutes. The
all-new Master Van E-TECH Electric 52kWh battery takes 5 hours to
reach 80% charge when plugged
into an 7,4 kW Wallbox, and 10 hours
on a 3.7kW domestic. The energy
efficient electric motor with a power of 57 kW (76 HP equivalent), is
ideal for driving on both urban and
peri-urban roads with great flexibility. The all-new 52kWh Master Van
E-TECH Electric will be available in
15 versions (instead of the original
six), with a choice of three different
lengths and three different heights,
available in 3.1t and 3.5t when orders
open and later in 3.8t. The four van
versions offer a cargo volume of 8
to 15m3. The two ‘cab-floor’ versions
come in either L2 or L3 and are ideal bases for, flatbed, dump or large
volume conversions that can carry
up to 20m3. The full-electric version
boasts the same cargo space as its
ICE counterpart with one of the largest storage volumes in its category.

Germany reports second-best record
for sales in first half of the year
A report from the CIVD says demand for motor caravans and caravans remains
high in Germany, but supply chain problems are putting a strain on the production and distribution of new vehicles. In the first half of the year, 55,202 new
leisure vehicles were registered in Germany. This represents a drop of 12.2 percent compared with the record year of 2021, but still represents the second-best
result in the history of the industry for this period. These figures would have
been higher, but faltering supply chains have been causing major problems for
the caravanning industry for more than a year. In the case of motor caravans,
there is a particular lack of vehicle chassis, which is why the segment reported a
minus of 15.9 percent with 40,985 new registrations. At 14,217 units, the caravan
sector remained at the previous year’s level (+ 0.8 percent). “Registration figures for motor caravans have risen steadily in recent years and would probably
have reached record levels yet again this year had it not been for supply chain
problems,” reports Daniel Onggowinarso, Managing Director of the CIVD.
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Lippert acquires
T.J. Snuggles, Inc,
an RV tent company
Lippert Components, Inc. (“Lippert”) has acquired all the business assets of T.J. Snuggles, Inc.
(TJ Snuggles”), a company that
manufactures custom tents for expandable RV trailers as well as cubical curtains and room dividers
for hospitals. With the acquisition
of TJ Snuggles, Lippert now has an
array of quality canvas products, a
skilled workforce, as well as additional cut-and-sew capacity, one of
Lippert’s core manufacturing capabilities, which is already 1,100 team
members strong. TJ Snuggles is
located in Bremen, Indiana, where
it has a 24,000 square foot facility
that has been providing tent and
canvas solutions to the RV industry
for nearly 55 years. RV expandable
trailers have experienced a renaissance in recent years partly because
of their affordability and partly because they are a logical next step
from traditional tent camping. Expandable trailers allow the camper
the basic luxuries of an RV without
sacrificing the feeling of being outdoors. The acquisition also helps
Lippert vertically integrate current
product lines. Earlier in 2021, Lippert unveiled its “Vela” pop-up tent
for Class B vans, which has been
widely adopted in Europe and by
several brands in North America.
“We’re excited to expand our sewing
capacity and capabilities by adding
the industry expertise of TJ Snuggles. Many younger, first-time RV
buyers are looking for that bridge
between tent camping and RVing,
and the current trends in the market
reflect this. This acquisition will help
Lippert stay on top of these trends
and allow us to innovate a better
customer experience for expandable RV’s.” said Ryan Smith, Group
President of Lippert North America.

Innovation, quality, safety...

Accessories for motorhomes, caravan,
van and compact van

Thule Awnings

Thule Smart Panels

Thule Tents

Thule Bike Racks

Thule Bike Racks for Caravans

Thule Storage

Thule Sports Gear - Ladders Roof Rack System

Thule Steps

Thule Locks

Contact us: infoRV@thule.com

Bring your life
thule.com
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N ews
Knaus Tabbert boosts financial reserves
with a EUR 100 million promissory note loan
strengthens our already
solid liquidity position
and expands the current
mix of financing instruments,” adds CFO Marc
Hundsdorf.
The placed volume is
allocated to maturities
between 3, 5, 7 and 10
years. 67 % of the transaction was issued in fixed
interest tranches. The
new promissory note loan is another
building block of the company’s solid
and sustainable financing policy. The
transaction was accompanied by the
arrangers Commerzbank AG, finpair
GmbH and Raiffeisen Bank International AG.
Knaus Tabbert AG is a leading manufacturer of leisure vehicles in Europe with
headquarters in Jandelsbrunn, Lower
Bavaria. It also has locations in Mottgers and Schlüsselfeld in Germany, and

since 1961

KNAUS TABBERT AG has strengthened its strategic financial reserves
through the successful placement of a
EUR 100 million promissory note loan.
Based on the marketed volume of EUR
75 million, the transaction was almost
two times oversubscribed.
“As further part of our long-term financing strategy, we have now successfully completed an important and
well-prepared transaction with the issuance of this promissory note loan.
Against the background of our good
economic situation, the loan increases
the scope for action to generate further growth and to further expand our
market position as a leading manufacturer of leisure vehicles in Europe,”
said Wolfgang Speck, CEO of Knaus
Tabbert. “We are pleased about the
great interest in this transaction. The
high demand is a vote of confidence
in the company by the promissory
note investors. The promissory note

in Nagyoroszi in Hungary. The company has been listed in the Prime Standard segment of the Frankfurt Stock
Exchange (ISIN: DE000A2YN504)
since September 2020. With its brands
KNAUS, Tabbert, T@B, Weinsberg, Morelo and its caravanning rental service
Rent and Travel, the company generated revenues of nearly 850 million
euros and produced more than 25,000
recreational vehicles with a workforce
of approximately 3,500.

Naldini
furniture care quality

Our experience at your service
Manufacture of furniture and
accessories: we are proud to
guarantee to our customers
flexibility and a high degree
of customizability. Fratelli
Naldini is one of the Italian
companies with the most
extensive experience in the
RV sector, thanks to 60 years
of successful activity.

Production of flat and curved
kitchen doors
and lockers

Fratelli Naldini Srl
Via del Chianti, 31 • 50028 Barberino Tavarnelle FI • Italy
Tel: +39 055 8077928 • naldinisrl@naldinisrl.com
www.fratellinaldini.com
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N ews
Ford (France) commissions new study on Vanlife
Last year, Ford (France) highlighted in a
study the desire of the French to escape.
More than one in three respondents said
they were attracted to Vanlife, i.e. the
fact of living in a converted vehicle in the
short or long term. The Covid-19 pandemic has increased the attraction of
the French for this way of life. To see if it
is a passing trend, motivated by multiple
confinements, or a practice that takes
place without duration, Ford has carried
out a new study with the Yougov polling
institute. In a context of loss of purchasing power, Vanlife invites itself for 31% of
the French as an economic solution to
spend holidays at a lower cost, while 58%
of parents of children under 18 would
be ready to go on holiday with their
child(ren) in a van or camper van. The
most popular regions in France for Vanlifers were Brittany (17%) and ProvenceAlpes-Côte d’Azur (16%). The constraint
of health restrictions has tended to fade
since last year. 66% of French people
consider that they have an impact on
their desires to travel, compared to 74%
in 2021. In this context, the French continue to favour land means for their travels. Like last year, 62% of them plan to
use the car as a means of transport for

their next vacation. Motorhomes, vans and converted
vans remain in the minority
(5%) in these projects but
are gaining in popularity
with consumers. Indeed,
44% of French people
would be ready to switch
to Vanlife for their holidays
compared to 36% in 2021.
Additionally, the imagery
of freedom, discovery and
nature, associated with
Vanlife has grown in popularity in recent
years. Today, Vanlife appeals thanks to
its guarantees of freedom and flexibility (46%), its lower cost (31%) and its
response to the desires of the French
to consume differently (26%). Who are
the “Vanlifers”? From the connected nomad to the adventurous camper, Vanlife
seems to be attracting more and more
consumers, and in particular young
working people: 56% of 25-44 would be
ready to take the plunge. This mode of
travel also conquers families. 58% of parents of children under 18 would be ready
to go on holiday with their child(ren) in
a van or campervan. In an inflationary
context, although the price of fuel con-

tinues to rise, Vanlife appears to 40% of
these families to be a more economical
solution compared to renting a house
or apartment. The Vanlife also offers a
new way to discover (or rediscover) the
country. The majority of respondents
(65%) would prefer to stay in France
for a stay in a van. The coastal regions
in the South and West seem to be the
most popular destinations. While young
people (18-24) are more attracted to
the Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur region
(28%), seniors over 55 favor Brittany
(22%). The top five preferred regions
for Vanlife were Brittany 17% ProvenceAlpes-Côte d’Azur 16% Corsica 10% Occitania 9% New Aquitaine 6%.

UK’s Motorhome and Caravan Show (18 to 23 October, 2022)
Tickets are now on sale for the Motorhome and Caravan Show 2022 at
Birmingham’s NEC in the UK, which
opens to the public from 18 to 23
October 2022. Tickets will only be
available online. This is the UK’s biggest leisure show and says it will have
over 1,000 leisure vehicles on display,
including a dedicated campervan
hall. As the country’s biggest showcase of Leisure Vehicles, the Show
will welcome the leading industry
manufacturers and dealers from UK
and Europe to launch models for the
upcoming year across its 11 halls. Visitors can expect to see new-for-2023
campervans, caravans, motorhomes,
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trailer tents and more – with over 1,000
models on display. Guests will be invited
to step inside and physically compare
the different layouts, fixtures and finishes of all that’s on offer in their search
for the perfect Leisure Vehicle – as well
as getting their questions answered by
the leading manufacturers and top dealers, including Adria, Auto-Trail, Bailey
of Bristol, Brownhills, Carthago, Coachman, Compass, Elddis, Erwin Hymer
Group, Groupe Pilote, Lowdhams, Marquis, Rapido, Swift Group and many
more. With the continued rise in popularity of UK stay-cationing and campervan touring, the Show will feature a dedicated Campervan Hall including models
from Autohaus, Auto-Sleepers,
Auto-Trail, Bilbo’s, Compass, Danbury, Hillside, Knaus Weinsberg,
Rolling Homes, Vantage, Vanworx, Westfalia Mobil, Wildax and
many more. As the go-to meeting
place for those with a love of the
caravan, campervan and motorhome lifestyle, the Show will also
feature the very latest products
and innovations from top indus-

try trade suppliers including satellite
navigation systems, air-conditioning
units, tracking devices, digital TVs
and AV systems. The Show is ideal
for those looking for an upgrade or
first-time buyers looking to take the
first steps into the world of Leisure
Vehicles, guests will meet and learn
from the industry at large at the NEC.
Karen Dodd, Marketing Director of
NCC Events said: “After the successful return of the February Show following the pandemic, we couldn’t
be more over the moon to announce
the Motorhome and Caravan Show
will be back at the NEC this coming
October! The interest in staycations,
campervan, caravan and motorhome
holidays is huge and we’re thrilled to
be able to showcase all that’s new for
2023 to visitors. As well as over 1,000
vehicles to explore and accessories to
buy, there will be plenty of advice and
guidance for first-time buyers and
experienced enthusiasts from leading industry experts. Plus, inspiration
about places to travel to and enjoy
across the UK and Europe.”

Craft as
a service

Euramax for Mobility offers many
advantages for owners and
manufacturers of recreational
vehicles. Our aluminium cladding
materials give your vehicle a
premium look that lasts a lifetime
and can be recycled infinitely.

euramaxcladding.com
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Cooperation
is the key
for the future
Market demand is growing, vehicle
supplies are lacking and there are
many challenges to be faced, as
well as opportunities: there are
shortages in the supply chain
and the number of pitches
in Europe, electrification of
cars, inflation increasing,
and new rules. And a
new generation of users
with different needs
to satisfy. The answer
is unanimous: RV
manufacturers and
suppliers must
collaborate
Words Paolo Galvani, Antonio Mazzucchelli - photo Enrico Bona

T

he 44th edition of the ECF (European Caravan Federation)
Annual General Meeting and
The Meeting of the Leisure Vehicle Industry (MELVI) took place in
May 2022 in Ljubljana, Slovenia. It
was hosted by the RV manufacturer,
Adria, and more than 100 representatives from the European caravanning
industry discussed the current state
of the industry, actual trends and
future challenges. The ECF Board,
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led by President Hermann Pfaff, was
re-elected unanimously for two more
years.
It was the 20th of May, but the view
of the new season and the challenges
that the industry is facing was already
well defined: the pandemic, problems
in finding semiconductors, the Russian-Ukrainian conflict, difficulties in
the procurement of raw materials,
shortage in the supply chain and consequent production blocks, and price

increases were all elements already
present on the international scene.
Having published the interesting initial speech by Herman Pfaff, President
of ECF, in the last issue of Aboutcamp
BtoB, in the following pages you can
find a detailed report of what the
most relevant speakers wanted to
highlight to the members of the federation.
Below is an excerpt from President
Hermann Pfaff’s introductory speech.

Hermann Pfaff, ECF President
“2020 went down in history as an extraordinary year.
The coronavirus has left virtually no industry unharmed,
and the caravanning industry was no exception. However, our advantage was that during a pandemic caravanning is one of the safest ways to go on holiday, and the
interest in our products grew enormously.
Production was hit hard by the pandemic. Some European markets were hit stronger than others. However,
thanks to strong sales of pre-owned vehicles and a remarkable influx of new customers, 2020 and 2021 ended both with European record registrations.
Caravanning is all the rage in Europe. The European
market for recreational vehicles registered a plus of 10
percent last year.
With approx. 260,000 vehicles, new registrations of
motor caravans and caravans achieved the best result
in their history. With few exceptions, almost all national
markets were up.
2021 was an ambiguous year: record demand, full order
books but also intensifying supply bottlenecks. Increasing production problems, particularly in the second half
of the year. A frustrating situation for manufacturers,
trade partners and customers.
And today? The positive mood of 2021 is slightly clouded.
The supply chain problems have worsened, and prices
are increasing day by day.
Now, it is not possible to fully assess how the market and in particular end customer demand - will look after
considering all the negative effects such as the pandemic,
the war in Ukraine, inflation etc.
However, we must
be prepared that
the caravanning industry will not be
spared and that a
normalisation of the
market will certainly not arrive before
next year.
Furthermore, the rental
vehicle business has been
hit hard, due to a lack of vehicle availability.
Far fewer rental vehicles will be delivered to the dealers. Far fewer young used cars will come onto the market at the end of the season.
Considering the price increase even for entry-level vehicles, the situation is difficult, especially for newcomers to our industry.
To be clear: The situation is entirely due to the lack of
availability of basic vehicles. Even with the high order
backlog, demand remains strong in all segments and
has not diminished.
I believe that compared to cars or trucks, our industry
has managed the challenges in the supply chain comparatively well, considering all the circumstances.
Ladies and Gentlemen, it is tough to make predictions.
This is especially true in these historically unprecedented times. Looking ahead to the coming months, we
continue to have a positive outlook, if the material supply slowly improves”.
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Good numbers with some shadows
Jost Krüger, ECF Secretary General

T

he numbers and the regulatory situation were aspects addressed by
Jost Krüger, ECF Secretary General. His
speech became a guiding thread for
the assembly: the concern for market
challenges that appear to be decidedly
unpredictable today.
“Last year started good, but in the
second half we already experienced
some reductions,” he said. “However,
2021 was a record year for us with a
double-digit growth comparing to the
year before, and that was pretty good.
Germany did well, while France and the
UK, and many other countries, made
a great contribution. So, what I care
about is the record number of over
80,000 German motor caravan registrations, despite the chassis shortage.
That was a very good result, despite
the shortages in the supply chain in the
second half of the year,” he continued.

6.7% from 87,612 to 81,781 registrations.
“This is a hint that the market is cloudy,
with supply chain issues exacerbated
on the situation. And that was really
the number one topic,” commented
Krüger. “Many markets are now down,
and I guess this year is quite challenging,” he added.
In this context, the secretary general
wanted to emphasize some emerging
markets: “I would like to highlight that
Romania, Poland, and the Czech Republic have grown enormously in the
last two years. So, I think that pretty
much the majority of what you are already doing in East Europe is focused
on those markets for long term development.”
He then showed the historical trend of
the market, expressing confidence for
the future: “We had a good number at
the end of last year, of about 260,000
RVs. What’s happening this year?
Obviously, it will
SEPTEMBER 20 – APRIL 21
102.398
45.524
not be as good
as last year, but I
have to say that
SEPTEMBER 21 – APRIL 22
95.146
43.611
caravanning is really hot at the moΔ%
-7,1 %
-4,2 %
ment. It’s sexy…
despite of the
This first difficulty was the start of a problems we’ve had.”
less positive period in terms of num- To close the numbers chapter, Krüger
bers. Looking at the data recorded again underlined the good perforby ECF from September 2021 to April mance of campervans, which last year
2022, signs of a slowdown are begin- accounted for 49.6% of the motor carning to be seen: in Europe the total avan sector with a growth of 5% (for a
number of registrations of recreation- total of over 155,000 units sold). There
al vehicles fell by 6.2%, from about was a lack of used vehicles on the
148,000 to just under 139,000 units. market and, despite all the difficulties
The figure is slightly worse for the first in Europe, a total of 6,150,000 recrefour months of 2022, with a drop of ational vehicles on the road has been
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exceeded.
The second part of Krüger’s speech
was dedicated to an update of the
delicate regulatory aspect concerning
the maximum laden mass that can be
driven with the category B license. For
some time, the ECF has been asking
the European Commission to raise the
limit from 3.5 to 4.25 tons, and this debate is ongoing. Krüger believes that
a draft of the new rules could finally
be seen in early 2023. Then the floor
will pass to Parliament and the Member States. The forecast, as well as the
hope, is that the new limits may come
into effect in the period between 2026
and 2028.
This is can all be viewed positively, but
in the meantime, the message to be
made that new zero-emission propulsion systems have to be tackled, taking into account the relative increase in
weight.
“The driving license category B, with an
increased 4.25 tonnes limit, must ensure that motor caravans with alternative fuelled propulsion systems can be
driven in the future for private use by
authorizing that any additional weight
specific to the propulsion system is,
where necessary, added to the 4,25
tonnes threshold,” concluded Krüger.
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Wireless charger
Recessed mounting

The wireless charger uses QI technology to fast charge telephones and tablets and other devices suitable for
induction charging. The sleek and accessible design integrates well into any interior. Easy to install with the
mounting clamps and the 3M tape.
Input: 12-15V DC
Charging output: power 5W/7.5W/10W
3M tape included
Suitable for charging of telephones, tablets and
other devices suitable for induction charging

The charger has a build in size of Ø60x17mm.

17mm

Ø60mm

Article number: 4403701

The right partner for manufacturers of
caravans, motorhomes, boats and specials
www.westacc.nl

Info@westacc.nl

+31 (0)174 520178

Come see us at
Caravan Salon 2022
Hall 13 / E03
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80% of the innovation
in the industry
comes from
the suppliers

Stéphane Cordeille, CEO of Thetford

A

t the centre of the speech by
Stéphane Cordeille, Chief Operating Officer of Thetford, was the delicate
relationship between the manufacturers of recreational vehicles and their
suppliers of components and accessories. He emphasised that, at the moment, the reason for the greatest friction between the two realities is mainly
linked to inflation; Cordeille wanted to
make a clear distinction between generic suppliers and dedicated suppliers.
“To help you to understand what I’m

trying to say,” explained Cordeille, “I’m
going to use the example of the English
breakfast: the chicken delivers the egg,
and it’s involved; bacon is delivered by
the pork, and it’s committed. Now: are
you chicken or pork? Thetford is pork.”
In general, he added, when you are a
dedicated supplier, you are often not
that big; you are a small or medium
sized company; you highly depend on a
few large customers; you often deliver
customized solutions, (so low volumes)
and you mostly purchase from large

Relationship OEM/Supplier
Difference between a general supplier or a dedicated
supplier to the RV Industry: involved versus committed
In the English breakfast, the chicken delivers the egg,
and it’s involved; bacon is delivered by the pork,
and it’s committed.
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commodity suppliers.
“So, you are stuck in the middle,” said
Cordeille. “But there is a way forward:
dedicated suppliers and RV OEMs must
work hand in hand to make RVs more
attractive to a new generation of users.”
In fact, new challenges are looming on
the horizon, such as that of electrification. And to win them, it is essential
that OEMs and suppliers work closely
together, says Cordeille: “80% of the
innovation in the industry comes from
the suppliers, so it’s a very important
relationship”.
The new generation of customers is
also looking at new aspects, which in
the past were less considered by campers. For example, important elements
for the success of RVs are the ease of
use of its components and their reliability. Those who use a recreational vehicle do not want to encounter difficulties or problems.
“The new way of using a RV is flexibility,” said Cordeille. “A three-week holiday, six months, everyday use… and
zero default. This is the most important
thing: the new generation of consumers
really doesn’t want to hear about problems. Probably the biggest challenge of
this industry is to make products that
don’t fail”.
In this scenario, Cordeille said that
traditional customers should not be
forgotten as they may want the same
things as the new generation, but with
their increasing age also highlighting
new needs: economy of use, comfort,
and safety. In order to win over and retain this diverse clientele, Cordeille sent
a message to RV manufacturers: “Dear
customers, give the power to your engineers, product managers, marketers. By
building a good relationship and combining efforts, dedicated suppliers and
RV manufacturers can drive innovation

The Way Forward

The Way Forward

We, Dedicated suppliers, must take good
care of our customers

RV Manufacturers must take good care of
their dedicated suppliers

Invest in Technology and Innovative solutions

They are committed...

Manage our operating performance to remain
competitive

They highly contribute to the Innovation
process

Invest in a dedicated Marketing and Service
organization

They support the end-user all along the life
cycle of their vehicle
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and work on the global cost efficiency
of an RV. I believe in cooperation – the
earlier we start talking together, manufacturers and suppliers, the more value
we have”.
“RV manufacturers should take good
care of their dedicated suppliers, as
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they are committed, they highly contribute to the innovation process and
they also support the end-user all along
the life cycle of their vehicle,” concluded Cordeille. “We are not automotive
or a highly sophisticated industry, but
diversification, original design, and cus-

The Way Forward

tomization are our trademark. We sell a
dream to the end-user who is not looking for a piece of metal, wood, wheels,
but what they are going to do with it.
It’s important that we move forward, we
create, we make our industry more and
more sexy”.

OEM/Supplier Value Creation
CoCreation

New
Technology
Integration

Original
integrated
Design

Design for
Manufacturing

Quality
Watch the entire speech
on our YouTube channel

INNOVATION
COST EFFICIENCY
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We are ready to apply the new rules
Hervé Gautier, Technical Chairman

the European Commission is working
to reduce the number of road casulook at the technical regulations alties: 25,000 deaths and 135,000
that will come into force soon injured in 2017, a number that has recould not be missed in this ECF An- mained constant over time.
nual General Meeting. Hervé Gautier, This has led to the definition of a se2- GENERAL SAFETY REGULATION No 2
Technical Chairman, highlighted how ries of obligations that will come into
force, for newly registered vehiDATE OF MANDATORY
INSTALLATION
cles, starting from 2024.
Date of mandatory installation
“The last equipment, data recordIntelligence speed
er or black box, will be introduced
2024
assistance
by 2024 for panel van and for the
rest of the motor caravan sector
Alcohol Interlock
2024
Installation
in 2029,” said Gautier. “We are
2- GENERAL
SAFETY REGULATION No 2
certainly ready to adopt such
Emergency lane
devices. Last time, we also disDATE 2024
OF MANDATORY
keeping system
INSTALLATION
cussed impact tests, and this is
still pending, but none of these
Driver drowsiness &
Attention warning
tests should be mandatory: they
2024
should be made by your local
Emergency Stop
government,” he added.
signal
2024
As in all transitions, when the
new ones are effective it will be
Event crash data
2024 (for panel vans)
necessary to understand how to
recorder
2029 (for all)
manage the vehicles in stock, giv-

A

en that approximately three-quarters
of the vehicles available at that time
cannot theoretically be registered.
“We have some limits with the Euro
6 classification, so we need to fall on
the end of series rate for derogation,”
explained Gautier. “This is a necessary
step forward for stability. So, we will
inform you about any variation and, in
the meantime, we will ask each Member State to consider this aspect”.
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are not enough to understand what is
about to happen, but there are trends
that should not be underestimated. The
Slovenian manager mentioned in particular three elements which over time
have been confirmed as fundamental.
The first, already identified about 10
years ago, has been confirmed to this
day. “In 2012, at an ECF meeting, we
were talking about the ‘best age’ generation. If this was correct in 2012, it is
even truer today: by 2025, 30% of our
clientele will be made up of people over
60. Today people live healthier and longer than before and living and moving
with motorhomes or caravans in nature
means spend your free time is very
healthy,” Gole continued.
The second theme is more recent, but
no less evident: that of sustainability.
“Sustainability was, already 10 years
ago, one of the important issues for the
future: and today I think it is still true,”
said Gole. “We all are talking about a
Sonja Gole,
General Manager of Adria Mobil
big increase of the demand but at the
same time we are and will have to face
in a short future with sustainability and
taking care for environment”. Finally,
the issue of digitalization, which according to Gole was an important and
even worrying trend at the time, representing a real challenge for the industry. “In my opinion digitalization is dehe intervention of the “landlady” the crisis come at the beginning of the veloping faster than ever, but I think this
proved interesting mainly because ‘90s. Slovenia became independent is also a big threat,” she added.
the theme addressed by Sonja Gole, but without a domestic market there However, past crises have not stopped
General Manager of Adria Mobil, was was a really tough period. In 1995, we the industry from growing to today’s
how to overcome crises. The period produced only 3,300 caravans and ev- record numbers. “If we look at the past
ahead for the industry is full of uncer- erybody was sure that Adria would not in perspective,” added Gole, “10 years
tainties, but it does not seem as worry- survive. But we succeeded, and since ago we were discussing about declining
1995 we developed new products and production, market and sales. We were
ing as other past situations.
“If we go back to Adria’s development new solutions, also starting seriously at 150,000 RVs in total, and I believe
that no one would have dared to estiin history, we can see that we went with motorhome production”.
through different periods of time, from Then Gole recalled the most recent mate that 10 years later we would have
the good perspective and growing pe- crisis of the 2000s: “In 2007, we were sold more than 260,000 products in
riod to the very tough period of time, growing by an average of 20% yearly one year. And the problem at that time
but we always survive,” she said. “I think and reached a volume of 14,000 car- was the level of stock, where today the
situation isincompletely
different: we are
that the past teaches us how we have avans and motorhomes,” she remem- 4. Challenges
global economy
to react when we have to face different bers. “The 2008/2009 financial crisis not talking about avoiding having stock,
Supply shortages
stop
butcan
how
to produce enough so that the
conditions. I always say that nothing is pushed us to decrease the production
factories – and much more!
a ‘crisis’ but just something we have to to just half of the volume we reached in dealers will have the products on their
2007. So again, a very difficult period, places for sale.”
adapt to.
Catch up
Adria was born in the 1965 and reached but we always found a way to adapt our The challenges that will have to be
Adaptation
faced now are completely new,
says
an incredible result of 26,000 caravans organization to new conditions.”
analysis Gole: “If this growth will continue in
produced in one year. It was 1980, but Often forecasts and market Today

Not a ‘crisis’
but just
something
we have to
adapt to

T

Production stop

Global trends
“Best age” generation - aging population

+++

Health - balance work/leisure time

+++

Urbanomics - growth % population and
activities in urban contest
Sustainability - environment, eco, recyclying

Sales stop
4. Challenges in global
economy

Impact on RV industry

opportunity

Supply shortage effects

Supply shortages can stop
Past

factories – and much more!
Catch up

Source: Johen Friedricks / URSA

MOTORHOMES

+++

Digital world - social networks

challenge

Women - 80% consumption decisions are done
by women

challenge

Adaptation
Today
Production stop

Past
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MOTORHOMES

Sales stop

the future, and if we will be able to deliver the products, the
question will be: where to go with the caravan or the motorhome? Because we will have another problem: there are not
enough pitches in campsites. The governments have to support the industry by developing the infrastructure conditions
which will allow the customers to enjoy the product and the
industry to increase the sales.”
In addition to this, Gole commented that it will also be necessary to deal with the difficult international situation, passing
from one crisis to another. “Covid, war, material and energy
prices, and challenges about the environment: they are all
things which we are very concerned about. If we look at the
inflation, energy and other goods are pushing the prices up.
It’s seems unbelievable to me, but the latest statistics from
Germany show that producer prices went up in the last 12
months by 30.9%. In March the prices increased again by 5%
so, we will have to do something in the material purchasing
price area and also in the product development area. We will
have to think differently”.
“In the past we were living in a very stable environment, but
today we are living in an unpredictable situation, and what
else could happen? We are already facing production stoppages, and try to come back to the level we where we used to
be until last year, but the question is: when will the sales stop?
Because if prices are too high, that is another threat which we
have to think about and cope with. We have to start to adapt
our organization, our approach, and our innovation ideas, so
the volatility effects are not too large to be compensated for,

or compensated with a different approach: with the cooperation with the suppliers, the manufacturers, and also the final
customers”.
For this reason, according to Sonja Gole, it will be necessary
to make use of knowledge different from that exploited to
date. It will, therefore, be necessary to think about the creation of partnerships that will help identify new concepts and
exchange new ideas: “Working in a changing environment
means that we have to accept what we can’t change, and
we need courage to change what we can,” she concluded.
“What I’m saying is that we are living in the same world, and
we cannot act as unique persons, but as a team. With wisdom
and energy, we can do everything”.
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We need your contribution
to continue giving information
Ramon van Reine, CEO ACSI

A

welcome guest at the ECF Annual
General Meeting was Ramon van
Reine, the CEO of ACSI, who underlined
that the desire for camping and travel
is very strong. Research carried out by
ACSI shows that 85/90 % of those who
have tried this type of holiday during the
pandemic are ready to repeat this experience. On the other hand, those who
are habitual campers have no intention
of giving up: almost 100% of the 15,000
respondents will continue with outdoor
holidays. This desire, however, is destined to collide with objective limitations. “The first issue is: where to park?
While many motorhomes and caravans
are being sold, the number of places
where you can go with such a vehicle
is decreasing,” said van Reine. “People
want to go out with their vehicle, in the
nature, but the decrease in the number
of pitches is a trend that has been going
on since at least 2012. About 210,000
pitches disappeared in less than 10 years
in Europe on the 10,000 campsites that
ACSI inspects every year. This is happening and you as an industry should react,
think about how we can lobby to stop
this because it will also ruin the success

of your sales,” he continued.
Other problems to be urgently addressed concern the fuel crisis and
electrification. “The automotive industry understood that electrification is
a reality and most say that from 2030
they will be 100% electrified. But what
about the camping sector? In the Netherlands, we have the highest number
of charging points, followed by France
and then Germany, but in other countries the amount available goes down
very quickly. If I go to Croatia with an

Decrease in amount of tourist pitches

Where are you planning to take a camping holiday in 2022?
German campers:

French campers:

Dutch campers:

electric car I’m really stuck, and also in
many other countries”.
Finally, van Reine wanted to emphasize
the importance of specialized publica-

tions. “We, European publishers, are
actually specialists in the customer
journey, before and after the customer buys your products. We give inspiration, orientation, information, and we
are a responsible part in this customer
journey in an industry where we have
to survive together. We need your contribution to continue giving out this
information. And it is the same for exhibitions: people go online, dealers are
small, but they want to see and touch
the product when they go to buy a
vehicle and, even better, they want to
compare. Why does Coca Cola continue its marketing activity even if it’s
already spread worldwide? As a European publishing market we have the
feeling that there is a lack in marketing
from your side. And we need it”.

British campers:
Watch the entire speech
on our YouTube channel
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I nterview with FRANK VENTER

Talking
to an RV
designer
With an impressive career in industrial
design and 15-years in the role
of Head of Design at a premium
European caravan and motorhome
manufacturer, Frank Venter
possesses a wealth of experience and
knowledge about the RV Industry
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli

W

e met Frank Venter (56) during his recent visit
to Italy, just before he left for Japan with Bartek Radzimski, who has a vision to connect
the Japan RV market with the European one.
Frank Venter started at Hymer in 2006 as Head of Design and was there until 2021. Now he is running a new
business, ‘Farwerk - design in motion’, offering international product and design development in the diverse
field of mobility.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What is your background?
Frank Venter: After studying mechanical engineering
and industrial design, I did some travelling in Asia in an
RV, based on a big truck Mercedes Benz LP 813 truck.
That was my first experience of the caravanning sector.
After that, I was at a small design office in Schwäbisch
Gmünd working with many different brands designing
furniture, bathrooms, kitchens, chairs, etc. In 15 years
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I designed nearly every type of consumer products before I started at the
Hymer brand.

Bürstner Lyseo Gallery, which shows a
interesting concept with its new inflating front alcove.

Aboutcamp BtoB: Have you seen any
major changes in design over the
years?
Frank Venter: Of course, there are always trends and mega trends which
influence all areas of our lives. The
biggest change began 3-4 years ago
with the climate movement and the
return to people and nature. The latest
is, since the Ukraine war, that nothing
is permanent. All this has an influence
on us all. When you look at materials,
they become more and more natural,
the surfaces change to a more haptic
experience with different textiles and
more leather. RV interiors had changed
very little over the years. Now, we see
changes to more natural colours and
materials, real materials, and everything
is a bit darker. Also, wall coverings are
more tactile and and the trend is unicolor. I see less and less wooden surfaces.

Aboutcamp BtoB: What are the most
challenging situations you have had to
face in your career?
Frank Venter: Weight is always a problem. You cannot use the materials used
in domestic furniture, so everything
must be very light but also stable and
durable. Production requests are also
very challenging: Everything must be
easy and fast to assemble and in case
of damage, individual parts should be
easy to replace. The technical and logistics side is very demanding and limits the design side.

Aboutcamp BtoB: Do you think the
solution is to create new designs or to
save weight?
Frank Venter: I think it’s just a reason
for new designs, as the weight of the
materials are nearly the same if you
have a wooden surface or just the colour. Today, wooden panels can be very
lightweight.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What are the main
differences in designing a caravan or a
motorhome?
Frank Venter: It is a kind of philosophy
where people like caravans or motorhomes. When designing a motorhome
you have to integrate the driving area
so the influence of vehicle technology
on the living area is much greater than
with a caravan. The electrics alone are
becoming more and more complex.
Also, the position of a toilet is restricted by the wheelarch of the chassis. In a
caravan you are more free with the layout, and you can put the sitting area at
the front or at the back. There are more
possibilities to change everything and
to create a more open room.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Is there something
you consider as a real milestone in this
industry in terms of design in recent
years?
Frank Venter: In terms of layout and
technology, of course I have to mention
the Hymer Vision Venture (Design StudioSyn). A really different motorhome
concept, with a staircase, large tailgate
and inflating Pop-Up roof. Likewise, the

Aboutcamp BtoB: How important is
it to consider how easily you can do
maintenance or repairs on furniture
and components?
Frank Venter: It gets more and more
important. In a project you should consider every stage of the product lifecycle, and maintainance is very important
for the customer. With new surfaces, if
you get scratches on them, it should
be easy to change panels, front doors
or parts instead of changing the whole
piece of furniture. Equally, there must
also be easy access to gas, water and
electrical installations.
Everything that makes
life easier for the customer is important.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Can
you imagine any kind
of universal layout that
would be useful for every kind of customer?
Frank Venter: The layouts are getting similar and I think this is a
trend that is not going
to stop in the future.
I think one an answer
is a sort of convertible
bathroom: if you don’t
need the room for a toilet or shower you just
fold it away or make a
wall with a double function and use this place
for something else.
Today, we have fixed
bathrooms that take
up a lot of space in an
RV. I think, in the future,
we will be more flexible
with smarter ideas to
change the room and
its function and more
modularity, so people

can choose how they want to sleep, live,
sit or cook. If someone doesn’t cook,
they don’t need an expensive kitchen.
I also think that production lines could
be more flexible in the future with modular layouts.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Do you mean like a
“camper on demand”?
Frank Venter: Yes, why not? A really
modular motorhome where you can
move portions or partitions inside your
vehicle. Modularity is more expensive,
but we have to think how to do it in a
smart way, so that it’s easy for the customer and not a problem for the manufacturer. There are already concepts to
solve the fittings for the installation of
gas, water and electricity.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Is design creativity
more frequent in smaller vehicles?
Frank Venter: On big motorhomes and
Liners, producers are very conservative with layouts and design. Changes are very slow. Maybe the kind of
customers who spend a lot of money
for big vehicles want a classic house
on wheels? The smaller vehicles such
as camper vans or urban vehicles are
much more progressive and creative.
It’s a nice playground to try out new
things.

Hymer VisionVenture - Design StudioSyn - 2019

Hymer concept
Innovision - 2008
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Aboutcamp BtoB: What about the
success of camper vans? Is this limiting design creativity or is it an opportunity?
Frank Venter: There are always ways
to do new colours, surfaces and design. Of course, the shape of the van
is limiting, but there are so many different types of these vehicles on the
roads and some of them are looking
quite different. I guess the producers
are not as flexible to change as fast as
the customers could need or the designer want, because the process of
implementation into production takes
time. The bigger the company, the
harder it is to change fast. That’s why
small companies are successful. They
have good ideas, are very modern and
unconventional, and do things differently from the big players.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What about your
future projects?
Frank Venter: Aboutcamp’s mutual
friend, Bartek Radzimski, asked me
about conducting a technical assessment of the Japanese RV Industry.
The background for this request was
around opportunities related to the
introduction of the Fiat Ducato van,
however, taking a look behind the
facade of the production processes,
materials and components was also

Frank Venter
next to a
Japanese
production
vehicle
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an important focus.
Aboutcamp BtoB: After studying the
Japan RV market, what are your impressions?
Frank Venter: RV designs are influenced by Japanese culture (traffic
rules, space, gas supply, etc.) and different base-vehicles, so Japanese and
European motorhomes differ in some
points, but are very similar in essence.
An initial surprise was the complete
lack of Japanese-themed interior designs. Of course, we do not have Bavarian farmhouse parlour-themed mobile
homes in our market, however, I was
expecting more of Japan’s own identity. Despite globalization making passenger cars look the same all over the
world, a motorhome is more like a tiny
house and has more to do with living
than with driving. Thus, with Japanese
home living culture being very different
from western ones, the deduction is
that EU motorhome market has a very
strong influence on Japanese designs
and trends. Nevertheless, the Japanese
motorhomes are nicely furnished, and
their workmanship is in no way inferior to the European models - rather the
opposite.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What about the interior designs?
Frank Venter: The motorhomes in Japan are rather
small by our standards, and
influenced by the very narrow streets and limited parking space in the big cities.
Nevertheless, the RV’s are
very functionally designed
and usually provide sleeping
space for at least 5-7 people. For this reason, almost
all the entire interior space
can be converted into a large
sleeping area. The lack of a
toilet and shower in some
models is not a problem as
clean, free toilets are readily available in Japan, while
its volcanic geostructure allows for onsen (hot springs)
and wonderful bathing spots
nationwide. With an almost
religious daily bath soaking
culture that the Japanese
crave, a cramped shower cubicle with limited water available is hard to sell to them.
Aboutcamp BtoB: We know
there are some curious solutions for air conditioning…

can you tell us more?
Frank Venter: Yes, this is a big difference to the EU: supply of land electricity and refill stations for gas are non-existent in Japan. Vehicles are equipped
with plenty of batteries which must
supply the electric air conditioning
and lighting throughout weekend trips.
Household air conditioners utilized by
many manufacturers are quiet, cheap
and usually well integrated into the
overhead storage cabinets. Since it often gets very hot & humid in the summer in Japan, the installation rates are
quite high.
Aboutcamp BtoB: And what about
other appliances?
Frank Venter: Cooking is done with
gas from a can. That doesn’t last long
but is available everywhere and can be
changed quickly. Due to the short dimensions of the floor plans, fridges are
rather small. The water supply usually
takes place via commercially available
containers which are widely available.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What are the opportunities for your business in Japan
in the future?
Frank Venter: During my extensive
trip to Japan, and thanks to Bartek
Radzimski’s excellent connections to
the RV industry there, we did tours of
several production facilities and had
useful discussions with plant managers, designers and heads of R&D who
revealed that plenty of opportunities
still exist for various material, component, and parts suppliers.
The limitations which we encountered
came from marginal influences from
abroad, lack of adequately designed
chassis, and a tendency to solve many
challenges internally due to inadequate supplier base. On top of this, the
boundaries that exist due to language
barriers require significant efforts to
achieve progress.
What was evident throughout, is that
the industry is growing and has a positive outlook for the next few years.
This positive outlook is allowing most
manufacturers to focus on factory expansion to bring higher production
speeds. Such developments will also
allow for higher investments into design, tooling, and lightweight construction to drive the industry forward. For
the coming years, most manufactures
will be busy fulfilling their local market
demands, but in a few years, it wouldn’t
be a surprise to see some of these
manufactures not only as visitors to the
Caravan Salon, but also as exhibitors.

Photo: Øyvind Leren

When nature calls

INCINERATION
TOILET ADAPTED
TO CARAVANS AND
MOBILE UNITS

Cinderella Travel represents a totally new way to
handle waste, easily, without the hassle of emptying
in designated areas. The toilets are designed and
produced in Norway, known for longevity an high
quality with excellent capacity and sustainable,
ecological design – without polluting outcomes.
Cinderella Travel provides a hygienic and easy way
to dispose of toilet waste safely.

Learn more about Cinderella at cinderellaeco.com
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I nterview with ALEXANDER WOTTRICH

Young in age,
but leading
by experience
We interviewed Alexander Wottrich, the
CEO of Truma Group: we asked his opinion
on the current status of the business and
the future goals of the company
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli, photo Enrico Bona

T

ruma is a major supplier in the
RV sector. The company was
founded in 1949 by Philipp Kreis
who started by making gaslights and
some years later began his activity in
the RV world. Truma’s LPG powered
space heater, introduced in 1961, set
new standards for safety and comfort
and made Truma the market leader in
this segment, a position which it still
holds today. Truma is an international, family-run company based in Putzbrunn near Munich that offers heating, cooling, manoeuvring systems
and smart solutions. It is present in
the four camping-relevant continents
of the world: North America, Europe,
Asia and Australia. Truma also has its
own sales and service subsidiaries in
Great Britain, Scandinavia, USA and
China.
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At the beginning of 2021, Truma
Group GmbH & Co. KG was founded
to unite the companies of the Group
under one roof: Truma Gerätetechnik,
Alde, nexT experience, and additional
companies in the Group. Aboutcamp
BtoB met Alexander Wottrich, the
CEO of the Group and grandson of
the company founder.
Aboutcamp BtoB: From the days of
the lockdown to post-pandemic euphoria: what was Truma’s experience
during this period?
Alexander Wottrich: Of course, the
pandemic was a challenge for us, both
in terms of collaboration and also in
terms of business. But “sometimes
the brave are lucky”. We have been
working on digitalization and new
work concepts for about 10 years. The

digitalization of workflows was completed just before the pandemic hit so
we were able to handle this unusual
situation very well with hundreds of
employees working from home.
In a military style of leadership, we sat
in a ‘war room’ every day. We could
decide very quickly not to open our
production facility if there was a
health risk for the people, or whether
to implement the night shift. We had
to cope with quite a lot of unusual and
fast decisions, but we were in a very
good position as a family business
where you can make very fast decisions. Furthermore, the people who
work for our company are just exceptional. Working in FFP2 masks for a
whole day in production is something
which is really tough, especially when
you have intensive work to do. But

In partnership with

they just did that without complaining.
They had a very high trust in the leadership team, and we could trust them
fully. We had so many people that
were voluntarily opting for jobs to be
done. For example: we had a (covid)
test centre here on our campus, plus a
vaccination centre and there were so
many people volunteering to help.
In the beginning, when we talked
about vaccinations we had about 15%
interested from our employees. Now
we know that we have a vaccination
rate of more than 80%, which is much
higher than the German average. That
just shows how much trust there is,
and what a great relationship we have
between the leadership and the employees. These are aspects that we
take very positively from this difficult
phase. And we also quickly adapted
to the new way of working. Today, all
employees have the option of choosing their mobile work concept flexibly,
even regardless of the pandemic.
On the business side we as well suffered from the supply chain volatility,
like all other companies in our industry, or worldwide. But we kept our
investment in technology and production stable because we knew, as
a family business that’s more than 70
years old, that crises come and go.
But we’re here for generations, so we
kept investing in technology, production and optimization.

Aboutcamp BtoB: The supply chain
crisis followed the increase in demand in the RV sector: what problems are you facing and what solutions have you adopted to try to
solve them?
Alexander Wottrich: Like all OEMs
and suppliers, we are still facing supply chain bottlenecks. In our case,
it’s mainly electronic components at
the moment. But there has also been
a very significant increase in logistic
costs, which we have to cope with.
We have solved it through a number
of measures: for example, we have
increased the number in our supplier
base and found sources that are geographically closer to our production
sites, mainly to reduce lead times, but
also to reduce logistical costs. We are
very happy with our suppliers, and we
have a very stable supplier base, but
we are prepared for the worse. We are
in very close contact with our OEMs.
That has been the recipe for the last
70 years, but now it’s even more crucial. During the peak of the pandemic, we had weekly or sometimes daily calls with our OEMs to understand
what their forecasts were and what
their needs were. This way we could
optimize our supply chain to meet
their demands. In response to customers that asked for stable supply numbers, we now additionally expand our
plant here in Munich and make room

Truma
Corp.
US

Truma
Ltd
UK

Aboutcamp BtoB: Is there something
that you really want to highlight in
the Truma history?
Alexander Wottrich: The history of
the company is quite long, so I’ll just
focus on three main dates of my journey with Truma.
• 2015 was when I started in the Truma cosmos with the advisory board.
I began to grow with the business
and to understand processes, the
culture, the leadership. At the same
time, I started to invest in new skills
and competencies mainly in the field
of digitization outside of the company but with the intention to use
it for Truma at some point of time.
• In 2018, I became the Technical
Managing Director and implemented a leadership team. With Robert
Strauß, responsible for the commercial side and me on the technical side, we led the company together as partners and created our
first corporate strategy. I constantly
kept driving digitization, customer
centricity, internationalization and
innovation - for example with the
foundation of the innovation hub
called nexT. This was also the time
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for technology updates in the production lines at the same time. Despite
all measures, we were still unable to
absorb the price increases and had to
review our selling prices.
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when I used the skills and competencies that I’ve built up outside of
the company to drive initiatives in
the company.
• In 2021 we founded the Truma
Group, and I became CEO of the
Truma Group. We found great leaders for our entities from within the
team, which I am very happy about.
In the first year my colleagues and
I created a new strategy that gives
us a path for the next five years to
come. We call it “Create 26” and this
is accompanied by a group vision,
a group value framework, a global leadership model and an agile,
modern way to execute the strategy. This has a big impact on the
culture. Building the group has been
the biggest milestone of my journey
with a strategy that I’m super proud
of. I am very fond of it, and I strongly
believe in a strong vision that keeps
us together as a team. It is very important to have something stable in
times of high uncertainty.
Aboutcamp BtoB: The Truma Group
was created at the beginning of 2021:
how does Truma fit into this? What
are the synergies of the companies
involved?
Alexander Wottrich: The Truma
Group serves two strategic targets
for us. Number one: it supports the
growth plan, which is part of our strategy. Number two: exploration.
Due to its structure the group has the
possibility to explore new fields that
have a high degree of uncertainties
and complexity for us, like electrified
vehicle concepts, and to still serve our
customers in the core business with
full attention. Alde and Truma are dedicated for the field of core business
and they follow the demands of our
customers. At the same time, we have
independent entities that are trying to
pioneer solutions in completely new
fields for us.
Aboutcamp BtoB: More and more
companies are joining large groups;
in some cases these groups bring
together vehicle manufacturers and
component
manufacturers.
How
does Truma deal with this market situation? Are you the right size to be
competitive, or are future alliances
conceivable?
Alexander Wottrich: First of all, we
are, and will stay, a family business.
This is what makes us. In the sense of
owner-ship, not to be confused with
being conservative. We are very much
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Alexander Wottrich
at Truma headquarters
in Putzbrunn, Germany

future oriented, and we are agile. We
benchmark ourselves with high-performing companies from all over the
globe, not necessarily with other family businesses. However, you asked
about size, and size does matter, as
we aim to serve our global customers in a highly professional manner.
That deserves a certain size with a
certain global footprint as well. Our
business model is not growth itself,
even though we have a clear growth
plan in our strategy. Growth helps us
to become better in every sense in
our business model. When you ask
if we are still competitive, if we have
that certain size to globally work with
our customers in a very highly professional manner, then I say yes, we
are, and that competition is normal in
business. You simply have to be better to beat your competitors, no matter what size. Nevertheless, we are
open to partnerships, especially for
geographical expansion, and we are
actively pursuing discussions with potential partners for technology in the
field of energy and data.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Europe and America are divided by an ocean: is that
a gap that no longer causes fear?
How is Truma’s presence in the North
American market? What development has there been in recent years
and which paths do you still have to
take?
Alexander Wottrich: About 10 years
ago, we decided to cross the ocean
and it has not caused us any fear,

otherwise we wouldn’t have done
that step. Back then, as a family, we
found that the business was ready to
cross this ocean and go that distance,
with all the challenges and risks that
entrance to the US market brings for
a European company. The business
model is the same in the US as it is in
Europe: it’s about customer centricity,
quality products and quality service,
and this seems to be very attractive.
We now have the slogan “simply better” in the US, which sums up what
we strive for. We constantly grew the
portfolio there, with the newest addition of our Aventa Eco and Aventa
Comfort rooftop Aircon, which now
make us a system supplier in the US.
We constantly follow the demands of
our customers and try to make our
services better. We see North America
as a high growth potential for us. But
we still have to take the everyday path
of growing the business.
Aboutcamp BtoB: War, inflation, energy crisis: difficult times ahead in
Europe?
Alexander Wottrich: As I said before,
in our 70-year long history, a crisis has
come along every now and then. But
in my point of view, the future today
is unpredictable as never before. The
combination of crises that we have
right now is something that I have
never experienced or read about. So
“Unpredictability” is probably the
name of the game now and we have to
be even more flexible than before to
be able to quickly adapt. This comes

with changes in the main processes,
like the process of order to delivery.
It’s certainly challenging because
there are so many people involved.
You need to have people that are able
to understand how to do it, how to
deal with it and then all these ideas
create one big picture.
The second big thing that has made
us successful is the close contact with
our customers. It is one thing to become more flexible in our daily business, and especially in the supply
chain. But additional to that, we have
set out for the closest possible contact with the customers. As I said before, we work in a cooperative manner
so they do their planning as well as
they can, and we do our planning as
well as we can. We just see ourselves
as partners, as a team, and say OK
we will get through this together. I’m
very happy that we have customers
that are aware of how difficult these
things could be, and they were willing
to support us in difficult phases. We
experienced a great cooperative spirit
during that time, and I think we managed it well. We constantly invested
in improvements and production because we knew there was going to be
a time after Covid. We wanted to keep
doing what we do, and not pause and
then have to restart afterwards.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Heating systems
represent your core business, but
your product catalogue has significantly expanded in recent years: for
example, you have focused on air
conditioning systems. What is the
current scenario and what are your
future goals?
Alexander Wottrich: You’re absolutely right, heating is our core product,
but we are much more than that now.
Our portfolio has grown significantly
over the decades and more recently
we have invested in expansion, such
as digitization and connectivity. We
expanded the Air-conditioning portfolio with the dedicated product range
for North America. But AC has been
part of our offering since 1999, so it’s
something that has been in our focus
for almost more than two decades.
We have recently renewed parts of
our portfolio in heating and cooling to
even better serve our customer needs,
and at the same time we also invest
in sustainability. We want to be more
sustainable with our future products.
One example here is refrigerants, the
cooling liquids. We had hermetically
closed pipes in our ACs from the very

beginning, keeping the liquid from entering into the atmosphere. And we
also offer the possibility for our customers to professionally recycle the
units at the end of the lifecycle. The
next step is to also use sustainable liquids.
For the future, our focus is the process
of energy in to energy out, using technology to make this process as smart
as possible and make the balance between them as sustainable as possible.
This is the overall change, also driven
by electrified vehicles where your energy in is much more limited than if
you compare it to a vehicle with one
or even two LPG bottles. For example, you slow down the consumption
of your heat, so you only heat where
and when necessary. And you try to
have communication between all the
devices and the cabin itself. The whole
system of a cabin has to be smart and
react to your needs and behaviour.
Aboutcamp BtoB: As far as heating
systems are concerned, particularly your Combi model, the focus has
shifted a lot to diesel power, perhaps
also due to the impact on the market
of camper vans on total RV sales in
Europe. How do you cope with this
changing situation?
Alexander Wottrich: Diesel power has
been on the rise for years; I personally
didn’t expect diesel to have so many
fans. We have a short and mid-term
reaction to this: the short-term one is
to make the existing portfolio as stable as possible in our supply chain and
to optimize the product. Therefore,

we’ve just launched the new Combi
diesel a few months back. It has some
neat features like super quiet night
mode and the possibility of automatic, electric heating, with an optimized
combustion to reduce maintenance,
improve reliability and make the product more sustainable. It is 20% faster
in heating up the vehicle, which also
means it reduces your fuel consumption and also saves about 40% of battery power. In the Mid-term: we open
our complete portfolio to different
energy sources, such LPG, diesel, and
electric heating so that our customers can control what kind of fuel they
want to use.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What are Truma’s
challenges for the future?
Alexander Wottrich: As of today, it
seems like the challenges in the coming months seem to remain the global
economic and political situation with
all implications in supply chains, monetary depreciation, cost increases,
paired with Covid and the high unpredictability that comes with it. Energy shortages could become another
challenge in the coming months for
our facilities in Germany, but we are
preparing.
From a systemical point of view the
camping infrastructure did not grow
as much as the need for campers to
park their vehicles. This is a challenge
for our industry in the coming years.
Lastly the switch of basic vehicle technology towards electrified concepts is
one we all have to cope with, and so
does the Truma Group.

Alexander Wottrich
with our editor in chief
during the interview
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Supplying
on both
sides of the
Atlantic
To find out how an international business
supplying the RV industry on both sides
of the Atlantic operates and adjusts
to the challenges of a pandemic and
the current supply chain issues, we
interviewed two senior executives from
Airxcel, Inc: Jeff Rutherford, President
and CEO of Airxcel Inc and Paolo
Moresco, Managing Director of Airxcel
Europe
Words John Rawlings

A

boutcamp BtoB: America and
Europe: how have you dealt
with the problems caused by
the pandemic in these two continents? Were there any significant differences regarding the problems that
emerged, and their solutions? Are the
issues caused by the pandemic now
‘water under the bridge’ or still current?
Jeff Rutherford: Our business philosophy has been to source parts and
components globally and assemble
finished goods locally. We already had
the experience of supply chain issues
prior to the pandemic, as in 2018 when
President Trump imposed tariffs on
goods coming from China. As a result,
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we started looking for alternative suppliers throughout the world for most
of our components, so when the pandemic came we had already qualified
new suppliers ahead of our rivals that
import completed products. As Covid
started spreading round the world, we
were able to move our sourcing strategy from one location to another. I can’t
say that the pandemic has had no impact, but that effort in 2018 helped us
mitigate supply issues directly related
to the pandemic.
Aboutcamp BtoB: In the last year, we
have seen an increase in demand for
RVs, but also a reduction in supply
due to the supply chain crisis. How

has Airxcel Europe managed this period? What problems are you facing,
and how are you trying to solve them?
Also, what are the main differences
between a company like yours that
deals with components and accessories and the world of OEM RV manufacturers?
Paolo Moresco: At Airxcel Europe,
we have not suffered too much at
the moment thanks to the backlog of
orders. We have a good balance between the OEMs and the aftermarket,
and this helped us sustain quite stable volumes. The difficulties with the
supply chain has motivated people
to renovate old caravans and motorhomes or buy second-hand models.
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Airxcel family of brands for the RV industry

The second hand market has boomed,
possibly more than the sales of new
RVs. Therefore, we have not suffered
as much as those businesses that are
only focused on OEMs.
Paolo
Moresco,
Managing
Director
of Airxcel
Europe

Aboutcamp BtoB: Do you have the
same supply chain issues in the U.S.
as in Europe?
Jeff Rutherford: It’s different, but the
same. The vehicles that we utilise for
motorised products in the U.S. are certainly different. We see a lot of
Ford, Mercedes and Dodge
chassis used for a range
of motorised products,
and there are some issues with availability
still, as well as some
components for the
chassis on Class
A motorhomes.
As we look at
the motorised
inventory
in
general, in the
marketplace
the U.S. at the
moment it is far low-

er than most dealers would like it to
be. The towable inventory seems to be
appropriate now, but motorised is still
lagging, and that’s similar to Europe, I
believe, where I think towables are fine,
but the motorised inventory is lagging
to where the consumers would like
them to be.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How important
is supplying OEMs to you, and how
much does the aftermarket account
for in your business? How has this
changed since Airxcel has become
part of the THOR Group?
Jeff Rutherford: Airxcel has always
been a supplier to both OEMs and the
aftermarket which has been our strategy for about 30 years, and that strategy has not changed since becoming
part of the THOR family of companies.
THOR is the parent company with a
decentralized business model in which
each company operates independently. We maintain positive partnerships
with every manufacturer in the industry, as well as distributors and most
dealers. Our change of ownership has
not changed our strategy. We have no
reason to change this.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What are the main
differences regarding products and
distribution between Airxcel in the
USA and Airxcel Europe? And how
many American products are sold in
Europe, and how much of Airxcel Europe’s production goes to the USA?
Jeff Rutherford: Leveraging our European product expertise we have
developed products that are specific

The European headquarters
in Bassano del Grappa
(Italy)
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and unique for the desires and requirements of European customers. The
products that people buy are different,
as are standards and expectations between the U.S. and Europe, so we have
developed a set of products unique for
Europe. There is only a small percent
of products that are imported in each
direction across the Atlantic, but our
strategy is to source globally and build
locally – so we produce products for
the U.S. in the U.S., and for Europe in
Europe.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How is Airxcel’s
relationship with RV manufacturers
outside the THOR Group? How has
this relationship changed, and what
changes are likely in the near future?
Jeff Rutherford: We sell Airxcel products to virtually every RV manufacturer in the industry, both in the U.S. and,
I think, in Europe as well. That has not
changed. Our market share that we sell
to THOR companies and non-THOR
companies has not really changed. We
continue to sell to everybody in the
same percentage. It’s the same as it
has been historically. It would be fair to
say that there is an Airxcel product on
every RV in North America. It’s hard to
think of any manufacturer who doesn’t
buy some kind of Airxcel product. This
is because the Airxcel family of products is so broad, which is why we can
supply so many OEMs.
Paolo Moresco: I would say that Airxcel Europe supplies around 90 percent
of RV manufacturers.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Which are the main
markets for Airxcel Europe?
Paolo Moresco: We have good distribution in Italy, France, Germany and
we are now quite strong in Turkey
as well. We are seeing really strong
growth in the southern countries rather than the north at the time being. I
was surprised to see there are something like 1,000 van converters in Turkey! It is an incredible market, and we
have become a number one brand in
that field, so that makes it an important market for us (as well as Germany,
France and Italy).
Aboutcamp BtoB: Everyone is experiencing a really difficult period at the
moment – with the conflict in Ukraine,
the energy crisis, rising inflation and
political uncertainties in many European countries. What repercussions
do you expect in the RV sector, and
what actions are you going to take to
tackle them?
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Jeff Rutherford: The current situation
in Ukraine and throughout the world is
creating all sorts of challenges for consumers and businesses. When we think
about what the future holds, nobody
knows how long the situation will last,
but as a company our focus is to do
what we can to protect our customers, the communities we are in and our
employees. One advantage we have
compared to a year ago is the stability
provided by new, RV industry-focused
ownership. This gives us the ability to
continue making investments and continue business as normal, so we expect
to be a stronger business when we
come out of this situation.
Aboutcamp BtoB: In the European
market we have seen a shift in the last
few years from the traditional camper
(integrated or semi-integrated motorhomes) to the campervan, and now
the trend of smaller, urban campers
(mini vans with pop-up roof) is growing: how is Airxcel experiencing these
changes?
Paolo Moresco: This trend has forced
us to renovate our range and develop
products that are smaller and lighter for these vehicles. This is not just
a trend in Europe, it is in USA as well.
We are all shifting down a size and this
forces us to make changes for these
new vehicles.
Jeff Rutherford: This is a reflection of
consumers and their preference to enjoy the outdoors recreation, and one
of the reasons you’ve seen a switch to
people buying caravans is because the
motorised chassis are not available,
is that they are having to buy what is
available to them due to supply chain
issues. Consumers are keen to enjoy the outdoors, so some are buying
caravans instead of campers, or buying smaller camper models if they are
available.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Will Airxcel be
showing any new products at the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf?
Jeff Rutherford: We have lots of new
products coming but they are not
necessarily going to be presented
to the general public yet. We have
ground-breaking products. Our new
products will be for the aftermarket
sector as well, but we need to present
them to our OEM partners first before
we start talking to everyone else about
them. It’s a staged roll-out.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Is Airxcel Europe
planning any new investments for

production site or product lines?
Jeff Rutherford: We have significant
growth initiatives currently under way.
In Kansas, we are doubling the size of
our facility. We’ve invested in new production Aqua–Hot facility in Colorado,
and in Indiana we’ve acquired a new
facility and are in process of buying
another. We’ve made significant investments in facilities and capital equipment to expand our capacity and product range. In Europe, there is no facility
production growth expected, but there
will be investment in capital equipment
to add assembly lines instead.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What is going on
with this outdoor recreational act in
the U.S.? We have read you are an active part in this.
Jeff Rutherford: A couple of years
ago the Great American Outdoors Act
was signed and a significant amount
of money was appropriated for outdoor recreation. How that was going
to be allocated was not detailed, so
what we’re seeing now in the current
legislation is more about who gets the
money and how is it prioritized to get
to the right stakeholders. Everybody is
on board with outdoor recreation and
everyone is in agreement with investing in the infrastructure, so everyone is
hopeful it will get passed in Congress
in the coming months.

About Airxcel
Airxcel began in 1991, when the
Coleman Company spun-off their
Coleman RV Air Conditioner division to a group of company executives. Since that time, the company has continued to grow through
innovative product development,
market expansion and strategic
acquisitions. Airxcel provides industry-leading products in recreational vehicle heating, cooling,
ventilation, cooking, window coverings, interior and exterior sidewall and roofing systems under
the brands: Aqua-Hot, CAN, Cleer
Vision Windows, Cleer Vision Tempered Glass, Coleman-Mach, Dicor
Products, ECI, Maxxair, MCD, Suburban, United Shade, Vixen Composites. Airxcel is headquartered
in Wichita, Kansas, and has 11 facilities across the U.S. and Europe.
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Think
globally,
act local
We interview Thetford
Europe’s rising star, Marie
Boulanger, who after 14
years with the company,
and at the age of only
37, has been promoted
to the position of Sales
and Marketing Director.
Aboutcamp BtoB speaks
to Marie Boulanger to find
out more about her career
with Thetford, and her new
responsibilities
Words John Rawlings

P

lease could you tell us a bit more
about yourself and your career?
Marie Boulanger: I am 37 and
started at Thetford in 2008. I am originally from France, but after graduating
from my Masters in Law and meeting my
(now) husband, I moved to the Netherlands and was looking for a job. Thetford
was looking for native French speakers
for its sales department, and I was offered a job with responsibility for internal sales for France and the south European markets, including Spain (as I also
speak Spanish). I quickly progressed to
new business development in 2010/2011,
looking at new opportunities in emerging countries with the potential for
growth. I got the assignment of going
to China to look for opportunities, which
is how we set up our operations in the
China market. In about 2013 there was a
vacancy on the business analysis side of
Thetford. This involved worldwide sales
forecasting and establishing processes
and new tools. That role grew quickly,
and in 2014 I became the manager of
internal sales; then, in 2015, I also became the sales manager of Scandinavia:
more and more responsibilities! In 2017,
our CEO, Stéphane Cordeille, asked me
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to be the General Manager for most of
the European market, except for Benelux and UK, including responsibility for
customer service. Most recently, I was
asked to be Thetford’s Sales and Marketing Director. I have really enjoyed
the ride and opportunities to grow with
Thetford. I have experienced all aspects
of the business, including finance and
supply chains. On top of all this, I have
three daughters aged from 11 to 4. I want
my girls to become independent women and stand up for themselves. I believe
in the ability to be a mother and a professional women. I love being a mother
and I enjoy working.
What are your specific responsibilities
in your new role as Sales and Marketing
Director?
Marie Boulanger: My current responsibilities are sales, product management,
marketing and customer service. We

have a lot of subsidiaries all over the
world, led by our key account managers.
The key account managers in Europe,
Australia and China all report to me.
Thetford prefers to grow its own people rather than recruiting new people
to bring into the business. Most of the
leadership team have built a career with
Thetford. They all have a lot of experience in Thetford and in our RV market.
This is what we prefer.
What are the challenges of your responsibility or involvement with Thetford in North America, Australia or China and Korea?
Marie Boulanger: Thetford America is
lead by Mary Pouliot. The challenge of
the European markets are the very different mind sets – something that the
Americans don’t have to deal with. In
Europe, we have so many different cultures – a challenge that we manage very
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well at Thetford by guiding the global
approach but offering the opportunity to act local. We are very close to
our customers and have subsidiaries in
those countries who know the culture.
That also counts for China and Australia.
In both areas, Thetford is represented by
a highly professional team. We do business in South Korea managed by our
team in China.
How does Thetford support its OEM
customers in Europe?
Marie Boulanger: We are structured with
key account managers all over Europe –
France, Italy, UK, Germany, etc. We really
value having key managers who speak
the local language to fully understand
each OEM. Customer intimacy – being
close to our customers and understanding their needs - is a key value for Thetford. We contact our customers regularly and consult them as much as we can
on future products. Customer service is
also a key pillar at Thetford. Customer
service engineers travel to OEMs to help
them install products and to ensure we
have a close understanding of them and
what they expect from us as a supplier.
This is why we have customer service
engineers all over Europe, and Australia
and China as well. We also work with our
OEM customers via our R&D and market-

ing departments; for example, we developed our iNDUS smart sanitation system
with an OEM and supported them with
some joint marketing initiatives. Next to
the OEM business, part of our sales staff
focuses on the aftermarket, to give all
our customers our attention and best
understanding. The aftermarket is just as
important for us as the OEM market.
What other sectors does Thetford supply, other than the caravan/RV market?
Marie Boulanger: Thetford is mostly active in the caravan/RV sector, but we also
supply the DIY and leisure markets, and
are active in the marine industry through
our Tecma brand, which offers sanitation
solutions for the marine sector. For the
marine business we have a dedicated
team in Italy fully focussing on this specific market and responsible for growing
this business worldwide. It is a separate
business unit and does not report to me,
but we do have a lot of interaction.
How important are environmental issues to Thetford and your customers?
Is Thetford reducing the environmental impact and carbon footprint of its
products?
Marie Boulanger: We all have a responsibility for the environment and to leave
the world in a better shape than it is to-

day and it is something I am very passionate about. I have children and this
is an important issue for them. We cannot ignore it. Thetford really wants to
act upon this instead of just waiting for
the regulations to kick in. We have put
in place a sustainability group with people from different disciplines within the
company. We want to accelerate Thetford’s shift to a more sustainable way of
developing products and reducing our
environmental impact. We also want to
develop products with recycled materials and reduce waste in the supply chain.
We are brainstorming how we can act in
a more sustainable way within the company. This goes across the whole organisation, not just concerning our products.
Our new waste management system,
iNDUS was developed to use less water
by reusing grey water for flushing the
toilet. Next to that, the iNDUS toilet uses
a water saving macerator pump, bringing the use of flush water to the low
level of a cassette toilet. For the sake of
comparison, an iNDUS flush uses 200 to
500 ml per flush where at home we use
between 3 and 10 litres. The iNDUS system also uses an automatic dosing system for the additives to avoid using too
much and to make sure it is discharged
without damaging the environment. We
have only launched this smart sanita-

From left: Peter Struijs (CFO), Johan Vincenten (Director Operations), Marie Boulanger, Stéphane Cordeille (CEO), Bartho Anderson
(Sr. Director Business Development & HR), Ronald Gram (Director Engineering)
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tion system recently, but want to roll it
out much more. In terms of Thetford’s
carbon footprint, we are also working
on reducing this. We are measuring the
impact of our operations, and based on
these results, we will search for ways
to lower it. For example, we are working with OEMs to reduce the amount of
packaging and also reviewing our ways
of producing electricity and investing in
solar panels. Our fridges have also been
developed with the environment in mind,
with a shift away from gas-powered appliances to electricity. Our electric compressor fridges have been developed to
have a lower power consumption, and
there are features to save power, such
as being able to turn the freezer section off if it is not being used. We will
continue to focus on sustainability for
all our products. We are also asking our
suppliers to see what they can do to reduce their carbon footprint so that we
can also reduce ours. We have created
an innovation hub where every employee can suggest any ideas they have – on
anything. It opens opportunities for staff
anywhere in the company, anywhere in
the world, to post their ideas, and all of
them will be evaluated. This hub is not
only a way to post ideas, but also a way
for us to post some questions to employees to challenge them to come up
with ideas. We have already collected
some good suggestions with a focus on
sustainability as well.
What about the additives?
Marie Boulanger: We want to reduce the
environmentally impact of every product; for example, our concentrated additives use smaller bottles, so they reduce
the use of plastic, carton packaging and
our transportation requirements to get
them to the market, which means less
pollution. For example, a truck with our
traditional Aqua Kem Blue 2-litre bottles
would have to do three trips compared
to just one truck of Aqua Kem Blue Concentrated that will do the same job. The
additives we sell may sound unsustainable but, first of all, by the time people
discharge their waste, the chemicals are
already dissolved so they are allowed
to be discharged in the regular sewage
system without causing pollution. As
long as our products are used as they
should be, they should not really harm
anything. All our additives, including our
blue products, comply with biodegradability requirements for detergents. We
constantly work on improvement of our
products, both in terms of functionality
as in terms of sustainability. Our Aqua
Kem Green Concentrated and Power-
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Pods Bio can safely be discharged in
sceptic tanks. Younger buyers tend to
buy our green products, so we must
make sure this message is out there.
How is Thetford managing to supply
the market with the current supply
chain issues?
Marie Boulanger: Everybody has been
confronted with the challenge of supply
chain issues. Our CEO, Stéphane Cordeille, has been a good visionary for this
crisis. He saw the ramp up of demand
so he implemented a strategy called
‘meet the demand’ and took the decision to boost the operations at Thetford
production facilities. We set up regular
meetings to share sales forecasts and
our understanding of the market and
what type of products to order, so we
were ahead of the game. He forced the
whole organisation to plan for the biggest growth of the market ever. Feedback from our OEM customers has been
that we have been the best at maintaining supply to them. They did not have to
stop their production because of Thetford and have been very transparent if
there were any issues so we could find
solutions together. The situation became more and more difficult in 2021,
but due to our strategy of having close
relationships with our customers and
monitoring our suppliers very closely,
we kept a constant loop of communications. Our sales team contacts our
supply chain and our customers all the
time to ensure that we manage all supply chain issues together. We have done
a good job – without being arrogant.
Sometimes we have had to pay more to
get our supplies, but we have managed
the supply chain successfully. We don’t
want to be the weakest link. Due to our
focus on ‘meet the demand’, we had to
slow down some product development
projects. Looking at all the supply chain
challenges, it has been the right decision
despite the fact we would have liked to
put more effort on innovation and new
product developments.
What is your strategy for Thetford’s
marketing in the era of digital communications and the constant growth of
social media?
Marie Boulanger: Our marketing used
to be very traditional but we are moving quickly towards a more balanced
on- and offline approach. We are putting much more of a focus on our digital
communication, our website, and our
app for the Indus system, for instance.
There is now much more of a focus on
the digital side of things and we are

really boosting our social media activities. For example, we are creating some
digital campaigns with competitions for
people to win things. However, there are
still some things you don’t buy online,
like a fridge or an RV, so we cannot fully shift to an online approach. We need
to find the right balance. Norbert Van
Noesel, our Marketing Manager is doing
an amazing job with his team, and we
have the right talent. It is a journey, but
we need a good balance. We are accelerating massively on digital with initiatives like Thetford Friends, for example,
so we can attract them and interact with
end consumers and address their needs
better. We can get feedback much
quicker online. We are still learning and
progressing fast in this area. Maybe our
most important marketing tool is the
service we provide and we can do this
even better with online digital products,
such as moving away from producing
printed manuals to having videos. All departments are working together on this
as the whole company needs to support
the digital communications strategy.
What are Thetford’s intentions or strategy regarding attending exhibitions in
Europe?
Marie Boulanger: This year, we are taking an in-between approach. For 2022
we decided to exhibit at the Caravan Salon Düsseldorf and Le Bourget in Paris,
but we have decided that in the future
we want to go back to one exhibition in
each main RV country – to support our
partners and end users. We need this
constant interaction with the market,
especially for customer service reasons.
You cannot completely replace actually meeting people and letting them see
the products, and showing them how
they work. We will go back to our new
normal presence next year. We don’t believe in skipping these shows as they are
very valuable to us.
Thetford seems to always be developing and improving its product range.
Can you tell us if we will see any new
products at this year’s Caravan Salon
Düsseldorf?
Marie Boulanger: We have had to put
innovation on a slight back burner at
the moment because of having to put
so much focus on the supply chain. For
the same reasons, there have also been
less innovations from the OEMs, but I
am sure this will change in the next few
years. Unfortunately, we cannot disclose
anything further at the time being about
what we will be introducing at the Caravan Salon Düsseldorf.

To be light
you don’t need wings.
Just

Caravan Salon Düsseldorf, Hall 14/B11
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Focus on
service and
sustainability
Aboutcamp had the chance to talk to
Henrik Fagrenius, President of Segment
EMEA, about the current situation at
Dometic and the company’s
strategy for the future
Words Peter Hirtschulz

D

ometic is one of the world’s leading manufacturers and suppliers of
equipment for recreational vehicles and campers. The Swedish company currently operates 25 production
and assembly sites across the globe
with sales in around 100 countries
and employs more than 9,000 people worldwide. The current product
portfolio includes the entire range
of equipment for modern motorhomes and caravans. This includes,
for example, refrigerators, sanitary
equipment, kitchen cookers, air conditioners, electronic parts, solar panels,
camera installations and awnings. In addition
to OEM products and production, Dometic has a
global distribution and dealer network to serve the
Aftermarket.
How the worldwide crisis with numerous supply
problems affect Dometic?
Henrik Fagrenius: Like any other company in any
industry, we also have to deal with supply problems. We try to be early in response to the potential issue and try minimise these problems as far as
possible.
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What is the strategy Dometic has for
the RV business?
Henrik Fagrenius: The current boom
in the caravanning industry supports
organic growth in our RV business.
Car camping is a growing trend. It
is visible in vehicle sales and growing demand for camping products,
equipment and outdoor products.
Our strategy for profitable expansion
in mobile living is built on a combination of organic and acquisitive
growth. We make strategic acquisitions to expand product portfolio and
to obtain new sales channels. For example, we see a great opportunity for
us to grow in outdoor mobile power
solutions. In order to secure a stronger presence in this electronics sector, we have acquired some companies in the areas of energy solutions
like solar power and batteries. As a
matter of fact, six out of the ten acquisitions we have done in 2021 and
2022 are for outdoor mobile power
solutions. Examples of the companies
we acquired are Zamp Solar in North
America, Büttner Elektronik in Germany and NDS Energy in Italy.
What are Dometic’s strategic priorities for a successful future?
Henrik Fagrenius: Dometic’s strategy is built on three pillars; Profitable
Expansion in Mobile Living, Product
Leadership through Innovation and
Continuous Cost Reduction. And
there is one over-arching sustainability strategy – “We Drive Sustainability
in Our Industry”. This means we have
a clear sustainability targets integrated in our business strategy. As
a pioneer in the Mobile Living arena,

Dometic is committed to driving sustainability in our industry. We know
that our industry enables staycations
and the exploration of local nature
and empower local and more sustainable leisure activities.
To support this, we are implementing several activities. For example,
all manufacturing facilities in Europe have transferred to renewable
electricity and new products made
from recycled material have been
launched.
What is the future strategy in the
areas of service and aftermarket at
Dometic?
Henrik Fagrenius: We have developed our own program called
“SAM” (Service-Aftermarket), which
strengthens our service partners and
focuses on satisfying the needs of our
end customers. It deals with OEM and
aftermarket installation range and
addresses the Dometic competence
of the trade partners to improve end
customer satisfaction. We believe
that service will be a key component
of our business success in the future
– as well as that of our OEM partners,
trade partners and service partners.
Customers who feel well advised, who
are offered reliable service
or competent repair service
for installed Dometic products- on the hotline, in the
service center or in the field
- will continue to choose
Dometic and its products in
the future.
In parallel, we are announcing our new Premium dealer
concept, which contains a

shop-in shop concept, sales and service trainings, and improved marketing support.
What will change compared to the
previous Dometic service offer?
Henrik Fagrenius: We will greatly intensify and expand our existing service to a more “pro-active” service
offering. We will expand and improve
our service partner model. This partnership will not only benefit the partners, but also the end customers.
We will offer a training program for
these service partners, enable more
“self-service” on the web site, provide
marketing and technical support and
list them in the newly developed Service Locator.
How does the end customer benefit?
Henrik Fagrenius: First of all, the customer benefits from competent advice, appropriate installation and improved service via his trade partner.
In addition, we have set up Dometic
service centers at selected locations,
which provide local support and assistance to our dealers. They also act
directly with end customers as competent advice centers. Today, our service partners are already well utilised,
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Acquisitions in the
history of Dometic
1925: Electrolux acquires Arctic
and initiates mass production of
absorption refrigerators.
1973: Electrolux acquires Siegas
Metallwarenfabrik, Germany
1985: Electrolux acquires DuoTherm Corporation, RV air conditioners, USA
1986: Electrolux acquires Origoverken, Cookers and Ovens for pleasure craft, Sweden
1988: Electrolux acquires A&E Systems, RV awnings and accessories,
USA
2000: Electrolux acquires Seitz,
RV windows, Germany
2002: Dometic acquires SeaLand,
Pleasure Boat sanitation systems,
USA
2003: Dometic acquires TME Pleasure boat air conditioners and
refrigeration systems, USA
2004: Dometic acquires TUS, Germany; Polar Bay, USA; Oyster, Spain
2006: Dometic acquires Eskimo
Ice (and Icebonics), USA
2007: Dometic acquires SMEV, Italy; WAECO, Germany
2011: Dometic acquires DG Line
Group, Russia
2013: Dometic acquires Livos Technologies
2014: Dometic acquires the Prostor, RV awning business from Brustor NV, Belgium; Atwood Mobile
Products LLC, USA
2016: Dometic acquires IPV, a German-based provider of coolers and
other outdoor products
2017: Dometic acquires Oceanair, UK; SeaStar Solutions, North
America
2018: Dometic acquires Kampa, UK
2021: Dometic acquires Twin Eagles, North America; Valterra
Products, LLC, North America; Enerdrive, Australia; Front Runner Vehicle Outfitters, South Africa; Zamp
Solar, North America; Büttner Elektroniks, Germany; Igloo, North
America; Cadac International; NDS
Energy, Italy
2022: Dometic acquires Treeline
Capital LLC
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not to say partially overloaded due to
the boom and demand in the maintenance and repair sector. We support
them in all these respects.
In addition, we are working on a system that offers the end customer a
special service. Via the Internet and
the Dometic website, the customer,
who is “remote” and without access
to a service point in the countryside,
can inquire Dometic directly or get
information when he has a problem
with a Dometic product. Using video
tutorials and self-service, we will help
the customer to solve minor damage
or problems on their own. This service also supports our OEM and Aftermarket partners: if the customer
knows that he will be helped at any
time, he will prefer Dometic products
installed in the vehicle as well as all
aftermarket products.
With this strategy, we believe we
can improve the network between
manufacturer, dealers and end customer and achieve optimal interaction between all parties involved and
secure the highest Dometic quality.
We also plan to introduce a Dometic
“Team-Viewer” through which experts
can contact each customer electroni-

cally, read out the corresponding device and initiate helpful measures. At
the Caravan Salon 2022, we will present some of these plans and the current programme to our partners and
the public.
Speaking of the Caravan Salon. Will
there be new Dometic products there?
Henrik Fagrenius: Two product
groups are our focus this year; 1; Mobile Power and 2: Climate Comfort.
As mentioned earlier, we have expanded our mobile power solution
range with two acquisitions in EMEA.
For the first time we are presenting the Büttner and NDS range on
our Dometic booth. With those new
products, we will showcase a complete range for the optimal energy
supply.
We will also launch Climate Comfort
concept in which we combine the
new generation air conditioning, the
new heater and the innovative air
distribution system into a single unit.
The new concept can be controlled
via a premium thermostat in the vehicle or even more conveniently via
an app. The Dometic Climate Comfort will bring a perfect climate in the
vehicle with easy operation. We have
also supplemented the air conditioning systems with inverter
technology for large vehicles. The new system
offers a high performing air-conditioning that will
create a comfortably controllable
individual cooling
and heating atmosphere in the vehicle.

DECORATIONS
FOR LEISURE VEHICLES

M.B. Trading is a leader supplier
for RVs decorative stickers in Europe.
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Occupational
Safety on a
global scale
Every business, large or small,
has a responsibility to make sure
its staff are protected from any
risks while at work, especially
if using machinery or specialist
equipment. For a corporation
like the AL-KO Vehicle
Technology Group, which
supplies chassis and accessories
to the caravan industry around
the world, occupational safety
becomes a global responsibility
Words John Rawlings

T

he World Health Organisation
defines Occupational Health and
Safety as “an area of work to promote and maintain the highest degree
of physical, mental and social well-being of workers in all occupations”. This
is a subject that the AL-KO Vehicle
Technology Group (AL-KO VT), with
manufacturing facilities around the

Kötz plant

world, takes extremely seriously. It ensures procedures are in place so its employees are protected and continually
maintains and invests in its production
machinery and processes to ensure the
highest standards are always achieved.
Zero Accident Strategy
“In our company, safety is a top priority,” says Harald Hiller, President and
CEO of AL-KO VT. “We want to welcome healthy employees to work in
the morning and send them home still
healthy in the evening. Our goal is to
have zero accidents in the company.
We have a Zero Accident Strategy, and
it is hugely important that each individual takes responsibility for the issue of
safety,” he continued.
Investment in equipment and training
To support occupational safety in the
workplace, AL-KO VT is continually
investing in equipment and training,
as detailed by Chief Operating Officer Markus Siegner: “We have regular
training and education on the topic of
educational safety. We have installed
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clear processes and exchange information around the business so we can all
learn from each other.”
“We have to make sure that safety is always at the forefront of all our minds.
It is precisely when we think ‘oh, it’ll be
OK’, or ‘it will only take a moment’ that
are crucial. Everyone needs to be alert
and cautious even in these seemingly
small or unimportant situations,” he
continued.
Vice President of EHS (Environment,
Health & Safety) Management across
the AL-KO VT Group is Markus Betz
who says: “We cannot be successful
as a company without the highest level of safety in
our workplaces.
We have clear
structures and
responsibilities
across the com-

Markus Betz,
Vice President
of EHS
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pany, from top management to the
specialists on-site, and we actively encourage works councils, company doctors and employees to be involved in
the safety organisation. Safety and the
goal of zero accidents are my absolute
top priority.”
“Safety and potential risk must be considered at all times, even during work
that you may think of as quick or casual. It is often little things or carelessness
that can have the greatest impact on
occupational safety,” continued Markus
Betz.
Safety focus
To maintain a constant focus on safety at work, there are regular Safety
Stand-Down meetings at AL-KO VT to
provide a forum when all staff can exchange ideas on the topic of safety. For
example, a whole team will meet with
their manager for a Safety Stand-down.
This can provide critical feedback from
those who use machinery or work in
potentially dangerous situations.
“If any accidents or near-misses happen, we have to know about them so
we can learn how to avoid any repeat
of the situation,” said Markus Betz.
“One example is forklift safety and personal protective equipment, especially
gloves. Forklifts are important for our
operations, but they come with a lot
of potential risk of accidents as well,
so we have managed this with traffic

Harald Hiller,
CEO

management to avoid forklifts meeting
pedestrians and ensure their technical
equipment is maintained,” Betz continued.
“It cannot be said or emphasised often enough that no matter what time
pressure or stress an employee might
be under, occupational safety always
comes first,” added Markus Betz.
International responsibility
The international responsibility for implementing occupational safety standards across the AL-KO VT Group also
comes to Markus Betz. This means he
has to ensure occupational safety standards are the same across the group
which is continually growing through
further investments in plants and
through acquisitions.
For example, when AL-KO VT acquired
the chassis manufacturer, Bankside
Patterson, in the UK in 2019, ensuring its occupational safety standards
matched those of the rest of the group
was an important part of the integration process. This started with an audit
of Bankside Patterson’s safety at its UK
plant.
Improved Focus
Plant Manager at Bankside Patterson,
James Sugden, gave us an insight into
how the UK management team ensured a 90-day safety plan was executed to ensure its occupational safety
quickly matched the same level as ALKO VT.
“This process was closely supported
by Markus Betz and his team. Weekly global health and safety calls soon
started that were a great support to
us at Bankside Patterson,” said James
Sugden.
“These weekly meetings with the team
trigger ideas and flows through the
workforce, and we’ve found this empowers and allows people on the shop
floor to really engage with where they
can find solutions. We’ve really found
that this has helped with engagement,”
added James Sugden.
As a result of this improved focus
on occupational health from its integration into the AL-KO VT Group,
Bankside Patterson implemented several new safety procedures and identified high-risk areas. For example, it
undertook a finger entrapment survey,
and it has removed some of the operations where there was a chance of a
broken finger or a cut to the hand. This
has achieved really good engagement
from the blue-collar workforce.
Bankside Patterson has also increased
the induction time for new starters.

Above: James Sugden, Plant Manager,
Bankside Patterson UK

Above: Markus Siegner, COO
Below: Ettenbeuren plant

This includes going through a formal
information and introduction pack.
“This means that when we have people turn up to the site, employees and
agency staff alike, they already know
the safety standards we expect,” commented James Sugden.
Ongoing development
This continuous focus on occupational
safety brings obvious benefits to ALKO VT’s employees and the efficiency of the business. It also means that
OEMs and consumers who buy products from AL-KO VT will know they are
supporting a professional business that
takes the safety of all its staff seriously,
wherever they are in the world.
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Digitisation
according to AL-KO VTE
With the new Gateway ICL 10 based on CL-BUS (CBE LIN BUS), the Internet of Things
boards recreational vehicles giving users the possibility to control all compatible units
from their smartphones, even remotely
Words Paolo Galvani

R

ecreational vehicles are not
just mechanics, living pods and
technical devices. The vehicle base always plays a major role in
the choice of a new RV but new elements have been gaining importance
for some time now. First and foremost
electronics, which are going from a
concealed utility management system
to a control and cross-communication
platform designed to increase onboard comfort.
As development progresses, we are
beginning to see the fruits of the application of common protocols that
allow devices of different types made
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by different manufacturers to communicate with each other and be managed from a single control panel. We
have seen several examples already
but a strong boost came at the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf from AL-KO
Vehicle Technology Electronics (VTE),
a company of the American DexKo
group recently formed from the merger of Italy’s CBE and Nordelettronica.
In Germany, the company is presenting Gateway ICL 10: a new device
capable of dialoguing with units of
various types to allow them to be
controlled both locally and remotely.
In other words, it is a gateway that

interconnects the devices installed in
motorhomes and caravans, collecting
working information from the various
connected systems (such as the CBE
and Nordelettronica control panels,
HVAC solutions and refrigerators, for
instance) and conveying it to the app
for smartphones from which the user
can impart operating commands.
A protocol created in 2019
The dialogue between the new gateway and the connected units is basically over the CL-BUS protocol (CBE LIN
BUS), launched by the Italian company as early as 2019 and now found on

In partnership with

thousands of recreational vehicles. In
its basic configuration, CL-BUS allows
all CBE and Nordelettronica products
that adopt it, such as control panels
and switching chargers, to talk to each
other and exchange information. The
CL-BUS over the gateway interface is
also compatible with CI-Bus, a standard developed in 2011 with the support of the CIVD (Caravaning Industrie
Verband e.V.), the German association
of manufacturers and suppliers in the
recreational vehicle sector. Today, 67
companies, including manufacturers
of recreational vehicles and manufacturers of components and accessories,
are members of this platform.
The Gateway ICL 10 integrates wired
and wireless communication capabilities enabling the link between the
internal communication world of the
motorhome/caravan and the external
digital world. The latter implements
the Bluetooth standard allowing a local dialogue with the app when the
user is only a few metres away from
the device, and Wi-Fi from an Internet
of Things (IoT) perspective. The Wi-Fi
connection can be used to create an
access point with remote connectivity,
using the mobile phone system (4G or
5G) for instance. At this point, the new
gateway is also accessible from a long
distance meaning that end users can
control the units in their vehicles (for
pre-heating or cooling the vehicle, operating the refrigerator, activating or
deactivating devices, and so forth).
“The Internet of Things can now be
extended to any unit, including recreational vehicles”, said Alessandro
Chies, Head of Sales at AL-KO Vehicle
Technology Electronics. “Taking advantage of the CI-Bus protocol, we are
now offering a system that works as a
collector to connect compatible units,
which can be heating and cooling systems, refrigerators, antennas, with a local device over Bluetooth. From here,

using an access point, the data can be
shared in a customer cloud achieving
two-way communication to and from
the vehicle, and being able to remotely control everything that can be controlled locally over Bluetooth”.
What do OEMs say?
“The decision as to which and how
many possibilities are actually made
available depends mainly on the OEM
who decides to implement the new
solution on vehicles. The AL-KO VTE
gateway is mainly intended for RV
manufacturers”, said Ugo Francescutti, Managing Director of AL-KO Vehicle
Technology Electronics. “The solution
is already installed on some new ve-

hicles at the Caravan Salon. All this
does not exclude that in the future the
gateway could also be made available
as an aftermarket product because
compatibility is with all devices complying with the CL-BUS and CI-Bus
standards. The product has already
been designed with a B2C perspective
in mind, with a design that is easy to
understand and simple to use.”
The Düsseldorf trade fair is an opportunity for AL-KO VTE to present this
new solution on a larger scale and
gather important feedback on the
work done so far. The new gateway
is marketed under the brand name
AL-KO. This in itself is a proof of the
achievements from the merger of
CBE and Nordelettronica, which have
combined their know-how to develop
a product that incorporates the best
technologies.
Software is an important aspect. The
app that was developed specifically for the new gateway required a lot
of effort from AL-KO VTE engineers.
This huge development activity was
finalised in 2021. Equally interesting
is the fact that the new gateway natively integrates geolocalization functions useful for remotely locating the
vehicle on which it is fitted. With this
solution, the way towards digitisation,
connectivity and opening to the Internet via IoT is now well on track.
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Have a seat
please!
Aguti is setting new
benchmarks for seating
comfort and safety!
Seating specialists Aguti
have revealed their latest
innovation for campers
and motorhomes; a
slide-out comfort bench
which offers exceptional
ergonomics and a
superior safety standard,
building on their
established reputation
within the sector
Words Peter Hirtschulz

D

rawing on nearly 30 years of experience, Aguti’s
latest product is designed at its technical centre
in Langenargen, on the shores of Lake Constance,
and sets a new reference for design, quality and durability. Those qualities stem from a unique philosophy, and the
combination of powerful in-house design and development
departments, innovating with agility and creativity to create a class-leading range of seats, swivel consoles and substructures.
A stand-out seating solution
Hitting the marketing in September 2022, the slide-out
two-seat bench provides space and flexible configurations
for passengers, regardless of size and seating preference,
to help long journeys pass quickly and in optimum comfort
thanks to a variety of independent adjustments. As well as
90mm of lateral movement of the seat, including the head

rest, each individual seat moves forward by up to 90mm
while the back rest reclines by as much as 18°, delivering a
comfortable solution for every traveller.
Aguti has forged a reputation for intelligent technical solutions and, with over 50,000 seating units sold each year, the
sales volume to back that up. The slide-out comfort bench
lives up to the brand’s high standards for ease of opera-

Headrest slides out
together with the seat

ASBC-System

TECHNICAL DATA
Dimensions

W 870 x D 670 mm - W 830 x D 670 mm

Backrest inclination range

9° to 18°

Slide-Out side adjustment

~90 mm

Comfort front adjustment
Compatible cars (as of August 2022 /
at tested installation locations only)
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~90 mm
Fiat Ducato, MAN TGE, Ford Transit
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A unique philosophy
Aguti has its own philosophy of
flexibility and reliability for innovative products based on know-how
and quality. Certified to DIN EN ISO
9001:2015 standard. Aguti trusts its
experienced team of designers and
developers, and their understanding
of ergonomics, comfort and healthy
seating, alongside a commitment
to adapt solutions to individual customer requirements. To maintain
consistent quality, the company primarily manufactures in Germany
and attaches particular importance
to close co-operation with its customers. The in-house development

department researches future product
innovations and functional solutions
based on customer feedback, to enable
a quick response to market demands as
a responsive business partner for a variety of challenging individual products
within the seating sector.

Efficiency and agility
deliver high output
Today, Aguti consists of a core team of
around 50 people and supplies approximately 50,000 front seats per year,
accounting for just over half of its reve-

nue. The remainder is generated by belt
frames, swivel consoles, substructures
and more. Such a high output, generated by a proportionally low number of
employees, is only possible due to the
company’s core activities: design, development, prototyping, purchasing, logistics, sales, and marketing. For the manufacturing of its products, Aguti maintains
agility and quality via a cooperation with
12 core suppliers. Aguti seats are known
for their all-round quality in terms of
comfort, safety, and ergonomics. The
seats and benches are specifically customized to the needs of motorhome
and van users and fulfil all travel and
comfort requirements. The anatomically
shaped seating surfaces ensure healthy,
comfortable, and body-supported positions. With a range of products rarely
matched elsewhere, particularly in the
area of specifically-designed upholstery
foams, Aguti also offers innovation in
areas such multiple swivel consoles and
substructures which support installation
into all common vehicle types.

Company profile

tion and quality of materials. Technical
superiority combines with aesthetic
excellence and the elegant two-seat
design appears as a single unit, with
functionality and belt frame cleverly integrated. High-quality polyurethane moulded foams ensure perfect
ergonomic support for all body types
and enable motorhome manufacturers to customise the cover materials
and thread colours with high-quality
stitching for superior interiors.
Safety-focused solutions
to meet market needs
Maintaining quality, safety and flexibility for a variety of vehicles is a core
element of Aguti’s philosophy which
has driven the brand’s success since
its foundation in 1993. By working in
close cooperation with its customers,
Aguti identifies needs and innovates
to deliver suitable solutions, with its
new slide-out comfort bench the latest product to benefit from this market-focused approach. Variants are

available to motorhome manufacturers and fitters in various widths and
frame heights, with ready-made solutions already offered for Fiat Ducato,
MAN TGE and Ford Transit vehicles.
As an independent business unit within the global AL-KO Vehicle Technology Group and DexKo Global Inc.,
safety and reliability are, naturally,
essential elements for Aguti, and its
latest product meets those strict standards. Each slide-out comfort bench is
equipped with two three-point safety
belts, while the belt frame and bench
construction are independently tested. The integrated belt frame also
benefits from established safety features such as Aguti Safety Bend Control, ISOFIX and Top-Tether attachment points.
Following record-breaking years of
growth and product success, Aguti’s latest innovation will see motorhome and
camper van passengers sitting comfortably – and safely – no matter where
their spirit of adventure takes them.

Since January 1 2020, Aguti has
been part of the globally-active
and continuously-growing AL-KO
Vehicle Technology Group. The
group focuses on technology, research, and development in the
area of vehicle technology so Aguti’s products complement an existing range of products and services
from AL-KO and its partners with
high-quality seating technology,
such as individual seats, benches,
swivel consoles, substructures, and
mountings for vans, motorhomes,
or special vehicles. An innovative
and powerful team of in-house designers and a development department create innovative products
and functional solutions on a daily
basis. Aguti Produktentwicklung &
Design GmbH continues to operate
under its long-standing company
name and is managed as an independent unit within the AL-KO Vehicle Technology Group. As a result,
Aguti is also part of DexKo Global
Inc., which was formed in 2016 from
a merger of Dexter and AL-KO and
is the world’s leading manufacturer
of axles and chassis components in
the light vehicle segment.
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Pop Up your Ford
Belvedere and Fiocco are the new pop up roofs dedicated to the Ford Transit van
and the Transit Custom mini van. Thanks to a new construction system they have an
extremely low weight, but excellent thermal insulation

L

ippert doubles, indeed multiplies by three the offer of pop up
roofs: after making its debut with
Vela, the model dedicated to the Fiat
Ducato (as well as to the Peugeot Boxer and Citroen Jumper), it now launches on the market two new pop up roofs
designed to match the Ford vans. They
are called Belvedere and Fiocco, the
first is intended for the Transit van, the
second for the Transit Custom minivan.
Two similar products but aimed at two
different types of vehicles, namely the
camper van (Transit) and the so-called
urban camper (Transit Custom).
“The exceptional development of the
camper van market sees Lippert at
the forefront of the proposal of components and systems for the transformation of vehicles, so we have invested time and resources to expand our
offer of pop up roofs, – says Emilio
Gambineri, Lippert’s Director Product
Management Caravanning EMEA – to
meet the needs of RV manufacturers
that, thanks to this solution, can make
a compact van really usable by a crew
of four. The pop up roof represents a
complex product, which requires specific skills in the design phase and in
mass production. Lippert has amply
demonstrated these skills and after
the success of the Vela pop up roof
for Ducato, the transition to other mechanical bases was desirable: as was
done for the R-bike rack, our R&D de-

Belvedere in closed and open configuration
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Words Giorgio Carpi

partment gave its best to create a new
pop up roof for Ford branded vans”.
During the development of the product new paths have opened up and
the end result is a different solution
from the previous one, a solution capable of opening up new scenarios.
The Belvedere and Fiocco pop up
roofs use a different construction system, patented by Lippert, capable of
giving lightness, heat resistance and
the possibility of aesthetic customization. The concept is simple, but in
some ways revolutionary: the upper
part of the pop up roof is made with
a sandwich panel, very similar to that
used for the sides and roof of motorhomes, with external fiberglass coating and insulation in Styrofoam / XPS
/ extruded polystyrene.
“Fiocco and Belvedere are two products destined to revolutionize the pop
up roof market sector for a whole series of reasons,“ continues Emilio Gambineri. “First of all, compared to the fibreglass pop-up roofs on the market,
the advantage in terms of weight is evident, as at least 35 kg are spared. And
then, there is an advantage regarding
thermal insulation, but also a stability
of the structure when it is subjected to
prolonged solar radiation. Last but not
least, is the aesthetic side: the design
of our new roof is very pleasant and
there is the possibility of exploiting a
wide range of colors, such as repro-

posing the colour of the sides of the
vehicle”.
In the Belvedere pop-up roof (intended for the Ford Transit), the part in
contact with the roof of the van, the
already tested twin sheet system in
abs and PMMA is used: the shaping of
the original roof is re-developed and
the assembly is simple and fast. Only
two metal bolts are used, for the rest
the pop-up roof is glued with highstrength sealants.
The Fiocco model, on the other hand,
integrates the bed lifting system, in order to increase the internal habitability
in the day version.
For both models the pantograph lifting system is confirmed, so the accessories such as reading spots, sky lights
and USB sockets are confirmed.
It is interesting to note that the Belvedere pop up roof, normally connected to the vehicle by means of a front
spoiler, can be combined with the new
Vista 2 panoramic window, which Lippert designed for the Ford Transit van.
In this, Lippert demonstrates all the
power of a large group and its ability
to create synergies between different
companies: the Italian business unit
Lippert, responsible for the Fiocco/
Belvedere project, has collaborated
profitably with Polyplastic by Lippert,
in order to create a perfect integration
between the pop up roof and the windowed surface above the windshield.

In partnership with

Fiocco in closed and open configuration

Fiocco: above, no canvas; below, with canvas

The evolution of Vela
An improved unlocking system and new
lifting mechanism to increase height of the
upper bed area
Lippert’s close working relationship
with camper van manufacturers has resulted in new solutions for its pop-up
roof: the evolution of the Lippert Vela
pop-up roof continues and it has been
further improved to meet the needs of
the public in the continually developing
campervan market.
Two years after its launch, the Vela popup roof has evolved and been perfected
by taking on board some suggestions
from RV manufacturers and also from
the vast audience of users.
The mechanism for lifting the roof has
been redesigned to make it even easier
to use, but above all of to increase the
space and habitability of the upper bed
area. The internal height of the popup roof has been increased by 15 cm,
which allows occupants to move more
easily, both when sitting up in bed and
when entering and exiting the upper
“bedroom”. In addition, the system of
unlocking and opening the roof has
been improved to make the operation
easier and requiring less physical effort.
“With the first version of the Vela pop-

up roof we were able to
introduce innovative solutions for the camper van segment by
offering a product designed specifically for the Fiat Ducato, the most popular base vehicle for camper vans,”
explains Emilio Gambineri, Lippert’s
Director of Product Management
Caravanning EMEA. “Now Vela has
been improved, with the dual objective
of increasing the interior habitability
and unlocking operations. The world of
motorhome vans is constantly evolving and Lippert wants to play an active
part in this process,” he continued.
The Vela pop-up roof uses a construction technology called ‘twin sheet’ with
a double thermoformed shell and an
internal air cavity to make a light but
durable system that also allows hot or
cold air to be channeled into it. The
new version of the Vela no longer
has the air outlets, but it foresees the
predisposition for those who want to
channel the hot or cold air conditioning in the upper bed area. The sleeping
area that is created only by raising the

roof is equipped with different types
of lights: there are those placed at the
top, for diffused light-ing, and there
are reading spots, for a more targeted
light. There is no shortage of USB sockets. Of particular note is the fact that
the roof of Vela can be equipped with
a porthole, but can also accom-modate
an air conditioner. Vela is available for
the Fiat Ducato, Peugeot Boxter and
Citroen Jumper mechanical bases,
with height H2 and lengths 541, 599
and 636 cm. Lippert’s Vela pop up
roof al-ready has a significant market
presence in both North America and
Australia, while marketing in Europe is
now beginning.
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A new home for
Lippert’s aftermarket unit
Lippert has launched a new Monteriggioni business unit, developed to optimize
spare parts and delivery times for the aftermarket, not only for the items it produces
in Italy, but, from September, will also include Polyplastic and Schaudt products. In
future, it will also serve Lippert’s markets around the world
The aftermarket business unit was at Plant 318 where the
Metallarte factory once stood, a company Lippert acquired
in 2017. To find out more, Aboutcamp BtoB interviewed
Tommaso Gasparrini, Aftermarket Manager at Lippert Caravanning EMEA.
Tell us about this new business unit: what is it for and how
do you plan to develop it?
Tommaso Gasparrini: This is an idea that’s been developed
over the last two years. In fact, we believe the aftermarket
and aftersales market needs a different treatment than in
the past. Therefore, we decided to structure a business unit
dedicated to this segment, with exclusively dedicated personnel, in order to increase the performance and responsiveness. Lippert’s goal is to shorten lead times. Another
advantage from creating this new business unit will be
our ability to develop advanced and competitive solutions
that define our products as the best and most responsive
to the needs of this market. In terms of service, packaging and product accessories, everything at Lippert is developed from the needs of the end user. The aftermarket
approach, compared to the OEM one, requires first of all to
consider the needs of the
consumer before those of
the manufacturer. This is
Tommaso
our starting point in order
Gasparrini
to offer a product that is
always suitable for the
market.
Are we talking about a
warehouse for aftermarket products that’s optimized for shipping just in
time?
Tommaso Gasparrini: Today, we guarantee shipping within eight weeks
from order - a medium to
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short time considering the global logistical challenges involved.
Lippert’s goal for the next few months is to fulfill aftermarket orders for retailers.
Our primary distribution channel is now wholesalers, but
we also have a small percentage of dealers as clients: we
are studying how to best structure this type of commercial
strategy in the future.
It is important to distinguish between an accessory intended as an aftermarket sales item in a shop, and the accessory
used as a spare part in the original equipment. If we take the
automotive industry as a reference, the spare parts sector
has a commercial structure that allows workshops to have
spare parts very quickly. We, therefore, must think like the
end-user who, behind the wheel of a vehicle worth several
thousand Euros, expects to be able to solve any problem
very quickly, especially the replacement of a cheap spare
part. Lippert must, therefore, approach the aftersales and
spare parts sector with a really short lead time. At the same
time, we will guarantee original spare parts for at least 10
years post-production, and up to 15 years for particular best
selling items.
Will this happen only for the Italian market?
Tommaso Gasparrini: The headquarters of the new business
unit, Plant 318, has a global vocation. This project will see a
step-by-step development. Currently, the Lippert Europe aftermarket catalogue includes 60-70% of Italian-made items
under the Lippert brand, plus 30% produced in the Netherlands under the Polyplastic by Lippert brand, and approximately 20% of items made in Germany by the Schaudt by
Lippert brand.
Initially, Plant 318 will only deal with items from the Italian
production, but in 2023, we will include the range with Polyplastic and, later, Schaudt, to complete the range. We are
preparing ourselves to serve the entire world rom a single
plant with our products that are made in Europe, specifically dedicated to the aftermarket. The aftermarket includes
small manufacturers, van converters, wholesalers, dealers,

service, end customers, and e-commerce channels. In the
first two months since this business unit was created, the
it represents a significant change of pace for Lippert. From
Plant 318, we are already shipping materials all over the
world.
What is the size of the warehouse?
Tommaso Gasparrini: The current dimensions are 2,500
square meters but this project wil expand further in order
to include all of our products.
What are the projects for the B2B and B2C assistance?
Tommaso Gasparrini: At the moment, business unit 318,
in Monteriggioni, has a more operational rather than commercial purpose. The customer has only one contact and
one interface for aftermarket sales, customer service and
technical support, and doesn’t have to worry about where
this contact is located geographically. However, we want to
give our customers this unique interface in order to establish good relationships, which are fundamental in this sector, and to simplify operations: after Lippert’s recent acquisitions, there has sometimes been some confusion for the
customer about who in the company is the best person to
contact for the answer to a specific technical or commercial
problem. By using the catalogue, the dedicated business
unit has a commercial reference so we can now offer the
customer additional security and greater certainty. Furthermore, in the coming months, we will also implement technical courses on Schaudt and Polyplastic products, and, for
the Italian market in particular, we have seminars planned
which are dedicated to beds and folding roofs produced in
Italy, which will complement the more general seminars on
products from Schaudt, Polyplastic and Lippert.

Lippert’s rebranding and Schaudt
Schaudt GmbH Elektrotechnik & Apparatebau, a leading
supplier of electronic control systems and energy management systems for the European caravanning industry, will
change its name from 1 January 2023 to simply become
Lippert. Lippert has several leading brands in North America depending on industries and markets, but in Europe,
the leadership team has made the conscious decision to rebrand all caravanning related businesses to Lippert in order
to strengthen the brand in Europe. Schaudt is headquartered in Markdorf, Germany, and has been one of the leading suppliers to the recreational vehicle market in Germany
and across Europe for over 40 years. It has been providing
innovative power and booster systems as well as control
solutions and control panels that have set new standards
in the industry.
“After 18 months of transition from the time of acquisition, we bring the Schaudt brand within the Lippert product family. We want to be known as Lippert in Europe and
this was all part of the plan when we acquired the company”, says Francesca Tompetrini,
Marketing Coordinator Lippert
Caravanning and Rail EMEA.
“In 2023 the rebranding will
take shape, although
there will be a transition period to update
and align all operations,
from packaging to
manuals and all other
marketing material”.

Vista 2 and Ford - the perfect combination
The panoramic roof dedicated to the Ford Transit van perfectly integrated
with the Lippert pop up roof
At the beginning of the 2021 season,
Polyplastic had launched the Vista panoramic roof, an interesting high-quality product for the camper van sector,
designed for the Fiat Ducator with H2
height. Now Polyplastic by Lippert increases its offer and proposes Vista 2,
dedicated to van campers based on
Ford Transit. It is a product that not only
gives brightness to the living area of the
vehicle, but strongly characterizes the
exterior, making it more attractive, more
dynamic. For the installation, a cut is
made on the original sheet of the
Transit, just above the windshield,
and an injection-molded adapter
is applied to the hole, specifically designed for the radius of the
darklinen of Ford basis. Installation is
quick and easy. Compared to the Vista
1 model dedicated to the Ducato, Vista
2 has been designed to be integrated
with the newly designed Belvedere pop

up roof for the Transit, also presented at
this time by Lippert.
“We can say that Vista 2 is the first product, together with the Belvedere pop up
roof, which makes concrete the synergy
and teamwork between two companies
of the group, namely Lippert and Polyplastic, – explains Lorenzo Manni, Vice
Presi-

dent Sales Caravanning EMEA – two companies that
have a separate R&D department but
that manage to dialogue perfectly with

each other to create high quality products. Vista 2 was born for Ford Transit vans and has been designed to be
mounted with or without the roof pop
up. It was not easy to create an optimal
design both with the pop up and without the pop up, so with different heights:
it was a nice challenge from an aesthetic
point of view, but our skilled designers
managed to make it”.
Vista 2 has a large fines
surface with a double
transparent shell, gray
in color, made thanks to
the great experience of
Polyplastic in the field. The
transparent surface can be
fixed or opened (to ventilate the
front area of the vehicle). The finish of the frame placed inside the
passenger compartment can be customized at the request of the individual
manufacturers.
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Two birds,
one stone
The Eberspächer Hydronic AquaSystem offers comfort by heating the passenger
compartment and preparing hot domestic water with just one system

T

he Eberspächer Group ranks as
a leading system developer and
supplier in the automotive industry. In addition to Exhaust Technology
and Automotive Controls, the Climate
Control Systems division and its thermal
management solutions complete the
long-running German company’s comprehensive portfolio. Eberspächer now
offers the new Hydronic AquaSystem
especially for manufacturers — with
double the added value. It not only
ensures a pleasantly warm passenger
compartment but also heats domestic
water at the same time. Complete with
an impressive compact design, its features are specially tailored to meet the
requirements of the North American
RV industry.
Comfortable with a precise fit
The basis of the Hydronic AquaSystem
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is the Eberspächer Hydronic S3 — a fuel
operated water heater for vehicles with
diesel or gasoline engines. Different
product variants allow for comfort in all
types of RVs or campervans. Through
the Hydronic water heater, the Hydronic AquaSystem makes it possible to
control the temperature of the interior
and — unlike most of the solutions on
the market — the domestic water at the
same time. With a total output of 5 kW,
the Eberspächer Hydronic S3 delivers
enough power to ensure a pleasant atmosphere.
It’s all based on the coolant circuit
through which the coolant heated by
the Hydronic S3 water heater flows.
The Hydronic AquaSystem’s modular
design is indeed attractive. This is because — in contrast to other solutions
— the Eberspächer system does not
consist of a bulky one-box module but

rather of modular, coordinated components. These are installed underfloor
and as required in the vehicle itself. This
allows the Hydronic AquaSystem to be
tailored precisely to the user’s needs
and the specifics of the vehicle. The
hot water preparation process is convenient in that it is comparable to an
instantaneous water heater. “Hot water
on demand” is the motto here because
the domestic water is heated directly
for use and not temporarily stored. A
separate tank for hot water is therefore
unnecessary — saving not only valuable
space but also weight.
Fulfilling the camper’s needs
The Hydronic AquaSystem has another ace up its sleeve in this respect: by
heating the passenger compartment
and domestic water with the fuel operated Hydronic S3, heavy propane

In partnership with

The fuel operated water heater
Hydronic S3 by Eberspächer
is available for gasoline or
diesel-driven vehicles

gas cylinders are no
longer needed to heat
the water. And the camper benefits,
too: in addition to the three manual
stages, the blower heat exchangers
can be operated in automatic mode.
The control unit supplies these with
the necessary information to keep the
actual temperature in the passenger
compartment precisely in line with the
defined setpoint. Therefore, sensors installed in the passenger compartment
continuously measure the prevailing
temperature. This has an influence on
the intensity of the blower fans: the air
supply increases or decreases so that
it can send more or less warm air into
the passenger compartment. The intelligent system detects potential fuel
savings: If the interior temperature is
at or even above the setpoint, the control unit pauses the supply of warm air
through the blower heat exchangers.
If the interior temperature drops, the
system automatically reactivates and
brings the coolant circuit with the connected heat exchangers back to its initial temperature.
Intelligently combined: simultaneous
heating of the interior and domestic
water
And here’s how the system works: blower heat exchangers make it possible
for the passenger compartment to be
heated. Mounted in various places, they
ensure the uniform release of warm air,
which is yielded by heating the coolant
in the heating circuit. Based on the set
temperature, the air supply of the blower heat exchangers is affected. The defined setpoint in the operating element
determines the blower heat exchangers’ air supply. When the temperature

sor adjusts the amount of fuel to be
supplied to the heater to the current
atmospheric pressure, thus ensuring
efficient consumption and guaranteeing optimum combustion with the
heater’s prevailing oxygen content
- for example, when traveling in the
mountains. The Hydronic AquaSystem
can be activated in different ways:
manually via the operating element in
the RV as required, or by presetting an
individual starting time for the system.
Total comfort therefore awaits camping enthusiasts when their four walls
on wheels reaches its destination. And
after all, the end of the last adventure
always comes before the next one.

setpoint is reached, they are self-regulated to power down or shut off. This
ensures constant temperature control.
The domestic water is heated by a
plate heat exchanger, which transfers
the heat gained from the coolant circuit
to the cold fresh water that is carried
along. This is not permanently preheated to a defined temperature but heated
for usage requirements. The user can
adjust various settings via the intuitive
operating element with a 4.3” touchscreen in the passenger compartment.
Depending on the system size, the
modular variants can be expanded as
required. For stabilization, the Hydronic
AquaSystem has a compensation tank
that regulates the system’s various prevailing pressures. This tank is equipped
with an electric heater which can be
connected to the campground shore
power. In normal operation, this saves
fuel and always facilitates living comfort within one’s four walls on wheels.
Withstanding Adverse Ambient Conditions
With the Hydronic AquaSystem,
Eberspächer meets all the requirements of the European Union standard
EN 1646-1, which rates campervans
according to their “winter resistance”.
Frequent cooling down and reheating,
a functioning water circuit even in cold
environments, and a stable temperature: these are the criteria for meeting
the standard. Other system features
include automatic altitude adjustment
up to 3,000 meters. The installed sen-

Close to the customer
With its global development and production network, Eberspächer supports OEMs with solutions and expertise worldwide. Especially for the North
American Market with a focus on RVs,
Eberspächer Climate Control Systems
Canada Inc. deals with customer inquiries and offers support. Eberspächer
is also the right partner for retrofit
solutions, thanks to installation kits,
an extensive range of accessories and
detailed technical documentation, simply and easily supplied by Eberspächer
service and installation partners all
around the world.

Eberspächer Climate
Control Systems
Eberspächer Climate Control Systems is particularly well known for
its pre-heaters in the passenger car
and commercial vehicle sector. Custom-fit systems are also available for
RVs and campers. Recent years have
seen campervans climb up the popularity scale considerably. For those
who want adventure and freedom
in their own camper while maintaining a pleasant level of comfort,
Eberspächer solutions are the perfect choice. After all, who wants to
always have to rely on ideal weather
conditions? Thermal management
solutions from Eberspächer make
it possible to brave the wind and
weather within your own four walls.
With various offers to choose from,
fuel operated auxiliary heaters are
particularly suitable for camping
enthusiasts who value comfort and
self-sufficiency when outdoor temperatures begin to drop.
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Sustainability and
innovation at CSD
Sustainability and innovation are the values that Indel
B is determined to communicate through the products
on display at its new stand in this year’s Caravan Salon
in Düsseldorf. The Italian leader in the production and
sale of refrigeration and air conditioning solutions has
been expanding continuously for many years and is fully
capable of satisfying the needs of all partners

T

his year, Indel B is back at Caravan Salon with OFF, and is
launching various new products
destined to extend its range of builtin refrigerators and air conditioning
accessories.
In addition to its capacity for innovation, Indel B is also proud of its long
history: the Italian company has over
50 years of success behind it, employs over 800 people and has customers all over the world.
“It’s always exciting to meet our customers and sector professionals at
Caravan Salon. This annual exhibition
is an event we simply have to attend.
We are confident that the products
we shall have on display there will
meet the needs of our partners. Indel B has never stopped working
with commitment and passion and
has focused on developing products
that not only add value but are also
effectively sustainable. Our company
has been adopting and implementing
policies of sustainable development
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for many years now and we have
made major improvements to our
production processes. Our products
therefore are appreciated for this
all over the world,” Gerardo Boschi,
Commercial Director of Indel B relates.
The beauty of a journey
where the climate is a choice
The coolness that caresses the skin on
hot, muggy summer nights, the ritual
of a cold drink always at hand and all
the space you need to preserve food
even in the most remote places. Indel

Gerardo Boschi
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B’s outdoor refrigeration products
provide daily pleasures during motorhome or van adventures.
12V Air Conditioners
Revolution is in the air. The range of
air conditioning systems for the road
trip is synonymous with innovation,
efficiency and practicality, with 12V
powered products designed to offer
great flexibility and comfort especially in situations of limited space and
poor accessibility to the traditional
220V power supply.

Built-in Refrigerators
Our RV refrigeration solutions have
the best consumption in the market:
flexibility of installation, aesthetic integration of the refrigerator with the vehicle’s furniture and great versatility in
the configuration of shelves and bins
in the interior cabinet.
Portable Refrigerators
Whether it’s for a few hours out, an
adventurous holiday or a garden party,
OFF portable refrigerators and freezers by Indel B are the best solution for
keeping food and drinks at the right
temperature for every occasion even
without any power connection thanks
to the available 12V power bank.

Above right:
Portable Refrigerator
TB51 Black
Right:
Plein-Aircon 12V
Above:
Built-in Refrigerator
CR130
Right:
IndelB
new website

A new digital experience...
To communicate in a way that reflects
our values and to consolidate our position as leader in the production of refrigeration and air conditioning systems
for mobile living: with these clear objectives in mind and with a new determination to achieve them, Indel B has
confirmed Studiogusto as its Digital
Media & Communications Partner.
Indel B Group, the leading player in the
Automotive, Hospitality and Leisure
Time markets, is entrusting its communications strategy for the second year
running to the agency with offices in
Perugia, Italy, and Munich, Germany.
The partnership has been renewed following a highly successful 2020/2021,
when Studiogusto was first asked to
design a new image for Indel B’s Adventure business unit.
“Our achievements last year were partly
the result of an extensive and meticulous research and development proj-

ect, and partly the outcome of reflection on how Indel B Group is currently
perceived and how we want to be perceived,” Gerardo Boschi, Commercial Director of Indel B S.p.A. explains.
“Studiogusto helped us to clarify who
we are and allowed us to launch OFF
Indel B to maximise the potential of
the Outdoor and Recreational Vehicles
markets.”
This year, seeing a need to transmit the
advanced technology, high design content and environment-friendliness that
drives its production and policies, Indel
B has decided to communicate its corporate ecosystem through a new digital identity, designed with special attention to the Hospitality market. “We
chose Studiogusto because they know
how best to communicate the three
pillars that represent the core of our
identity: Technology, Design made in Italy and Sustainability,” Gerardo Boschi,

Commercial Director of Indel B S.p.A.
continues.
“I am delighted that Studiogusto has
developed a consolidated partnership
with a leading industrial player like Indel B,” adds Stefano Caliandro, Creative
Director of Studiogusto. “Working with
our partner, we have recently launched
a new digital experience – a smart and
engaging environment that illustrates
and describes the group’s four business
units. The main sections allow visitors
not only to learn all about Indel B’s air
conditioning and refrigeration products
but also to understand all the technological innovations that the company
places at the disposal of customers. The
contagious enthusiasm of the team at
Indel B inspired us to design an accessible UX with the right balance between
technical and emotive content. The result is a smooth and intense navigation
experience.”
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Silent
and Adventurous!

These are the new design worlds from Schattdecor for the 2022/2023 season.
Schattdecor is one of the Worlds leading suppliers of high-quality decorative surfaces
and finish foils for the woodworking industry. The company is represented globally
in 17 locations with 3,000 employees from 27 nations
Words Peter Hirtschulz

D

espite new challenges and the
impact of the ongoing Corona
pandemic, the company closed
fiscal 2021 with record sales of more
than 850 million euros. This was the best
result in the company’s history to date,
with growth in all business areas.
Against this background, Schattdecor
is looking to the future with economic
optimism and new, innovative design
and product ideas. Aboutcamp had the
chance to talk to Dietmar Höglmeier,

Dietmar
Höglmeier
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Key Account Manager RV Industries,
about the present and the future of the
company in particular and the industry
in general.
How is Schattdecor currently positioned in the caravanning industry?
Dietmar Höglmeier: We have been one
of the leading design and surface/foil
suppliers for decades and meanwhile we
now offer our 12th Caravan Selection. In
addition to hundreds of existing designs
and products, the current collection includes 12 new design and product ideas.
What does the new collection look like?
Dietmar Höglmeier: We have developed
two new lines for the 2022/23 season:
“SILENT” and “ADVENTUROUS”. In line
with the motto of disconnecting from
leisure, from daily stress, and relaxing in
a soothing as well as a stylish ambience,
in the SILENT line (“Travel with peace of
mind and lightness”) we focus on appropriately selected materials and colour variations. This design world makes
the powdery light softness of the two
decors Valetta Pine Elegance and Pietra
Piasentina the main theme. We combine the soft silent colour palette with
a powdery cooler solid tone. Fjord holds
the turquoise of the sea against her velvety sandy base mood, bringing quiet

travel bliss into play. Overall, the colour
palette contributes to a restrained, tranquil atmosphere as well as a very special naturalness. With the ADVENTUROUS design line (“Feel nature and life”),
we effectively set the stage for earthy
adventurous tones with a rich, deep
Uni. The motto here is that we experience the world together, discover new
things and recharge our batteries. Thus
strengthened, we can appreciate our encounters and be completely in the here
and now. The lively basic mood of our
design world ADVENTUROUS results
from the earthy, rough, warm naturalness of Calgary and the fluid gradients
of Imperia pear. Decors such as Cascade
and Mauve provide emotional contrasts.
These descriptions sound very philosophical. How does Schattdecor develop such ideas?
Dietmar Höglmeier: My team and I, we
go through the world with our eyes and
ears open. We visit trade fairs around
the world, discuss with international design offices and listen when we talk to
our industry customers and users “on
the street”. From all these conversations
and experiences, we develop our ideas.
We also have a vision in our mind’s eye,
based on the above experiences, of how
decors, haptics and contrasts combine
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Above and right: SILENT decor line

to create a coherent interior design for
a recreational vehicle.
How is the industry responding to
these ideas?
Dietmar Höglmeier: Very differently and
as varied as the entire range of products
offered by the industry. Some customers stick with an idea for many years.
Others change designs at fixed intervals,
and still others use our ideas very experimentally with constantly changing variants. In general, the industry tends to be
rather wait-and-see, so that many ideas,
each of which is current, only come to
fruition successfully later.
In what way have the trends of the past
collections developed and what does
the medium-term future look like?
Dietmar Höglmeier: We are and have
always been progressive. But we also
stick to the tried and tested in accordance with customer wishes. The future
of caravanning lies in timeless designs.
Fashion trends that are often implemented in the automotive sector, such
as white surfaces and gray tones, are no
longer in such demand. Camping is just
camping. In terms of colour, I think medium brown, blond natural colors are the

trend of the future. In addition, natural,
textile surfaces, such as jute or fine mesh
optics, are on vogue as well.
How does Schattdecor deal with current exceptional situations such as the
pandemic or the Ukraine crisis?
Dietmar Höglmeier: Here, Schattdecor
benefits from its global presence and
its locally very family-oriented corporate philosophy, in which the health and
well-being of each and every employee
enjoy the highest priority. Workforce
and customers are the highest assets.
We have the issue of supply chains under control. Of course, like any other
company in the industry, we face the
same problems, but we offer solutions.
Supply chains that no longer work for
various reasons are replaced by local
resources as much as possible due to
our global presence. Think global, act
local! We also take a positive approach
to the sensitive issue of pricing. Of
course, prices for certain raw materials
and components are rising. We cannot
prevent this. But we communicate and,
above all, document this development
openly. This means that our partners are
quite understanding, even if sometimes
grudgingly.
Finally, how do you see the future?
Dietmar Höglmeier: Very personally, I
believe that we are heading for a recession worldwide in the 4th quarter of the
year. This is especially true with regard
to the current inflation rate, an expected turnaround in interest rates and, of
course, the price development of diesel, still the dominant basis for driving
our vehicles. In general, however, we at
Schattdecor are positive and prepared
for all eventualities. In the long term,
we continue to focus on solid, healthy
growth. This is also evidenced by our
more recent corporate policy. In the fall

of 2021, for example, we acquired a 50
percent stake in the German sheet manufacturer Fine Decor. Accordingly, our
CEO Roland Auer postulated: “Sustainability is one of the very big issues of
our time. In Fine Decor, we have found a
partner with whom we can already meet
the demand for environmentally friendly
furniture surfaces produced on the basis of recycled raw materials. Jointly we
are strong. The new and joint product
„Fineflex“ combines the demands for
a modern and environmentally friendly
decor surface. This is where years of design expertise in decor printing and pioneering technology for the production
of sustainable lacquer laminate surfaces
come together. In a unique manufacturing process, we recycle PET and reuse it.
A special lacquer finish gives the surface
a unique feel and an anti-fingerprint effect. It is particularly easy to clean and
has a high resistance to moisture and
external influences. Thanks to its excellent processing properties, Fineflex is
also ideal for use as an environmentally
friendly wrapping sheet and as a thermoforming sheet, and is set to become
an exciting alternative for the caravaning sector. Information on the first joint
product from the two companies can be
found at www.fineflex.pet.

Left and below: ADVENTUROUS decor line
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Best comfort
and energy efficiency
Ravago Building Solutions supplies best comfort and energy efficiency for motorhomes
and caravans. Basic is the XPS insulation from Ravago Building Solutions that ensures
the best comfort, driving pleasure and energy efficiency in motorhomes and caravans and also ensures that the value of the vehicles is retained for a long time
Words Peter Hirtschulz

W

hether sun and beach on
the Amalfi coast, impressive landscapes and fjords
in Scandinavia or hiking in the mountains: No matter where the motorhome or caravan is on the road, the
high-quality XPS insulating materials
from Ravago Building Solutions as a
core layer materials in floors, walls
and ceilings of vehicles ensure maximum insulation Living comfort, the
best driving experience and energy
efficiency - so that everyone can fully
enjoy the vacation days.
Based on a sandwich principle for
all mobile home and caravan manufacturers, the construction of walls,
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floors and ceilings with RAVATHERM
XPS goes well beyond a pure foam
core, surrounded by two outer layers, made of Glass reinforced plastic
(GRP).
For Ravago Building Solutions it is a
matter of quality and happy customers, then how well everything works
depends on the choice of materials. Because the core layer material
is crucial for the structural strength,
moisture resistance and energy efficiency of the vehicle. Renowned
manufacturers of high-quality motorhomes rely on the RAVATHERM
XPS insulation from Ravago Building
Solutions.

Feel-good sensation – whatever the
weather
The blue or gray XPS insulation materials are characterized by their excellent insulation performance. An
example is RAVATHERM XPS X PLUS
RTM. The high-quality materials offer
a thermal conductivity of only 0.029
W/m.K with a thickness of 50 millimeters. With this outstanding insulation
performance, they create a pleasant
climate in motorhomes or caravans whether on hot days in midsummer
or in sub-zero temperatures in winter.
And that permanently, because the
materials, with their closed cell structure, absorb very little of the moisture
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that occurs when cooking or showering in a mobile home or caravan, and
thus prevents mold from forming.
Stable vehicle body for more safety
and driving comfort
In addition, the insulation materials
from Ravago improve the overall stability and thus the driving comfort
and safety of motorhomes. Caravans
and motorhomes are often exposed to
high loads on the road: vibrations due
to poor road conditions, lateral and
bending forces when cornering tightly
or strong winds. With their excellent
compressive strength, Ravago’s insulating materials enable very stable
and at the same time feather-light
constructions of wall structures - and
thus contribute to lower fuel consumption and emissions.
“While others talk about quality, we make it!”
Quality is a topic that is often taken for granted, but at Ravago, nothing goes unchallenged. Quality has a high priority
which is well embedded in the company culture. Long-term
solid relationships with the customers and industrial partners
provide the best measure for quality. Ravago Building Solutions constantly tries to raise the bar on the quality level by
implementing corrective and preventive actions where needed while stringent controls are carried out. As part of the
quality focus, the company has developed a Quality Management System in line with the latest ISO 9001 standards and
has implemented it at most of the sales offices, warehouses
and production plants. This ensures that the companys approach towards quality is comprehensive and systematic.
The XPS products reflects the quality philosophy of the
company: The high-quality XPS materials offer the best insulation performance and stability even after many years. In
the Ravago Building Solutions laboratory in Rheinmünster

(Germany) various tests are carried out aiming at ascertaining and improving the quality of the product and to ensure
compliance to European Product Standard. Such as the test
conducted on different types of products, to ascertain water
retention of different products under the same conditions.
Moreover, Ravago products are also tested and certified by
the independent FIW institute of Munich. A special certification ensures the quality of Ravago’s XPS products. That
include tests on fire behavior, thermal conductivity, dimensional stability and testing of mechanical properties.
Ravago can be considered as the biggest XPS producer in
Europe, collaborating with key suppliers in the spirit of a
long-term partnership. Every sale done, however, is driven
by value: Ravago guarantees the best possible service in the
industry, both to its suppliers and to its customers.
More interesting information and more about the award-winning XPS insulating materials can be found on the company
website: www.ravagobuildingsolutions.com/industry

The grey Ravatherm XPS

The blue
Ravatherm XPS
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From CTA 4.0
to Caravan Salon
Strong of the production capacity and efficiency of a new 4.0 factory, CTA has refreshed
and expanded its offering with an eye to today’s the most popular vehicle types, particularly camper vans and minivans
Words Renato Antonini

T

his has certainly been an important
year for CTA. The Italian company
opened its new headquarters and
factory in 2022 beginning a process of
improvement that will transfer to even
better product quality. The significant
step forward is tangibly expressed by
CTA stand at Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf. Visitors will be able to talk to the
managers to learn more about the new
organisation and see several important
innovations and the refreshed versions
of some well-known and appreciated
solutions designed for travelling, dining
and sleeping, with a focus on safety and
comfort as well as practicality and lightness. Several product types have been
transformed to adapt more and more
to a changing market in which camper vans are more popular than motorhomes and traditional vehicles. The process has just started and will continue
in the future as seen in the evolution of
CTA’s most classic products, like swivel plates and seatbelt anchoring structures. The drive for innovation over the
past 45 years has led to the new facili-
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ties that house CTA’s headquarters and
factory. Centralised management in Industry 4.0 perspective, with a focus on
maximum customer satisfaction, makes
CTA a modern company in step with the
most advanced standards. All machines
have a high level of 3D programming
and are interconnected in CTA’s 4.0 system. Production can now be planned
using personalised principles to the
benefit of flexibility in batches and to allow the production of customised components at competitive costs. State-ofthe-art machinery, like the welding cell
with two Panasonic TM1400 six-axis robots and an Omron collaborative robot,
contributes to this progress. With stateof-the-art machinery, the considerable
expansion in size (over 4,200 square
metres covered, 10,000 square metres
in total), and the implemented lean-oriented strategies, the new factory has a
production capacity four times that of
the old plant. Importantly, the resources
of the technical department have been
doubled, in terms of personnel and software.

Safety and comfort,
on the move and when parked
The core business of CTA remains seatbelt anchoring structures. It is this type
of product that has made the company’s potential known throughout Europe. The product has been revised to
comply with new regulations, such as
R17, and now features a universal Isofix
coupling system. The metal belt support frame, anchored to the chassis of
the base vehicle, pairs maximum lightness and ease of installation, without
ever forgetting the primary objective
of ensuring passenger safety. A place
of honour on the stand at the Caravan
Salon is reserved for the Dinette Sleep,
which was introduced in Düsseldorf
two years ago. The basic version has
been joined by several variants to make
up a real range. The arrangement from
the desire to turn the traditional dinette
convertible into a bed into a more automotive-like layout that is very comfortable both when on the move and
when sleeping, as well as safe and easily convertible. With a focus on light-
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ness as well. Interestingly, the basic
version weighs in at just 39 kilograms.
Comfort is ensured by an ergonomic,
hypoallergenic memory foam padding.
It converts into a bed with a simple
manoeuvre using the new headrests
fully integrated into the backrest. As
a result, the Dinette Sleep is extremely versatile, with versions for camper
vans (e.g. based on Fiat Ducato) and
for minivans (e.g. based on Ford Transit Custom). Other new products will
also be presented at the Caravan Salon,
such as the Smart Safety Belt Structure kits complete with cushions for
the aftermarket and Easy Bed restyling. “The new organisation of CTA 4.0

allows for an interesting diversification
of our offer”, said Ursula Scalia, Sales
& Marketing Manager of CTA. “We will
give ample space in our range to products dedicated to the minivan category, which is increasingly popular in the
European market. We will do this with
high-performance, low-weight products that are very comfortable, but also
simple to install and use. We are grasping the opportunity to satisfy a new,
younger, more demanding, more essential target market. It is in this course
that CTA has plotted, that of a young
yet highly experienced company, totally
customer-oriented and capable of offering long-lasting quality solutions.”

Ursula Scalia

Swivel plates for minivans

Company Profile

The cab seat swivel plates are one of CTA’s most time-honoured products and have also been perfected over the years
to comply with changing regulations. The swivel plate for many
minivan models, such as the Ford Custom, Renault Trafic and
Citroen Jumpy, are presented at
the Caravan Salon. The new
swivel plates are made of
high-strength, low-weight
materials and are configured as a universal
right/left system for
most models.

Industry leader in the European market of
components for Recreational Vehicles and
always attentive to the evolution of market
trends with over 45 years of experience, we
design and manufacture innovative solutions
with the aim of improving safety and the perception of comfort inside the vehicle. Our
product range includes: structures for safety
belts anchorage, swivel plates for seats, TV
/ tablet brackets, ladders and roof racks, dinette systems that can be turned into a bed, all
strictly Made in Italy. Among the undisputed
strength of CTA branded products: versatility,
reliability and lightness. Among the first producers of structures for safety belts anchorage, weighing just 12.5 kg, well 40 % less than
the lighter ones available on the market, today
we boast a wide range of structures, reaching up to 8.5 kg for specific types of vehicles.
These results have been achieved thanks to
continuous investments in R&D, in the selection of innovative materials with high resistance and increasingly reduced weight and
their use in the design of high-performance
solutions, simple installation and ease of use.
Quality, experience, know-how, combined
with passion and specific knowledge of the
camping sector allow us to be partners of the
leading European OEM, with whom we develop a substantial design synergy considering
all construction needs and providing technical support at every stage of product development and launch. Last but not least, CTA is
committed to a strategic path of quality, environment and safety. In order to increase its
ability to regularly provide quality products
and customized services, that meet customer
requirements, the organization undertakes to
adopt and improve the quality management
system according to ISO 9001: 2015, as well
as to start a path of environmental protection
in compliance with ISO14001 standard.

“The swivel plates
we are bringing to
Düsseldorf are an example of a product type that we
have been dealing with for many
years”, Ursula Scalia, Sales & Marketing
Manager at CTA, added. ”Now we have developed a model especially for minivans, the trendiest
RV category of the moment.”

CTA 4.0 factory: the new headquarters in Pomezia
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On the road
to progress
New materials and innovative technologies: Ama Composites
continues to offer solutions to foster a real evolution in the RV sector, starting
with the camper van segment. Weight reduction and lower costs are some of the
advantages offered by the new construction solutions
Words Renato Antonini

I

t is clear to everyone that it is time
for a change in the RV sector with
the introduction of new materials
and new construction methods. The
signs of the change are already here
and manufacturers need to continue
on this course. This is precisely what
Ama Composites is doing aiming to
become one of the main players in this
change. For several years, the manufacturer has been working on new materials and innovative construction systems, carrying cutting-edge solutions,
many of which are tried and tested in
other sectors, such as aviation, automotive, rail and construction, across
to the RV sector. The technology the
company focuses on most is called
LWRT, but the range of proposals is
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wide and spans from nanotechnology and GRIT technique to Aerogel
and heated floors. Ama Composites
also has a large production of vacuum/S-RIM thermoforming and thermoplastic injection moulding parts.
“We are moving in the right direction
and the market is appreciating our efforts”, said Marco Corradini, CEO of
Ama Composites. “In 2021, we tripled
our turnover touching EUR 40 million
and the figures for the first half of 2022
are very promising. In six months, we
have exceeded the turnover for the
whole of 2021. Step by step, we are
successfully introducing innovative
methods in the RV sector, making our
customers what can be achieved by
going beyond traditional technolo-

gies. Improving appearance, reducing
weight and making production processes more efficient to lower costs as
a consequence is possible”.
LWRT technology
Ama Composites has invested heavily
in machinery to support the growing
market demand. A new production
line was recently commissioned, tripling the production capacity of the
company. The new machines are used
to make moulded parts using LWRT
(Light Weight Reinforced Thermoplastic) technology. This opens interesting
possibilities for many sectors, from
RVs to industrial vehicles, including
buses and cargo vans.
“LWRT technology offers excellent
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product performance at low costs,”
explained Marco Corradini. “Now, with
the new machinery installed we have
a large production capacity and can
meet the demands of the automotive
sector and most certainly those of the
RV sector. We aim to work in a team
with our customers for developing
parts. We provide the technological
support and we identify the best way
to achieve the results together with the
customer.”
Composite materials,
different technologies
The current Ama Composites production plant can process various materials and different technologies. This is
the case of CFRTP (Continuous fibre
reinforced thermoplastic), a composite material produced in the form of
single-ply tapes and laminate. Continuous fibre reinforced thermoplastic
composites are produced by pulling
continuous glass rovings through a
thermoplastic resin to impregnate the
fibres and form a single-ply tape. This
single-ply tape can be layered to form
multi-axial laminates by superimposing layers of tape in various directions
and applying heat and pressure. The
orientation, arrangement and volume
of the fibres contribute to the strength
and performance of the laminate
structure. CFRTP composites have
the unique ability to add strength and
stiffness while reducing manufacturing
cycle times and enabling part consolidation of structural components in a
wide variety of applications.

Similar advantages are offered by the
LGPP system originally developed
for the bulkhead for the Ford Transit
which was the first product with which
Ama Composites gained a footing in
the automotive industry. AMA Composites coordinated the consortium
that invented this special bulkhead.
The project won the “Innovation Global Ford Awards 2017” as recognition as
the best innovation project compared
to all innovation projects implemented
by Ford worldwide in 2017.
The innovation was in the use of thermoplastic material instead of metal
and this constituted a ground-breaking change. The investment required
to produce a market output of comparable metal parts was remarkably higher than thermoplastic ones, so the economic benefits for the markets were
especially relevant. Ama Composites
created a new material with multiple
uses, generated from the study of a
new bulkhead where this material has
been initially used. The main aim was
to replace the metal bulkhead used
in the automotive industry to separate two different environments of
the vehicle, for example, the driver’s
cab from the area where the cargo
and material are stowed employing
thermoplastic material instead. This
ensures saving costs for companies in
addition to a substantial weight reduction on the vehicles where the component made with the new technique has
been installed. Therefore, the two main
advantages were represented by cost
savings and weight reduction.

Tubular
honeycomb panel
The news of recent weeks is the thermoplastic matrix composite panel
with a tubular honeycomb structure.
It is a panel characterised by many
cavities. It is very light but also extremely strong from a mechanical
point of view. It is suitable for various uses, also in the RV sector, and
can become a structural product in
combination with other materials. It
can also provide exceptional thermal insulation with the deposition of
Aerogel material in the cavities.

Focus on the van
Ama Composites started working in
the RV sector in 2006, but it is certainly in recent years that its presence
has become important, especially
following the development of the
camper van market segment. With
the bulkhead project for Ford, the
company was able to demonstrate its
ability to work with innovative materials to replace parts made of metal
or other materials to reduce costs, decrease weight and speed up assembly
times. LWRT technology is used to
produce various elements for camper van interiors, such as wall panels,
panels applied to the rear doors and
the sliding side door and moulded elements to cover the wheel arches on
the living pod side. Important is the

possibility of coupling LWRT panels
with various finishing and thermal insulation materials. Ama Composites
is also developing designs for pop-up
roofs. The company already kicked off
the production of similar products,
such as rooftop tents, for which GRIT
(Glasses Resin Impregnates Thermoplastic) technology is used to create
the structure and protective shell.
Interestingly, the rigid part of popup roofs can integrate semi-rigid or
soft interior cladding in addition to a
heating system with radiant elements.
For standard pop-up roof production
runs, Ama Composites can supply finished products consisting of a complete kit including canvas side guards
and a lifting mechanism.
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VittEr
opens up
to new
scenarios
A certification process for environmental sustainability has begun, but from many
points of view the company is already on the right track. And in the meantime VittEr®
and its by-products like the ribbed VittEr® and the Vafer are becoming more and
more popular, as the great appreciation at the “Fuori Salone” during the Milan Design
Week has proven
Words Renato Antonini

T

he concept of environmental
sustainability is increasingly an
integral part of the thinking that
underlies the activity of Filippi 1971.
Precisely in this period Filippi 1971, assisted by a company specialized in environmental certifications, embarked
on the path that will lead it to draw
up a sustainability report. First of all,
an analysis of the energy needs will be
carried out, followed by investments,
especially in photovoltaics, aimed at
making the company increasingly independent from the point of view of
energy needs. Obviously the investments will also go in the direction of
a reduction in expenses, with energy
costs currently becoming particularly
burdensome.

Ribbed VittEr®
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Environmental sustainability
“The sustainability project is our long
term commitment - explains Francesca
Filippi, export sales and marketing manager of Filippi 1971 - that also has implications in our product development. In
addition to the RV industry, we work in
the Interior Design sector: in this area we
realize that architects and designers are
increasingly moving towards product
sustainability, using materials that come
from sustainable resources and that at
the end of their life cycle can be reintroduced into the environment or into
another production process in a circular economy. What we use most for our
products is Italian poplar and I believe
that there is no material more sustainable than this in the wood supply chain:

it is used by the furniture industry and
paper mills, it is a wood that comes from
plantations and not from deforestation,
it is a resource that is well integrated into
the Italian ecosystem and has zero percentage of waste”.
With the use of Italian poplar, Filippi
1971 tries to favor the short supply chain,
with “zero km” materials that come from
nearby territories. The procurement of
decorative papers for panel finishing is
also increasingly moving towards sustainability and FSC certification. With
the environmental certification process
started, Filippi 1971 is analyzing the various actions to be taken not only to neutralize its Carbon footprint, but also to
get to a positive Carbon footprint.
“Environmental sustainability is funda-
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Vafer

mental, - Francesca Filippi explains - but it must be related to
economic and social sustainability. Sustainable choices must
be economically advantageous for the company. The start of
the certification process made us understand that Filippi 1971
is already moving in the right direction on a social level. For
example, most of our employees come from the surrounding
area, this means that Filippi 1971 creates value for the territorial
micro-economy and at the same time minimizes the environmental impact with regard to transport”.
Among the products that were born under the sign of sustainability there is certainly Adamas, a recent proposal by Filippi
1971, specifically conceived for the RV industry. It is a poplar
plywood panel with a particular surface treatment that generates a homogeneous surface and considerable resistance. Adamas is made with a sustainable material such as poplar wood
deriving from plantations and represents a valid alternative
to Ilomba panels, which are instead manufactured from forest wood. As for Adamas, in the last few weeks some changes have been made to further improve the product, changes
suggested by the results of severe climate tests carried out in
collaboration with some German customers in the RV sector.
Ribbed VittEr® and Vafer
VittEr® is the most representative and most innovative product of Filippi 1971. The valuable, ribbed variant has been recently developed to meet the demands of the sector linked
to Interior Design, but also available for exclusive processing
in the RV sector.

“We have created this product to respond to a trend in the
design sector, the ribbed effect, - says Francesca Filippi, marketing manager of Filippi 1971 - and we are having excellent
results thanks to the ease of processing of VittEr® and its aesthetic value. The surface is worked with a pleasant three-dimensional effect and is used for interior doors, but also for
doors, wall panelling and partitions. In the furniture sector we
are already manufacturing very thin sliding doors (only 3 mm
thick), a solution that is possible thanks to the considerable
resistance of VittEr®. It is our intention to propose the ribbed
version of VittEr® also in the RV sector: widely customized and
original effects could be obtained”.
The other sustainable product launched on the market lately
is Vafer: it is a combination of VittEr® stratified with poplar veneer. Filippi 1971 is promoting it in the RV sector both for tables,
kitchen and bathroom tops. It
can be a successful choice to
create modern, trendy interior
settings that break away from
tradition. It offers considerable degrees of customization,
does not require edging and
can have a surface layer in VittEr®, scratch-resistant, antibacterial and perfectly washable,
with a reduced total weight.
Francesca Filippi

Salone del Mobile in Milan
During the Milan Design Week 2022, Filippi 1971 took
part in the “Fuori Salone” events by presenting the extended color range of VittEr®, its most representative
product.
“Bringing VittEr® to the most exclusive International
design showcase was an extraordinary, absolutely positive experience - says Francesca Filippi. “The presentation of our product is having a worldwide resonance
in the Interior Design sector. Architects from all over
the world have liked it and it was also presented to
large contractors”.
VittEr® was appreciated for its aesthetic values and

the
possibility of customization, but also for its technical
qualities: it is easily workable, scratch resistant, does
not require edging and does not release formaldehyde,
it is also waterproof, antibacterial, fire retardant (class
Bs2, d0) and resistant to heat.

Finalists at the
Compasso d’Oro
VittEr® by Filippi 1971 and the Filippi
1971 mother company were included in
the ADI Design Index 2021 (“Research
for the company” category) and were
therefore finalists in the latest edition
of the Compasso d’Oro. An example of
what VittEr® can be used for, specifically the Tomè table, is being exhibited
at the ADI Design Museum in Milan until 11th September 2022.
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Company news DECOR IN PRINTING

Flawless Paper
The paper that does not copy defects: thanks to its hard inner core, the new
technological DIP Foil Fineline Decor Paper can be laminated on plywood panels
with low quality covers without replicating surface imperfections
Words Renato Antonini

O

ne of the goals of the new DIP
Foil Fineline decorative paper
is to solve today’s procurement
and cost problems. The product is a
newly developed decorative paper,
created in the Research & Development department of Decor In Printing. It is designed to offer exciting,
easy and more profitable options to
companies operating in the field of
finishing plywood panels for vehicle
interiors and to motorhome and caravan manufacturers.
It is well known that almost all RV
furniture in Europe is made of plywood panels finished with decorative papers. A high-quality outer surface (cover) of the panel is normally
used for glueing decorative paper to
achieve a superior result.
These covers are expensive (if the imperfections need to be fixed with
putty by hand) and now that logistics
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from the Far East are very complicat- technological surface with a hard ined and less cost-effective, even engi- ner paper core and an ideal thickness
neered wood covers are unavailable in to avoid replicating the imperfections
practice.
of the underlying surface commonly
“The wood lamination
industry, like so many
other sectors, is facing
a difficult time due to
logistical problems as
well as rising costs of
transport and materials”,
explained Matteo Confalonieri, CEO of Decor In
Printing. “For this reason, at Decor In we have
decided to take action by
developing a decorative
paper with which there is
no longer a need to use
panels with high-quality
covers, suitable for wood
lamination.”
Matteo Confalonieri
DIP Foil Fineline is a
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Style and technology

Raw
Poplar Plywood
Face BB Quality

Standard
Decor Paper Foil/PVC
Visible defect after lamination

The presentation of the new DIP Foil Fineline technology foil confirms
Decor In Printing’s ability to work either technologically and creatively. Decor In Printing works primarily as a supplier to panel companies,
which supply RV manufacturers. Decor In Printing’s technical and creative departments provide manufacturers with all the support they
need to identify the most suitable type of paper, in terms of colour,
design, surface type and special treatments.
Customers can choose a type of decoration from the company’s extensive catalogue or can ask the creative department of Decor In
Printing to develop one for them.
Customers can also ask to industrialise a decoration created by a design studio of their choice. The creation of a new decoration takes
place in two steps in the design department of Decor In Printing. First,
the most current stylistic trends are analysed, seeking inspiration in
other areas, like the furniture, textile and ceramics sectors, and then
the original materials chosen (wood, stone, textiles, etc.) are “photographed” using sophisticated machinery to reproduce them faithfully,
down to the smallest detail. Traditional rotogravure or digital printing
is used.

Pasquale Gesualdi
Creative Director

New Dip Foil
Fineline 3D
HR
• Rigid Core
• Masking of face
defects
• Final result with
Dip Foil Fineline 3D
HR of BB surface = B
surface quality
• Great saving coming from usage of BB face
instead of B face

found on plywood panels.
DIP Foil Fineline is a technological
product but it is not expensive. The
price increase compared to normal
paper is roughly 10%. Therefore, by
using lesser quality panels, wood finishing companies can achieve a real
economic advantage in the end.
Resistant, antibacterial and 3D
Although being stiffer, the new DIP
Foil Fineline technology sheets retain the same surface characteristics
as the DIP Foil Standard paper produced by Decor In Printing, which is
ever more popular among RV manufacturers.
They can have the same characteristics as an HR, 3D and Silver Coat Foil.
The HR (high resistance) code indicates decorative papers are extremely resistant to abrasion and micro-scratches, having level C scratch

resistance (ranking as
“good” according to UNI
EN 15186:2012) and level D abrasion resistance
(according to UNI EN
15185:2011).
As far as 3D characteristics are concerned, the
paper has a three-dimensional surface, which
replicates the wood grain
in tune with the design.
This particular three-dimensional
surface
is
achieved with chemical
embossing using an expanding technology product. The 3D
effect can also convincingly replicate
the surface of the wood in terms of
alternating hard and soft parts.
Finally, SilverCoat identifies the antibacterial version of DIP Foil decorative paper with CATAS certification.

By using silver ions, the surfaces eliminate all bacteria within 24 hours. Originally developed to meet the needs of
the hotel industry, SilverCoat paper
may have interesting applications in
the RV sector, for instance for rental
fleet vehicles.
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The strategy is to invest
and continue to innovate
Fiamma is focusing on all-round product innovation and is investing major
resources in creative and production processes and in establishing synergies
with high-profile technical partners
Words Enrico Bona

S

trong of the clear and assertive
plan pursued over the years by
Italian company owners Charles
and John-David Pozzi, Fiamma has
become a global manufacturer in the
field of technical RV accessories and
is constantly operating to maintain
and increase its market size and performance. Charles Pozzi tells us that
the main drive of Fiamma has always
been end-user satisfaction. Design is
based on the customer’s needs and
innovation is needed to maintain high
quality and competitive prices on the
market.
Innovation
“We are aware that we are very good
at designing our products. We are
equally aware that exchanges with
other areas of technology and other
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markets can accelerate our growth
as a company and expand quality in
every area even further, enriching the
entire world of recreational vehicles
with new content and new inspiration,
among other things”, said Charles
Pozzi. “For several years now, we have
been pursuing a project of continuous evolution that encompasses all
business areas from communications
and production to logistics and expanded personnel training schemes”.
Over the years, Fiamma has successfully created synergies with many
partners to exchange knowledge and
experience that translates, daily, into
a constant search for improvement
in every detail and every process.
Particularly noteworthy is the partnership with the Fiamma Lab design
studio formed by a team of lecturers,

students and alumni of the Faculty of Engineering at the Milan Polytechnic students. Fiamma designs,
prototypes and fully tests its products in-house and avails of the consultancy services of Fiamma Lab for
simple opinions or more significant
involvement in design and testing according to the project type. The Cattaneo LIUC University, located just
a few kilometres from the company
headquarters in Cardano al Campo,
is another strategic partner. Fiamma
teams up with many master’s degree students for numerous projects
to bring novelty and transformation.
“We rely on external partners but we
also pursue internal enrichment and
growth for our personnel, investing
a great deal in them”, Charles Pozzi
added. “For instance, we address
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education with the development of
English, German and management
courses for our personnel using the
teaching hours made available to us
by Confindustria Varese. At Fiamma
we also continuously strive to improve ourselves and our products
and we positively acquire a more
global view and important new skills
through our partnerships”.
Production and research
Human and economic resources at
Fiamma are focused on guaranteeing customers a top-quality product
without excessive cost burdens: “Always being on the cutting edge also
distinguishes us in research and production. Our products always express
the best that the market has to offer in
terms of functionality, style and technology while remaining competitive
in terms of cost. We have achieved
real results through constant investment in all-new technologies that we
think could bring a strategic advantage in production, never fearing the
economic burden that committing to
this innovation puts on company budgets every year”. Indeed, Fiamma has
set up many new rapid prototyping
technologies with two plastic moulding machines, one dedicated to the
product finish and appearance and
for testing the physical and chemical

characteristics of the polymers used
to manufacture some components.
The company has also recently hired
a specialised structural engineer who
is now responsible for the complete
CAD design of material strength and
bending points. “A 3D metal printer
is the most recent and significant investment in machinery and the latest feather in Fiamma R&D’s cap”,
Charles Pozzi continued. “This technology is used in the aerospace field
and demonstrates that we believe
in our product and, above all, in the
future and our creativity. We want
to build, innovate and grow without
limits”.
Present and future
The market is posing unprecedented challenges to the industry. The
raw material shortages, production
delays, logistical delays and double-digit percentage price increases
describe a worrying scenario unprecedented so far in the global economy
not only in the RV market.
“At Fiamma, we are confident that
we can continue to offer a decidedly
virtuous handling of the global supply chain crisis,” said Charles Pozzi,
describing the current scenario.
“At the first signs of a market slowdown due to the pandemic in 2020,
I remember we called an emergency
meeting with John David and focused
on an intervention strategy aimed at
increasing the resources invested in
stocks and our production capacities.
It was an important commitment that
we continue to upkeep. We achieved
this by heavily sacrificing margins but
we managed to offer a market performance to our customers that we believe is difficult to match”. By major

investments in materials and nearly
doubling production shifts, Fiamma
has managed to maintain an excellent
lead time in its processes. The goal is
now to maintain good performance,
and as a next step, Fiamma plans a
major physical expansion of its warehouse to cope with the increase in
production that is expected soon and
that will have to be managed. Charles
Pozzi predicts that, barring further
unforeseen events, the production
and delivery bottleneck will last at
least another year and a half, until
early 2024: “We have implemented
every possible growth strategy to
get through this difficult time, investing across the board in every area of
our business. However, a certain degree of cooperation will be required
between customers and suppliers
for some time yet”. All companies
are under great pressure and, at this
time in history, a major manufacturer
like Fiamma that receives very large
orders can offer the B2B customers
the choice of having a product right
away but overpaying for it, or planning for the medium term, better
protecting profit margins and gaining
the certainty of meeting the delivery
deadlines to end customers. “It is a
very tricky balance and it is really a
matter of working in concert between
our production capacities, which we
are constantly striving to increase,
and the planning capacities of our
customers. As long as these troubles
and pressure continue, it will be difficult for manufacturers not to exceed
the cost limits However, Fiamma is
containing the emergency very well
and will continue to offer good delivery performance strong of its careful
planning”.

Charles and John-David Pozzi
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Doors for
caravans and
motorhomes,
FAP reaches
out to a new
market

The company has been in business for over 50 years. It is the benchmark
for locks and plastic components for the RV sector and has recently
decided to put its know-how at the service of doors, as well

B

eing successfully able to
combine tradition and innovation is undoubtedly a distinguishing feature of FAP, the Italian company with a high degree of
specialisation in locks and components for the recreational vehicle
sector. FAP has been making plastic components for over 50 years
and has achieved a leading position
in Europe in the supply of locks and handles for the caravan and motorhome living entrance
doors and other accessories, such as plugs and water fillers.
This experience has allows the company to acquire a great
deal of know-how and a design capability that few others
can claim.
“Several years ago, most of our motorhome manufacturer
customers installed our locks independently in their pro-
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duction chains,” said Lapo Ermini, General Manager of FAP.
“The situation evolved over the years and we started selling our locks to door manufacturers, who then supplied the
turnkey product to motorhome manufacturers. So, we set
up an R&D department to support door manufacturers to
offer superior, increasingly innovative and customised locks
and to help them solve problems arising from the door/lock
unit as a whole. We have gained a very high level of knowhow that we now want to put at the service of the industry.”
The drive to do better and better has also led the company to focus more recently on the production of doors. In
particular, research and development focused on living entrance doors of motorhomes and caravans and the driver
door of motorhomes.
“We do not want to change the rules of the game. We will
continue to provide our time-honoured product range to
our customers. After all, locks are, and will always be, our
core business”, added Massimo Ermini, president of FAP.

In partnership with

“We believe that the market is large
enough to accept the entry of a new
supplier who brings a wealth of experience recognised by all markets.”
The living entrance door range
The FAP doors for motorhomes have
a very special profile that minimises
the part visible from the outside for an
extremely pleasing flush appearance.
The doors have a transparent window with a pleated blackout curtain.
On the inside, the aluminium handle is
well integrated into the thermoformed
design and includes a detachable integrated dustbin. The standard door has
a two-point lock and hinges have little
impact on the overall appearance of
the door.
The FAP living entrance doors come
in three standard sizes and production
can be customised to specifications.
The shock-absorbing arm allows the
door to open easily up to 90 degrees.
It also implements a soft opening feature that secures the door in the open
position. This means that the door
opened even quite forcefully without
worrying about it slamming into the
body or bouncing back. The overall
weight of about 19 kilograms is in line
with similar products on the market.
FAP has designed special doors for
caravans (whole or in two halves, with
or without a window). The thermoformed interior also includes a detachable dustbin.

The motorhome driver door
The range also includes a driver door
for motorhomes. The door has concealed hinges and a two-point lock.
Its thickness is less than 50 millimetres in the upper part. This provides
more available space for outfitters
and makes it possible to extend the
height-adjustable bed over the cab by
a few centimetres. It weighs about 20
kilograms.
“We will be presenting a motorhome
cab door with an electric power-assisted lock at the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf. This means that it will be sufficient to approach the door to the cabin
and the lock will pull the door after the
first click to close it securely. The frame
around the cabin door of a motorhome
is a highly stressed part. Manufacturers often have to reinforce the door
stop with wooden cores or other materials. This will no longer be necessary
with our automatic soft-close system”,
Lapo Ermini added.

Motorhome
driver door

The value of experience
“We have equipped our factory for
the production of doors also by creating a test chamber using high-pressure water nozzles for weatherstrips,
windows and structures” Lapo Ermini
concluded. “Our products are made by
an expert company with many years
of experience in the development of
door solutions for motorhomes and
caravans”.

The special
doors for
caravans

Living
entrance
doors
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A steadily
developing
company
celebrates
60 years of
business
Brianza Plastica, with fibreglass reinforced laminates production in sheets
and rolls, celebrates its 60th anniversary this year and continues to invest
in consolidating its presence in the
recreational and commercial vehicles
sectors. Thanks to an increasingly
wide range of products, it is now able
to meet the most diverse needs of the
market

B

rianza Plastica was founded in
1962 to produce fibreglass laminates in sheets and rolls for commercial, industrial and agricultural applications.
Over the years, the production was
expanded with more sites in Italy, in-
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troducing new products able to meet
the most varied roofing and cladding
needs.
In the eighties, the Company entered
the field of thermal insulation for roofs
and walls in the residential and industrial sectors: the Isotec® system was born

in 1984, an innovative thermal insulation panel, made from rigid polyurethane foam with an integrated stiffener
and exceptional insulating properties.
Over the years the Company has continued to produce, research and develop new products in the fibreglass sec-
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Elycold VELO - white

tor, expanding its range, with straight
and curved sheets and rolls, in the
corrugated, ribbed or flat, opaque or
translucent versions, for applications
in the most varied sectors: from agricultural to farming, from commercial
to industrial, up to commercial vehicle
sector (trucks, buses, coaches) and
recreational vehicles (camper vans and
caravans).
The acquisition of the two production
sites in Rovigo and the one in Ostellato to produce Elycold® laminates with
discontinuous cold-lamination procedures – respectively in 2006 and
2008 – and the inauguration in 2009
of a new production line in the Carate Brianza site dedicated to Elyplan®
continuous hot-lamination products,
has made Brianza Plastica one of the
most important players in the global
market of fibreglass laminates, with an
extremely flexible production capacity
able to meet the most varied market
requirements.
The new logistics-sales headquarters
of Brianza USA Corporation in Elkhart,
Indiana, was opened in 2014 to serve
the US market and to strengthen the
Group’s commercial presence in the
territory.
In the summer of 2016, a new production site was opened in Rovigo for the
production of Elycold® grp laminates
and a new Elyplan® continuous production line was inaugurated in the Carate
Brianza site.
At the beginning of 2019, the new
chemical laboratory was inaugurated,
almost tripling the previous surface
area and significantly improving the
equipment used to carry out most of
the chemical-physical tests on both the
raw materials and finished products.
The new facility is equipped with the
most advanced instruments to support
the production processes of the insulation panels and composite laminates.
These investments, together with a
qualified and increased professional
team, have allowed increasing the pro-

duction capacity by more than 40%,
which in turn will allow Brianza Plastica to meet the market demands in the
years to come.
In 2021, to complete its offer for roofing
and curtain walls for agricultural and
industrial buildings, Brianza Plastica
started producing Elysol®, the compact
polycarbonate sheet at its production
site in Ferrandina, Matera, Italy.
Elycold
Elycold® is a combination of polyester
resin (orthophthalic and isophthalic)
and glass fibre; over the years, this
composite material has replaced aluminium in the production of refrigeration panels for commercial vehicles,
campers, caravans and motorhomes,
providing manufacturers with excellent
long-term properties and UV protection.
Elyplan
Elyplan® grp laminates, produced by
continuous lamination, are available in
different versions, to allow customers
to choose the laminate that best meet
their needs.
The main advantage of continuous
production is that it allows achieving
the highest possible polymerisation of
the composite material, coming from
the use of technologies that best maximise this value. The result is a perfectly
flat product with very tight dimensional tolerances, that guarantees excellent
quality at competitive prices.
Different are the types of fibreglass
that can be combined with composite materials as reinforcement, from
the fiber cut in a length of 5 cm evenly
distributed on the laminate, to the orthogonally woven fabric, from MAT to
TISSUE.
For customers who request an addictional protective layer, gelcoat is optional.
In general, all fibreglass laminates of
the Elycold and Elyplan ranges are

Elycold VELO - beige

lightweight - a feature that is increasingly important and in demand in the
transport industry as lighter vehicles
pollute less, are faster and more environmentally sustainable. All products
are intended for use as external skins
of sandwich panels to construct the
walls of commercial, recreational and
passenger vehicles.
The Elycold range is wide and diversified; over time, products have been
developed to meet specific needs,
starting from Elyplan SUPER, for better aesthetic performance and Elyplan
SUPER HF, with the best surface finish;
Elyplan EXTRA-GLASS, which combines low weight with high impact resistance; Elycold XLITE, the ultralight
laminates suitable for ultra-light vans
and recreational vehicles. Elycold ANTI-SLIP, is the grp laminate with the addition of quartzite, designed for the interior floors of vans and trucks, in order
to prevent slipping of loads; Elyplan
EMBOSSED with its characteristic finish, is well appreciated for its easily
washable surface; Elyplan DESIGN, featuring the bonding of materials such
as PVC directly during the production
process, ensures maximum aesthetic
freedom.
Elycold VELO
Elycold VELO is the new entry: ideal for
interior applications (both on walls and
floors), without gelcoat protection, the
product is available in different thicknesses, from 0.9 to 1.4 mm, only mat.
For more information, visit:
www.flatlaminates.com
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Panels for
passion since 2003
A new thermoplastic honeycomb with structural properties that is extremely light but
also remarkably strong will be presented at the Caravan Salon for the first time
Words Renato Antonini

S

tep by step, Palomar is expressing a remarkable innovation drive
in the sector of sandwich panels
for bodywork constructions considered by many to be slow to change.
There will be proof of this at the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf, where Palomar will be presenting a new type of
versatile structural material for use in
RV construction in cooperation with
AMA Composites. Innovative honeycomb or tubular structure elements
made of thermoplastic material are
shaped into sheets that can be cut
and contoured to the desired dimensions. This material is used as the
structural core of sandwich panels,
laminated with fibreglass or plywood
sheets.
“The new thermoplastic polymer
sheets are made of many tubular
elements with a honeycomb or tubular cross-section joined together”, explained Roberto Bagni, one
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of Palomar’s owners and the com- tubular cavities during the producpany’s sales manager. “This material tion process, guaranteeing very sighas already been successfully test- nificant levels of thermal insulation.”
ed in various sectors, from automo- Lightweight yet strong, the new mative and aeronautics to railways and terial is made in different variants,
constructions. The new honeycomb with a density ranging from 48 kg/
polycarbonate is very light but also m3 to 170 kg/m3.
super strong. It is characterised by being exRoberto Bagni
tremely lightweight, but
at the same time by offering great structural and
impact resistance. It can
be used for making various structural elements
of RVs whether thermal
insulation is needed or
not. In collaboration with
AMA Composites, we developed and patented
an ingenious system that
allows highly insulating
Aerogel to be inserted
into the honeycomb or
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Flexible production
made in Italy

Light &
resistant
honeycomb
thermoplastic

Other innovative solutions
The new thermoplastic honeycomb
material is the latest innovation from
Palomar but several other solutions
offered by the Italian company over
the last two years can still rightfully
be described as new, like the heated
floor and wall system.
“We are introducing potential customers to the JESS heated floor and/
or wall system that we presented
last year because we are convinced
that it can be an excellent solution
for increasing living comfort in RVs”,
explained Roberto Bagni. This system can be used for the floors and/
or walls of a whole range of vehicles,
without distinction. It is also possible
to decide on which models activate
it later on. This eliminates the additional costs deriving from extreme
differentiation. With this system, the
entire floor and/or wall of the vehicle can be heated. Alternatively, this
solution can only be applied
in some areas, e.g. the
living area or
the bath-

room. The JESS heated floor/wall
can be used on motorhomes, camper vans, caravans and mobile homes.
Designed primarily for floors and
walls, it can also be interestingly applied inside the roof panel. The JESS
heated floor uses a membrane consisting of a heat-conducting element
produced by Ama Composites, laminated to one or more reinforcements
and protected by a polyester protective film. The membrane is heated by
passing 12V electricity through it and,
in turn, heats the floor.
Today Palomar can now recycle all
of the waste resulting from the processing of large sandwich walls and
can reintroduce recycled high-density polyurethane sheets into its production process: EcoSlab was born.
Through this new recovery process,
small and large cuts of material, such
as doors and windows are returned
into circulation instead which of being thrown away. The polyurethane
recycling process introduced by Palomar is the result of a partnership with
an Italian company specialising in the
recovery of large quantities of waste
materials from industrial production.
Palomar sends the waste to the recycling centre, where the polyurethane
is separated from the metals, ground
in an isocyanate-based process and
compacted into calibrated sheets of

White, red and green are the three
colours of Palomar’s restyled logo
that you can see here above. The
four stylised sails of the previous
logo are reduced to three. Three
and white, red and green like the
colours of the Italian flag to reassert
that Palomar is an Italian company
and an expression of quintessentially Italian industriousness, creativity
and flexibility. To better cope with
the growing market demands, a
second production site was opened
not far from the existing one in the
Italian RV manufacturing district in
Tuscany in 2020.
“With our increased production capacity, we have started producing
sandwich panels for isothermal cells
to be installed on light commercial
vehicles”, said Roberto Bagni. “We
were with this new product at the
IAA in Hannover, the international
trade fair for commercial vehicles.
However, the RV sector remains the
priority and is our core business.
We are trying to expand our reach
throughout Europe and we have recently exported sandwich panels to
South Korea as well.”

various thicknesses and sizes, having
densities ranging from 30-35 to 250
kg. This material is unquestionably
superior performance to polystyrene
foam and, in our case, has green added value. The sheets are 40, 80 and
120 mm thick and are not limited to
new applications. They can be reused
to produce numerous interior parts,
including doors, front ends, overcab
floors and garage floors. On demand,
the recycled material can also be
used to make the floors of the living
pod itself.

Left and below: EcoSlab, a high-quality, high-performance sandwich panel
virtuously made by recycling the company’s own waste materials
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Innovative &
alternative
laminates
Vetroresina S.p.A. is promoting new
products for exteriors and interiors,
pushing its production capacity
to the highest level following
the implementation of new
production technology and a very
active R&D Centre
Words Renato Antonini

V

etroresina S.p.A. has been as busy as ever to
meet the increased and diversified market demands, continuing production despite these difficult times. The company has
achieved this by capitalising on over fifty years
of experience and on the consolidated and privileged relationships established with suppliers over
time.
Let’s not forget that Vetroresina S.p.A. is one of the world’s
largest producers of fibreglass and polyester resin laminates, working with several RV manufacturers, in Europe
and North America.
“At a time when RV manufacturers are suffering from material shortages, Vetroresina S.p.A. is providing real and
prompt answers to make up for supply chain shortcomings”,
said Fabrizio Baglioni, Commercial Director of Vetroresina
S.p.A. “For instance, fibreglass laminates can be successfully used to replace wood in vehicle interiors, like wall, floor
and roof panels. This activity has two primary outlets. Firstly, we offer some advantageous, alternative solutions to RV
builders, especially in Europe. Secondly, we help component distributors faced with increasing
demands from workshops for repairing
and refurbishing old and deteriorated
vehicles.”

Vetrostyle
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Vetrostyle
Vetroresina S.p.A. has been offering laminates for interiors,
alongside the traditional exterior applications, for some
time now. For instance, Vetrostyle laminates can be used to
replace the traditional wood solutions employed for making sandwich floor panels. Vetroresina S.p.A. can supply a
laminated laminate (fibreglass-PVC), called Vetrostyle, designed to avoid additional machining and reduce assembly
time. Vetrostyle does not have a visible gelcoat surface and
can have the finish and colours chosen by the customer,
like imitation wood. PVC is applied during production without the use of additional adhesives. Vetrostyle is a flooring
solution with many advantages. It is a single laminate sheet
with remarkable mechanical strength and no joints. It is impervious to moisture, easily washable and, importantly, it
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Diamond Plate

Above and below:
Vetroskin

reduces labour costs. Vetrostyle with
PVC flooring finish is made in several
versions with different surface layer
finish, thickness, mechanical properties and types of glass fibre used.
“A Vetrostyle variant called Diamond
Plate is of great interest to manufacturers for making the loading surface
of garage compartments”, said Fabrizio Baglioni. “It has a characteristic
3D non-slip surface, excellent appearance and considerable resistance to
friction wear and oils, resulting from
the combined use of fibreglass and
techno-polymers.”
Vetroskin
Fibreglass laminates usually conjure
up an idea of smooth, white surfaces but the time has come to overcome this stereotype. The Research
& Development Centre of Vetroresina
S.p.A. has been hard at work to create a laminate with special surface
effects and colours other than white.
It is called Vetroskin and comes in
two variants (Delta and Levant). It
is made by impregnating a mat with

polyester resin in a special mould
to create a rough, embossed surface
that is three-dimensional and pleasant in appearance. This effect can be
exploited in two ways. Vetroskin Delta
has a material design effect making
it particularly suitable for replacing
melamine-faced wood in many parts
of the interiors, like side wall cladding,
interior roof cladding, partition walls
between kitchenette and toilet or between the toilet and sleeping area. In
terms of appearance, it offers an interesting array of colour options (many
RAL colours, plus others on demand).
When used in RV toilets and kitchenettes, it has the further advantages of
not absorbing odours or moisture as
well as being easy to wash. However,
the rough effect is also exploited by
Vetroskin Levant, ideal for cladding
load compartments. The non-slip surface is useful on the floor of garages
in the rear of RVs, because the roughness prevents objects from sliding
about while driving and, above all, facilitates the loading/unloading of bicycles and motorbikes.

Vetroskin
Delta

J451 laminate
Flexible, light and extremely thin, this
is one of Vetroresina S.p.A.’s new
products, created by exploiting the
possibilities offered by recently
introduced new production methods. Its official name is J451 and it
is an evolution of the J450 laminate designed for roof cladding. It
is just 1.2 mm thick and weighs 1.7
kg/m2, but offers excellent mechanical strength.
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Illuminate
and differentiate

New lighting systems will be revealed at the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf. More
energy-efficient and with plenty of product differentiation options by using various
combinations of elements and finishes
Words Renato Antonini, photo Enrico Bona

W

ith a positive attitude and
confidence in the future, Dimatec is setting off for a new
season and will be at the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf again, as usual. The
focus is on a very wide range of interior lighting products with considerable
customisation possibilities.
“We adopted a two-track approach
to make our products more and more
pleasing to the eye, but also more efficient and profitable for manufacturers
and users”, said Alexander Vohwinkel, Key Account Manager at Dimatec.
“From a technical point of view, we
have added to the COB LED range, and
from an image point of view, we have
expanded the possibilities of configuring the products as desired.”
COB-type LEDs, already pioneered
by Dimatec, are now being used on a
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much wider range of products. These
new generation LEDs avoid the annoying ‘speckled’ effect. With conventional SMD LEDs, several LED points
are needed to achieve adequate light
output in a spot and the lens must be
preferably translucent, to avoid the
tiny light spots from being seen (this
used to be acceptable but this is much
less true today). With the new COB
system, only one LED is needed and a
less shielded, almost transparent lens
can be used. New generation COB
LEDs are also more efficient, have a
better light output for the same power consumption, or provide the same
illumination but with lower power consumption.
“With the new COB LEDs, we can reduce the energy consumption of interior lighting. This is a pressing need

that has arisen to compensate for the
increasing energy load of the latest

generation of motorhomes”,
Alexander Vohwinkel, Key Account Manager at Dimatec, added.
“New technologies provide more
comfort with the same consumption
and Dimatec’s research goes in this
direction.”
Intending to differentiate products
also from an economic point of
view, Dimatec is offering a new
spotlight with a circular plastic
ring in addition
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New customisable bases
Two new swivelling spotlight bases will be presented at the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf. There
is a circular model and one with a rounded element reminiscent of a computer mouse, with an
attractive shape that lends itself well to various
types of finishes. With these new products, Dimatec meets the need to customise spotlights
for interior lighting because it is possible to
vary the shape, colour and finish of the various
elements that make up the spotlight itself. By
being able to choose from the numerous combinations available, manufacturers can achieve
a good degree of customisation, even when
purchasing standard

to the
known
ones with a
metal ring. The
devices are available with different
finishes and an exciting pallet of colours.
The device can have an
18- or 24-LED light body,
with a translucent or
light-scattering lens, and a
traditional or touch switch.
During our visit to Dimatec
at the end of June, we saw
an interesting portable reading spotlight prototype powered through a USB socket.
This simple device can prove
extremely useful in many contexts. The spotlight, with an
output of 1 W, has a flexible
arm for orientation, at the end
of which is a USB connection. This means
you can have
a light source
equipped with
a USB socket

products from the catalogue. In other words, several elements can be combined as desired, including colour
and finish of the base, type and finish of the spotlight
head, length and type of the flexible support that connects the base and the
head and the switch
system (traditional or
touch), in addition to
the possibility of having
a USB port
integrated into the
base.

in any area of the living area but the
spotlight can also be moved anywhere
in the vehicle and even outside, using a
power bank. Another small innovation
can be found in the exterior light strip
to be installed above the side entrance
door. The device has been modified,
particularly the XXL-wide door version. The new light, with an integrated
drip edge, no longer has a “step” between the diffuser glass and containment profile, and this surface continuity minimises wind noise.
Warehouse and communications
Several changes have been implemented at Dimatec recently to make
internal work more efficient and to improve communications as a whole.
“We have worked hard to improve
the warehouse, doubling the available
space through a general reorganisation and the introduction of a vertical
robotised warehouse”, explained Pascal Sanguinet, Dimatec Sales Manager.
“We have also recently purchased a volumetric scale that measures the weight
and volume of each stock item with its
packaging and takes a photograph of

the product. This ensures greater shipping efficiency. The work done on the
warehouse is also combined with the
increase in stock. When our customers
ask for a product, we can supply it fast.”
With regard to communications, the
new Dimatec website (www.dimatec.
it) has gone live. It will be a key tool
for establishing a connection between
the company, suppliers, customers
and the general public. Dimatec is
also increasingly exploiting the web
for online professional training, which
started during the pandemic and has
now developed into a very efficient
professional offering.
Pascal Sanguinet and Alexander Vohwinkel
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Maxi fridge,
maxi comfort
Vitrifrigo confirms its ability to cover
the full range of requirements for 12V
compressor refrigerators: not only has it
further perfected its
compact models, but it
now offers the new Slim
250, a large capacity
refrigerator which makes
a whole range of new
applications possible
Words Renato Antonini

SLIM90
SLIM150
SLIM250

R

iding the upturn in the market,
Vitrifrigo continues to offer outstanding performance, showcasing an expanded and improved range
of products at Caravan Salon, Düsseldorf. The Italian company has certainly
benefited from the increasing interest
in compressor refrigerators, which have
always been its core business.
“The RV sector has grown considerably
and Vitrifrigo has the experience and
know-how to offer products that satisfy
this growing demand,” says Enrico Pandolfi, Sales Director for Vitrifrigo. “The
RV sector accounts for around 35% of
our turnover, which is a major slice of our
production. Vitrifrigo is projected to register turnover of 58 million euro this year,
which is in line with our target. But the
RV sector has grown particularly fast, up
25% this year No doubt this is a market
anomaly, and unfortunately we too are
experiencing longer delivery times, due
to the global supply chain crisis. It’s difficult to know what the future holds at
this point.”
Vitrifrigo has operations in all five continents, with a strong presence not just in
Europe but also Australia. It is reinforcing
its operations in North America, but is
certainly not neglecting other markets,
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like South Africa and Japan, along with
South Korea, where it supplies products for some of Hyundai’s camper van
models. The Düsseldorf Caravan Salon

is where world markets come together,
an important showcase chosen by Vitrifrigo to present the best of its offering
this year. It will be showing its new front
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Refrigerators for
camper vans and
mini vans

“The inclusion of top-of-the-range products reflects the demand for refrigerators which are very similar to household
units,” says Vitifrigo Export Manager
Michele Marchionni. “While the design
was initially conceived for Australian RV
manufacturers, the Slim 250 represents
a first step in the conversion from threeway refrigerators to large capacity compressor refrigerators, a transition we
believe to have potential also for the European market. This is why we focused
on reducing both its weight and consumption - indeed it consumes 25% less
than similar models using conventional
technologies. This is also our first model
featuring electronics 2.0, with optional
CI-BUS connection.”
The new refrigerator is equipped with
the Night Mode (silent, low consumption) and Turbo Mode (fast chilling)
functions. But the Slim 250 mainly
stands out for its exceptional versatility.
It has two compartments, a top refriger-

loading refrigerator door: previewed last
year, it has now been rolled out on numerous models. The door is lighter than
its predecessors, and features an extruded plastic handle with a new design.
A customised panel can be fitted to the
door to suit the client’s preference.

“Although the growth of RV sector
seems to have slowed down somewhat, Vitrifrigo is committed to
growing its operations in this area,”
says Michele Marchionni, Export
Manager for Vitrifrigo, “because we
have always believed in the potential of 12/24V refrigeration, and the
market is now moving in that direction, with the demand for compressor refrigerators growing among RV
manufacturers and users. We are
certainly benefiting from the growth
of the European camper van market,
as well as the increasing interest in
mini vans with pop-up roofs. We are
among the leading manufacturers
of products for this segment, and
we continue to perfect our range of
compressor refrigerators, both topand front-loading. We have always
focused on finding the best combination of performance, consumption
and price. And our products are also
compatible with the CI-BUS system.
Our new RV products all have the
Night Mode function, which is quieter and consumes less power, as
well as the Turbo Mode function for
quickly chilling the contents of the
fridge when the engine is running.”

ator compartment with front door, and
a bottom freezer drawer compartment.
The freezer can also be run in refrigerator mode if the user does not wish to
store frozen goods. What is more, the
two compartments can be turned on
and off independently: for a brief trip,
for instance, the user may need to use
only one compartment in refrigerator
mode.

Slim 250
But Düsseldorf will also see Vitifrigo’s
big new refrigerator, a novel design that
takes pride of place at the top of the
Slim range. The name gives the game
away: Slim 250. The new refrigerator
boasts a capacity of 250 litres, and features a new dual compressor system. It
was originally designed for the Australian market, but there’s no doubt that it
will also arouse interest in North American and has considerable potential in
the European market. It can be installed
in motorhomes, touring caravans and
fifth wheel caravans.
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Company news LESTA

Self-learning robotics
for industrial painting
applications
Lesta, the leading Italian technology company, certified in
Europe and the USA, is offering the global RV market robotic
systems for spraying and painting all types of surfaces

T

he company, which is based in Dairago, close to Milan (Italy), produces robots for spraying and painting applications which have been used to optimise
the processes of hundreds of manufacturers worldwide
over many years. Lesta was established in 2010 by two
of its current partners, Emanuele Mazza and Marco Bresciani, both engineers with many years of experience in
robotics, together with their investment partner Federico Comini. Lesta started out revamping existing robotic
painting systems, but it launched its own products as early as 2012, the start of a process that has seen exponential growth not only of its turnover but also its staff and

Words and photo Enrico Bona

facilities. The company now employs 26 engineers and
technicians at its Italian plant, 5 staff in Poland to cover
the Northern and Eastern European markets and the UK,
and has a subsidiary, LestaUsa, in the United States, dedicated exclusively to servicing the American market. In
2018, Lesta, which was already certified to the European
ATEX standards, gained Hazardous Location certification
for the USA and Canada, and its catalogue boasts the
only self-learning painting robot in the world certified for
this market.
“LestaUsa is an independent subsidiary which acts as our
American clone, designing system integration solutions

Video clips on www.lesta.it
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In partnership with

using our products and offering direct
technical support. The American market is almost doubling our turnover,”
says Emanuele Mazza, who adds that
it’s actually hard to decide which is
the company’s principal marketplace:
“Robotics is a horizontal sector that
has applications in every industry. We
are focused solely on industrial painting and our product is optimised for
the application, thus assuring the
highest possible performance and
most sophisticated technology.”
The product
Lesta robots are designed for standalone or modular use. The company manufactures over 120 standard
machines a year, plus another 5% of
robots customised for special applications. Lesta systems, thanks to
the company’s experience and the
variety of applications they are used
in, feature software able to handle
almost all standard industrial painting and coating operations. Lesta
provides machines for painting both
large and small objects without ever
touching the surface, whether wood,
metal, carbon fibre or any other material, using paint, powder, glass fibre
and gel. With appropriate supports,
Lesta robots can also flame and vulcanise plastics.
“We have developed a lot of applications for glass fibre, which is very
widely used in the RV industry,” says
Emanuele Mazza. “Our robots are
ideal for spraying gel and top coats,
and can support the process from
moulding to final mould release.”
Self-learning
and self-generating robots
Lesta machines are not Cobots (collaborative robots, which are relatively difficult to use in painting applications) but rather, once programmed,
they work autonomously under the
supervision of an expert painter.
Self-learning robots map, record
and repeat the entire painting cycle
which is taught to them manually
by the operator. During the learning
phase, the robot saves all parameters
in its memory: every programming
activity, all the pistol parameters, signals and movements. The machine
has an almost unlimited capacity to
record the parameters, which can be
associated to images or QR codes as
necessary.
“A high level of human skill is still required,” says Mazza, “but an expert
painter can transfer all his skill to the
machine and multiply it over many

work stations.”
Lesta self-generating robots, on the
other hand, work almost autonomously on simple objects like panels, walls, drawers and doors: the
machines have a 3D laser scanner
that digitises the surface and autonomously programs the painting path
in relation to the object’s size and
shape. The machine makes the measurements itself and completes the
job accordingly.
Basic values: excellent product
quality and customer care
Lesta machines are supplied Industry
4.0 compatible, with total customer
service and software able to handle
any standard painting or spraying
application. “We transfer what we
learn from our clients into our software. Our product does only one
thing - painting - but it does so using the experience we have gained
from our hundreds of clients,” says
Emanuele Mazza. “Now that we have
developed a product with impeccable technology and performance, we
are dedicating ourselves to growing
further and dealing with the smallest
details, even outside the purely engineering aspects. We have decided to
handle our marketing and communications professionally with dedicated
resources and projects. And we are
deeply committed to customer care.
We make a niche product and we are
focused on communicating its full
potential to our clients. We are also
dedicated to providing the highest
level of technical support.”
Lesta’s customer care is handled by
highly qualified engineers, both in
sales and aftersales support, in every
market. “The first thing Lesta does in
a new country is to immediately set
up a local office to offer technical

support with local engineers: quick
response and the ability to speak
the client’s language are essential to
communicating effectively and building customer loyalty.”
Advantages for the RV industry
“The RV industry is booming worldwide, and it needs to boost its productivity. Lesta robots can automate
many OEM finishing processes,” says
Emanuele Mazza. There are innumerable applications, what with all
the objects on board RVs, as well as
for the various industries involved in
building them and supplying materials to the industry. “Automating part
of their processes with our robots
is a force multiplier for the skilled
craftsmen in such companies, since
it maintains the quality they’re capable of while improving performance
in terms of time. Our robots have a
very short and advantageous breakeven, and are always welcomed by
the operators, thanks to their very
simple and user friendly interface.
We always ask our clients about how
their output has gone up, and we can
confirm that our systems greatly improve their performance - up to almost doubling productivity.”
The future
“With turnover at around 7 million
euro, growing constantly by 10%, Lesta continues to invest in its staff and,
in particular, in the profitability and
capacity of its investments in marketing, logistics and its sales network,
even though the latter is already well
developed worldwide,” says Emanuele
Mazza. ”We are working hard to improve every detail of our products and
customer services and, above all, to
bring ever more innovation to the automated industrial painting market.”

Emanuele Mazza
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Used recreational vehicles in Europe
In Europe, the used RV market is thriving, with over 700,000 used RV registrations
in 2021. It is a market that shows a substantial balance between caravans and
motor-caravans
Words Renato Antonini

Used caravan registrations 2021
In 2021, the number of registrations
relating to the sales of used caravans was
high, much higher than that relating to
registrations of new caravans. However,
the values reflect those of the new
vehicle market if we analyze the different
countries. At the top of the ranking we
obviously find Germany and the UK,
followed by the Netherlands and France:
the numbers are a little lower, but the
registrations are very high compared
to the sales of new caravans. And this
phenomenon is also seen in other
markets.
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Used motor-caravan registrations 2021
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The registrations relating to the sales of
used motor caravans in 2021 (motorhomes,
camper vans, semi-integrated motorhomes,
overcabs) are somewhat higher than those
of used caravans. The difference with the
registrations of the new motorhomes,
however, is not that great. For example,
in Germany 94,025 used motor-caravans
were registered, against 81,420 new ones; in
Italy 10,385 used against 7,113 new. Greater
differences are found in the markets of
France, UK, Netherlands and Sweden.
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Used RV registrations 2021
Used vehicle registrations in Europe show higher
numbers for motor caravans, but used caravans
still have a relevant market.

Caravans

Motor
Caravans

• Caravans 329,329 (46%)
• Motor-caravans 379,063 (54%)
• Total registrations 708.392

46%

54%

new Motor
Caravans

32%

used Motor
Caravans

68%

New/used Motor-caravan
registrations 2021
In 2021, the total registrations of motorcaravans in Europe were over half a million: of
these, 68% were used vehicles, while 32% were
new motor-caravans.
• new Motor-caravan 181,304 (32%)
• used Motor-caravan 379,063 (68%)
• Total registrations 560.367

new
Caravans

New/used caravan
registrations 2021
In Europe, in 2021, there were approximately
400,000 total caravan registrations: new
vehicles accounted for 19%, while used caravan
registrations accounted for 81% of the total.
• new Caravan 78,739 (19%)
• used Caravan 329.329 (81%)
• Total registrations 408.068

19%

used
Caravans

81%

Data 2021 - Source: ECF
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World’s biggest
caravanning trade fair
“connected through passion”

At Caravan Salon Düsseldorf from 27 August to 4 September 2022 (Preview Day on 26
August) visitors can look forward to unrivalled ranges revolving around mobile leisure.
Once more Düsseldorf Exhibition Centre will become the most important meeting point
for all caravanning enthusiasts for ten days. At the world’s biggest trade fair for motorhomes, caravans and equipment over 650 exhibitors will be showcasing recreational
vehicles for just about every taste and budget in 16 halls and on the outdoor spaces

C

aravan Salon 2022 will again lure
caravanning fans from Germany, Europe and the world over to
Düsseldorf.
It is with great anticipation that Messe
Düsseldorf and the Caravaning Industrie
Verband (CIVD - Caravanning Industry
Association) as sponsor look forward to
the 61st Caravan Salon which is back on
track to its old strength after two years
marked by the Covid pandemic.
Visitors can look forward to the world’s
biggest caravanning trade fair where
over 650 exhibitors will be showcasing
recreational vehicles for just about every taste and budget in 16 halls and on
the outdoor spaces.
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With the motto, ‘connected through
passion’, once again, the Düsseldorf
Exhibition Centre will become the most
important meeting point for all caravanning enthusiasts.
Alongside motorhomes, caravans and
camper vans the line-up includes vehicle equipment, components and detachable parts, tents, mobile homes,
caravanning and camping accessories &
equipment, outdoor garments and gear,
tourism destinations as well as nature
regions, campsites and caravan pitches.
The hallmark of Düsseldorf is the vast
choice offered in as many halls as ever
– the line-up – ranging from mini caravans with a berth and stove for small

budgets to luxury motorhomes – boasts
everything that makes the pulse of caravanning fans race. Caravan Salon is
where nearly all renowned national and
international manufacturers launch the
latest generation of motorhomes and
caravans.
The passion for caravanning extends
even beyond the exhibition halls bringing many visitors to the popular Caravan Center at Messe parking lot P1
(large parking lot P1). This Europe’s
largest RV park boasting some 3,500
serviced and unserviced pitches during
Caravan Salon caters to just about every wish. Due to the high demand these
pitches are quickly snapped up and so
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TELECO GmbH
SGUINZI PIETRO SPA
VB - Airsuspension B.V.
Alde Deutschland GmbH
A. Linnepe GmbH
Reisch Tech GmbH
Fiamma S.p.A.
Fiamma S.p.A.
SFC Energy AG
Pioneer Electronics Deutschland
CAMPING-PROFI GmbH
Indel B S.p.A. Off Indel B
Greenlock GmbH
Clesana AG
JVCKENWOOD Deutschland GmbH
Webasto Thermo & Comfort SE
AMBITI CLEAN S.L.
RKB electronic AG
ten Haaft GmbH
Ilse Technik GmbH & Co. KG
SURTECO GmbH
PSICONTROL NV
Freebird Coated Aluminium BV
Heidersdorfer Produktions GmbH
Toptron Elektronik GmbH & Co.KG
Toptron Gastechnik GmbH & Co. KG
SOLERA-THERMOFORM GROUP SPA
Vitrifrigo Srl
JEHNERT Sound Design GmbH
Carawater GmbH
Vöhringer GmbH & Co. KG
Vöhringer GmbH & Co. KG
UMEFA Metaalwarenfabriek BV
Eberspächer GmbH
Hünerkopf GmbH & Co. KG
X GLOO GmbH & Co.KG
Accusysteme TransWatt GmbH
DINOL GmbH
GARMIN Europe Ltd.
Baldacci S.R.L.
Lilie GmbH & Co. KG
Bulltron Danny Rehbock
Busbiker Europe BV
Ralf und Christian Schmitz GbR
CaravanMoverShop Herr Dr. Jorg Mulder
Brunner S.r.l.
Zwaardvis (LandeMarine BV)
ALU-LINE mbH
Integrated Gas Technologies ApS
PROSTOR bvba BR-Systems
Comet-Pumpen GmbH & Co. KG
Moscatelli s.r.l.
Blase GmbH & Co. KG
Newpowa America Inc.
Solbio Bvba
SHR-Hydraulik
Ravago Building Solutions GmbH
MAS Elektronik AG
NETA ELEKTRONIK CIHAZLAR SAN.
LAPI PLAST SRL
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Scheer Heizsysteme GmbH
Sanel Sanayi Elektronigi.A.S.
CMS Europe GmbH
Victron Energy B.V.
Paola Minguzzi
GIMPEX OTOMOTIV SAN. TIC. A.S.
Dimatec S.p.A.
Titan Technology GmbH
Cochet sas
Flamefield Ltd.
Satco-Europe GmbH
Roto d.o.o.
OKB Sp. z o.o.
Megasat Werke GmbH
Changzhou Joel Plastic Co., Ltd.
Weih-tec Robert Buck
ALDEN Deutschland GmbH
CAP
SOLARA GmbH
INTERGLASS LTD.
Bosswerk GmbH & Co. KG
Die Maß-Schneider Sabine
VOTRONIC Elektronik-Systeme GmbH
Nobilpan S.p.A.
Antretter & Huber GmbH
Mobil-Safe GmbH
Super B Lithium Power B.V.
PALOMAR SRL
Konrad Baur GmbH
TRIGANO SERVICE SA
PLASNOR, S.L.
Bus-Boxx GmbH & Co. KG
LAVI SARL
SUNROAD EQUIPMENT SASU
Can S.R.L. Airxcel Europe
Castagnari S.r.l.
TBB Power(XIAMEN) Co.,Ltd
Bartolacci Design S.R.L.
Furnika Sp. z o.o. Sp.K.
OZ ENGINEERING INCORPORATION
FILIPPI 1971 s.r.l
ASN Autositze Nobis Angelika Nobis
Ideatermica di Noemi Decandia
Ofolux S.r.l.
Horrex B.V.
Caratec GmbH
D.G.N. SrL
Milenco Limited
W+F Engineering GmbH
E-T-A Elektrotechnische Apparate GmbH
Caframo Ltd.
safe4u GmbH & Co KG
Fehrenkötter Transport & Logistik GmbH
RENOLIT SE
Jörn & Daniela Bäumer GbR
Westacc Group b.v.
LIONTRON GmbH & Co. KG
A. Müller GmbH
Phaesun GmbH
Emergoplus GmbH
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MMT GmbH
KGM
Scalabros Srl
F.A.P. s.r.l.
Ship-Car S.r.l.
Multi-Mover Europe BV
Solar Swiss GmbH
SCOPEMA SARL
Sand Profile GmbH
VETRORESINA S.p.A.
Longkou Yongan Co., Ltd
Wentronic Solutions GmbH
GES International Srl
TRAVOIS EUROPE BV
OPTIMAL RADOSŁAW PRYBA
NRF S.r.l.
ISI Umwelttechnik GmbH
PNK Hitech Co., Ltd.
Plastoform Smarjeta d.o.o.
APLAST D.O.O.
GuG GmbH
E-Trailer B.V.
EMUK GmbH & Co. KG
Brianza Plastica S.p.A.
Zambelli-technik spol. s.r.o.
Cinderella Eco Group AS
ZURRSCHIENEN.COM GmbH
ZADI S.p.A.
Dynavin GmbH
Voos Oto Aksesuar San. Ve Tic. Ltd. Sti.
AST-Technik Andreas Schleicher
BioToi GmbH
DriveDressy GmbH
Batterium GmbH
CTA S.r.l.
KOMPLAST srl.
SR Mecatronic srl
F MODERN,Tadej Faršang s.p.
Verendus GmbH
Gruppo Sigel Italia Srl SB
H. D. Knorz Vertriebs-GmbH
MPK Metall- GmbH & Co. KG
Haba B.V.
Ranger RV Supplies Pty. Ltd.
EMKA Beschlagteile GmbH & Co. KG
Widebird BV
HEOSolution GmbH
Estorfer Kunststoffbetrieb GmbH
RVSTARS GmbH
Fibrosan C.T.P. Sanayi ve Ticaret A.S.
Forster Individual Batteries GmbH
Verne Power B.V.
Camos Europe GmbH
hegotec GmbH
b-b Systemtechnik GmbH
init consulting AG
LAMILUX Composites GmbH
STS Oberholz GmbH & Co. KG
Shangqiu Jishun Auto Parts Co.,LTD
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should be reserved via the Ticketshop
early on.
Caravan Salon is also extraordinarily well positioned in the accessories,
technical equipment and detachable
parts segments. No other event for caravanning worldwide offers experts as
well as end users a wider, more comprehensive and international line-up of
products. Correspondingly, the special
show “Abenteuer Selbstausbau” will be
staged on the outdoor spaces between
Halls 5 and 9 for the first time. Here sev-

eral self-fitted recreational vehicles can
be “inspected” and put through their
paces. Various daily talks for beginners,
advanced and professional DIY practitioners cover such themes as module
installation, layout planning, electrical
installations, lightweight construction
materials, water supply, workshop and
material science, interior, costs and time
consumed.
On the outdoor premises between Halls
10 and 17 the Caravaning Industrie Verband (CIVD - Caravanning Industry As-

sociation) will stage a unique special
show on innovative pitch technology
and infrastructure in its proven manner.
Here seasoned experts and manufacturers will exhibit the current modules
for successfully planning motorhome
pitches. A special focus here will be on
e-mobility. Like in previous years visitors will have the opportunity to get expert advice on site.
For the latest information and news go
to www.caravan-salon.com
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Movera GmbH
GOK Regler- mbH & Co. KG
Maxview Vertriebs GmbH
A.M.A. Composites S.r.l.
ToMTuR GmbH
Falcon Technical Ltd.
EcoFlow Europe S.R.O
Arvimarine Control Systems SL
Dometic Germany GmbH
LCI Industries B.V.
REICH GmbH Regel & Sicherheitstechnik
Frankana Caravan + Freizeit GmbH
Roma Nijverdal BV
Fahrzeugbau Meier GmbH
Meier Caravantechnik GmbH
Zentrale Autoglas GmbH
REMIS GmbH
SOG®Systeme GmbH & Co. KG
cmpny one GmbH
Jokon GmbH
Cleves GmbH
flix GmbH
Tecnoled S.R.L.
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Alois Kober GmbH
Alois Kober GmbH SAWIKO
AL-KO VTE S.r.l.
Thule N.V.
Thule N.V.
COMBEING SAS
tigerexped GmbH & Co. KG
alphatronics GmbH
ALPS ALPINE EUROPE GmbH
Liberco Systems GmbH
KATHREIN Digital Systems GmbH
NUOVA MAPA S.R.L. A SOCIO UNICO
moog TRAILERPARTS GmbH
SKA Sitze GmbH
HELLA GmbH & Co. KGaA
BOBs Garage - Robert Seeger
HPC Hydraulics BV
Thetford GmbH
Truma Gerätetechnik GmbH & Co. KG
Tecnoform S.p.A.
REIMO Reisemobil Center GmbH
Hans Holzhauer & Co. KG HARTAL
Thitronik GmbH

B49

B28

A27

A06

C48
B47

B30

A03-01

C55

B33

B23

B45

A09

C53

A42

A49

A53

A51

A50

Eurom B.V.
Alarm4you - Suritec Armin Albrecht
Vojo Sp. z o.o.
Ed. Heckewerth Nachf. GmbH & Co. KG
Maucher Formenbau GmbH & Co. KG
Cowan-Textiles GmbH
AMPLO SRL
Esi Italia Srl
AREV Lighting GmbH
ACR Brändli & Vögeli AG
G + S Sitz und Polstermöbel GmbH
Egoé nest s.r.o.
FAWO GmbH Fahrzeugtechnik
EAL ENDURO GmbH
Gimeg Nederland BV
Sky up srl
Camping Center Mainfranken GmbH
Roega Technik GmbH
Audio Design GmbH
Trabuioinnovazioni Trabuio Domenico
EiRoBa GmbH Rostschutzklinik
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Hall 14 / D51
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THOR research: limited impact on RV
sales and usage from rising fuel prices

T

HOR Industries’ 2022 U.S. Camper Perception Study of
consumer RV purchase and usage behaviour in the environment of rising fuel prices, as well as their perception
of sustainability-focused organizations, has found that rising
fuel costs will have minimal impact on consumers’ likelihood
to purchase an RV in the next five years. The survey, which
includes information from those who camped or glamped
since 2020 – 80 percent of whom had an RV experience in
the past two years – also indicates that rising fuel costs have
a nominal impact on intended RV usage in the coming year.
Key findings from the study are that 67 percent of those who
have RV’ed in the last two years reported rising fuel costs have
increased their likelihood to purchase an RV in the next five
years, or has no impact; 69 percent reported rising fuel costs
have increased their likelihood to use an RV within the next
year, or has no impact; 73 percent are more likely to purchase
from companies with sustainable/eco-friendly manufacturing
processes. THOR says the study also reaffirms its investment
in global sustainability and innovation programmes. Having
already achieved carbon net-neutrality across its European
operations, THOR remains committed to be carbon net-neutral, globally, by 2050. Aligned with these goals, nearly three
quarters of those surveyed are more likely to purchase from
companies that utilize sustainable/eco-friendly manufacturing processes. In addition, 75 percent of respondents are
more likely to purchase from companies with sustainable/
eco-friendly products.

2022 U.S. CAMPER PERCEPTION
STUDY
THOR Industries, Inc. conducted a United States Camper Perception Study on sustainability
and fuel Impact in March 2022 to survey self-identified campers who went camping or
glamping within the last two years (since 2020). This sample included 80% of individuals who
reported they had RV experience (own, borrowed, rented, traveled in, and/or used an RV) in
the last two years (since 2020). These results are based on a total of n=500 surveys with a
confidence level of 95% and an associated margin error of +/-4.4%.

The majority (80%) of surveyed
campers agree they ARE CONSCIOUS
ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT.

75%

of surveyed campers report
they are MORE LIKELY TO
PURCHASE from companies
that produce SUSTAINABLE/
ECO-FRIENDLY PRODUCTS.

73%

of surveyed campers report they are
MORE LIKELY TO PURCHASE from
companies that have
SUSTAINABLE/ECO-FRIENDLY
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES.

those who have RVed in the last two years
69% of
indicate that the RISING COSTS OF FUEL HAS
INCREASED THEIR LIKELIHOOD TO RV WITHIN
Thetford N.A. appoints new Executive Vice President,
Americas
THE NEXT YEAR OR HAS NO IMPACT.
*

T

hetford LLC, the RV and marine
toilets and sanitation solutions
company, together with Norcold
LLC, the RV refrigerators brand
(collectively,
“Thetford
North
America”), has announced that
Mary Pouliot has been appointed as Executive Vice President,
Americas (“EVP”), effective immediately. She will report directly to
Chief Executive Officer Stephane
Cordeille.
As EVP, Mary Pouliot will be responsible for the Thetford North
America operational and strategic
vision. The Americas Management
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*

Team will report directly to her. Mary Board of Directors, Chair of the RV
will continue to work closely with the Supplier Committee, and is also a
shareholders and the Board of Direc- member of the Michigan Associtors.
ation of Recreation Vehicles and
20%
14%
35%
25%
5%
“Mary’s leadership and dedication Campgrounds (MARVAC) Board
Much more
Somewhat more
No impact
Somewhat less
Much less
likely to go RVing
go RVing
to go RVing
likely to go RVing
to the industry and our customers
islikely toof
Directors. She likely
lives
in Hartland,
second to none. There is no one more Michigan with her husband and
qualified or prepared to rise to the three children.
occasion and take over the American “This is an exciting time at Thetoperations for Thetford and Norcold,”of those
fordwho
North
America.
I am
have RVed
in the last
twoeager
years* to
67% indicate
that
OF FUEL
said Stephane Cordeille.
take
onRISING
this COSTS
new role
andHAS
am deTHEIR
“Mary has been with Thetford NorthINCREASED
termined
toLIKELIHOOD
continue TO
toPURCHASE
advance
AN RV WITHIN THE NEXT FIVE YEARS OR HAS
America for over 16 years. She has ris-NO IMPACT.
our progress across our operations
en through the ranks from Director of and customer support functions,”
Customer Service to Director of OEM stated Mary Pouliot.
Sales, to VP of Sales & Marketing. No Headquartered in Ann Arbor,
one is more intimately involved Thetford LLC is a leading suppliwith and focused on 14%
our cus- 18%
er of sanitation
products
for
the
35%
21%
11%
tomers than she is,” Much
Stephane
marine
and Somewhat
heavy-duty
more likely
SomewhatRV,
more likely
No impact
less likely
Muchtruck
less likely
to purchase an RV
to purchase an RV
to purchase an RV
to purchase an RV
Cordeille added.
industries. Thetford
is a privately
In addition to her role at Thet- held company with seven manu*Those that have RVed in the last two
ford North America,
Mary facturing
facilities in four nations.
years represents 80% (n=400) of the total
www.thorindustries.com
survey sample size
Pouliot also serves as Chair- Norcold LLC of Sidney, Ohio, is a
man of the Board for the RV leading manufacturer of gas-abTechnical Institute, Executive sorption and AC/DC refrigerator/
Committee Treasurer of the RV freezers in America for the RV, maIndustry Association (RVIA) rine and truck markets.

REsuede da fibra riciclata è un prodotto nuovo.
Come è nuovo il modo Dino Zoli Textile di
concepire una creatività buona.
Con REsuede si abbraccia l’economia circolare.
Con il consumo consapevole si è soggetti attivi
del cambiamento.
Perché la vita può rivelarsi piuttosto noiosa senza
pianeta.

REsuede, with recycled fibres, is a new product
as new and innovative is the way Dino Zoli Textile
is conceiving the good creativity.
With REsuede the circular economy is embraced.
Through conscious consumption, we are active
agents of a change.
Life may turn out to be rather dull without a
planet.

REsuede REcepisce: Tutti i vantaggi della classica
microfibra ma sostenibile e a costi contenuti.

REsuede REalizes: All the benefits of traditional
microfibre, but sustainable and at a reasonable price.

REsuede REsiste: Alta resistenza ad usura e abrasione.
Facile manutenzione e pulizia.
Gamma cromatica di tendenza.

REsuede REsists: Highly resistant to wear and abrasion.
Easy maintenance and cleaning.
Trendy range of colours.

REsuede REstituisce: REsuede è affidabile e rispettoso.
Limita gli sprechi nei processi produttivi e contribuisce
alla diffusione dell’economia green.

REsuede REturns: REsuede is reliable and eco-friendly.
It limits waste in manufacturing processes and fosters
the green economy.

Il nostro articolo REsuede è stato certificato GRS da
Intertek con certificato n°C-0012094 - 157342 GRS

Resuede has been certified by Intertek and meets
the Global Recycled Standard (GRS)
Scope certificate number C-0012094 - 157342

91% Poliestere Riciclato post-consumer

91% Recycled post-consumer Polyester

Prodotto Eco-sostenibile

Eco-friendly product

Trattamento Easy&Clean

Easy&Clean treatment

Antimacchia e idrorepellente

Stain-resistant and Water-repellent

Ampia gamma cromatica

Wide range of colours

Alta resistenza e solidità

Highly resistant and solid

Forlì 47122 Viale Bologna 286/A -Tel. 0543 755711 - info@dinozoli.it - www.dinozoli.it
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Go RVing advertising campaigns win at National Radio Mercury Awards

G

o RVing’s latest radio advertising campaign won a top prize in
two categories at the National Radio
Mercury Awards as well as the event’s
highest honor, Best in Show.
The Radio Mercury Awards recognizes and awards radio commercials and campaigns that successfully harness the creative
tools of radio and audio to tell
a story. The annual competition draws entries from advertising agencies, radio stations,
production houses, and educational institutions across the
country.
The top prize for a radio campaign went to the Go RVing for
the “Don’t Let Your Vacation
Ruin Your Vacation” campaign.
Top prize for sound design was
awarded to Go RVing for the unique
spot created in conjunction with The
Addams Family 2 film.
The Mercury Awards’ top honor of
the night for Best in Show recognized
Go RVing’s “Air Travel” spot which
beat top-tier competitors including
McDonalds, Hulu, Geico, Ad Council,

Progressive Insurance, and Heinz.
“These wins are only possible with a
team stacked with passionate, creatively-driven, ‘yes we can’ kind of
team members,” said Go RVing CMO
Karen Redfern. “We are exceptionally

lucky to have creative partners, FCB
Chicago, who work seamlessly with
our in-house team and support great
ideas from start to finish.”
Winners at the 2022 Radio Mercury
Awards were announced at the 31st
annual awards presentation held virtually and in-person at Sony Hall in
New York.

“It’s been an honor to be at this
year’s Radio Mercury Awards and to
award the incredible lineup of winners,” said Campbell Ewald Executive Creative Director Ale Ortiz and
Radio Mercury Awards chief judge.
“The final round jury and I were
very impressed by the winners’
ability to not only entertain listeners but tell stories through
radio and audio.”
“This year’s awards once again
proved the power of sound and
demonstrated the strength of
radio and audio in conveying a
brand’s message,” noted Radio
Advertising Bureau President/
CEO Erica Farber, and chair of
the Radio Creative Fund. “This
was an incredible night for radio, and it was so great to celebrate
with everyone both in person and
online.”
Frame the QR code
to view the spots
and awards

KOA adds Chief of Staff role to its executive leadership team

K

ampgrounds of America, Inc.
(KOA) has promoted Brandi Simpson to its executive leadership team
in the new role of chief of staff (CoS).
Simpson will serve as a strategic partner to the company’s CEO, Toby O’Rourke, and align shared priorities and
objectives among departments.
Increasingly being added to top-tier
organizations, the CoS works directly
with executives as a trusted advisor to
drive business communication, collaboration and alignment.
Simpson’s partnership with the CEO is
designed to translate ideas into operational plans that build upon KOA’s 60
years of experience as the world’s top
camping brand.
“Across her experience at KOA, Brandi’s strategic approach has produced
visible results,” said Toby O’Rourke,
CEO and president of Kampgrounds
of America. “Her ability to analyze
business data and industry trends to
understand our business has proven
invaluable. In this role, Brandi will continue to serve as a trusted advisor and
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advocate for KOA and our employees.”
Over her 15 years with KOA, Simpson’s
expertise has driven value across the
company’s marketing department. In
her most recent role as senior director
of loyalty, Simpson was responsible
for KOA Rewards – a loyalty program
that generates more than $180 million
in reservation revenue annually – as
well as overseeing KOA’s Customer
Experience team and company-wide
research efforts. Working across many
marketing functions, she has previously managed or worked in email marketing, data analysis, internal communications and public relations.
Simpson’s work experience also includes a seven-year tenure as a director of client marketing at a boutique
marketing agency. Originally from
Montana, Simpson received a bachelor’s degree in business administration
from Montana State University Billings.
Kampgrounds of America, Inc. is the
world’s largest system of open-tothe-public campgrounds with 525
locations across the U.S. and Cana-

da united under the mission of “connecting people to the outdoors and
each other”. KOA’s family of campground brands – KOA Journey, KOA
Holiday and KOA Resort – offer sites
and amenities designed for every type
of camping experience. In addition
to unrivaled brand visibility, KOA offers campground owners unparalleled
support, marketing, and technology.
Founded in 1962 in Billings, Mont., KOA
now serves more than a million camping families each year, who rely on the
standards of excellence and unique
outdoor adventures for which KOA
is known. For more information, visit
KOA.com

LIGHT UP YOUR JOURNEY

PAPER

GLOSSY FOIL

info@premline.it - www.premline.it - +39 0434 606747
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CIAA releases Caravan and Camping
State of Industry 2022 report
The key results of the Caravan and Camping State of Industry 2022 report issued by the
Caravan Industry Association of Australia are that consumer demand for the caravan and
camping product remains strong , the caravan and camping sector is at the forefront of the
tourism recovery in Australia, and that the rebound of the industry has been unequal, with the
visitor economy yet to rebound to pre-pandemic levels.

T

he 2022 report is the seventh
commissioned by the Caravan
Industry Association of Australia, and examines manufacturing,
imports, accommodation and visitor
economy trends for the previous calendar year.

The Caravan Trade &
Industry Association
of Victoria celebrates
its 70th anniversary

T

o
celebrate
the 70th anniversary of the
Caravan Trade &
Industry Association of Victoria, trading as Caravan
Industry Victoria, it is hosting a series
of YouTube premieres about each
decade, from the 1950s to the 2010s.
The first one – about the 1950s – was
revealed on Thursday 16th June. Following decades on 7 July, 28 July, 18
August, 8 September, 29 September,
20 October and 20th November.
Many consumers will know Caravan
Industry Victoria by their four annual
caravan events in Victoria which include: Victorian Caravan, Camping &
Touring Supershow; Border Caravan
& Camping Expo; Melbourne Leisurefest; Bendigo Caravan & Camping Leisurefest.
The Caravan Trade & Industries Association of Victoria has been the voice
of Victoria’s caravan and camping
industry since 1952. It was formed
by a group of caravan manufacturers, hirers and private individuals to
grow, promote and professionalize
the industry. The Association is overseen by a Council, which comprises,
up to 11 members, elected from the
Association’s membership.
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This year’s report reflects the resilience the caravan and camping industry has shown in 2021
in spite of the challenging economic conditions
caused by the Covid-19
pandemic.
Strong consumer demand
for recreational vehicles
saw manufacturing and
import numbers return to growth
above pre-pandemic levels. The rapid
return of visitors following the end of

lockdowns and travel restrictions resulted in a strong rebound in accommodation nights and caravan park visitation.
The recovery of the sector
is well and truly underway,
and the rebound of the industry has been unequal.

Frame the QR code
to view a copy
of the full report

BMPRO appoints a new Chief Financial Officer

S

etec BMPRO, the power management and Smart RV technology
manufacturer, has appointed Jasmin
Lakhani as its new Chief Financial Officer (CFO) as part of its strategic focus on building a strong and diverse
executive leadership capability.
Ms Lakhani commented: “I am very
excited to join the Setec BMPRO
team. Given the team’s talent and
passion, strong brand portfolio, and
an attractive international footprint, I
believe the potential for growth and
value creation is tremendous. Having played a leadership role in similar
businesses, I am confident that together we can develop and execute
plans that drive sustainable and profitable growth.”

As a specialist in the field, Jasmin
brings over 18 years of experience in
all areas of Finance, Audit, Tax, and
Corporate Law for both, domestic
and international businesses. This includes nine years of experience as a
Finance leader within Lumen Group,
a global supplier of wiring harnesses
and electronics to vehicle manufacturers and automotive aftermarkets.

Leisure-Tec Australia: four years of growth

L

eisure-Tec Australia is celebrating
four years of successful business
and growth from its Victorian and
Queensland operations. In the last four
years Leisure-Tec Australia has developed into a leading manufacturer and
distributor of caravan, camping and
4WD products – such as Truma, myCOOLMAN, and Milenco. What started
as a small business has quickly grown
into a thriving international operation with offices and warehousing in

Campbellfield, Victoria, and Luscombe,
Queensland, as well as offices in several countries. Leisure-Tec Australia
CEO, Paul Widdis, said the company’s
growth was even more impressive
with two of the past four years hampered by COVID-19. “We will continue
to grow our Australian market and we
are pleased with the very strong interest that is being shown in our products
and services from international markets
as well,” he said.

WE TALK
ABOUT YOUR
JOURNEY.
Every trip is an adventure, full of emotions, people,
experiences. Sometimes even unexpected events.
Since 50 years we pay attention to the smallest
details, in the highest quality, to make your
journey comfortable and safe.
Roller blinds, roof hatches and plastic components
for the RV: your vanlife is over the horizon.

EXCELLENCE IN RV COMPONENTS
PRODUCTION 100% MADE IN ITALY.

LAM SpA - Spilamberto - Italy
lamspa.it - welcome@lamspa.it
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The
Victorian
Caravan Industry
celebrates excellence
in the Caravan Industry
On Friday 1 July 2022, Caravan Industry Victoria hosted yet again the most
prestigious night in the caravan trade industry’s annual calendar; the Caravan Industry
Victoria Hall of Fame & Business Awards Gala Event
Words Irene Viergever

I

t is the most popular event within
the Victorian Caravan Industry and
although the 2021 edition was only
six months ago, this year’s event welcomed almost 500 people, including
Caravan Industry Victoria Members, Hall
of Fame inductees, Life Members, and
VIPs. After a venue change last year,
this year’s event was back at the beautiful Palladium Room of Crown Casino in
Melbourne. The Palladium at Crown is
the venue of choice for some of Australia’s most prestigious events and Award
nights. Nat Schiavello, President of Caravan Industry Victoria: “How wonderful
was it that we as an industry can get
back together again at Crown Casino
to celebrate the success of our great in-
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Employee and Manager of the Year Awards
Employee and Manager of the Year
Awards were presented for the second
time this year. Judging by the record
number of nominations and finalists this
year in the business and employee awards
it demonstrates that the members have
embraced the awards and are using the
process to benchmark their own business
for improvements each year.
The Employee of the Year Award in the
category Supply Chain was presented
to John Simmons, Service Manager at
Thetford Australia. John about his career
within the RV industry and winning this
important award: “I have been in the RV
Industry for 38 years so far, 24 years in
the UK and the last 14 in Australia. I have
always been in gas appliances having
started at the cooker company Spinflo
in 1984 which was then taken over by
Thetford which gave me the opportunity to head up the service department at
the new Australian office in 2008. It is a great honour
to receive this award and shows I must have been doing
something right all these years.”
Matt Durdin, General Manager at Australian RV Accessories won the Manager of the Year Award. We spoke to
Matt during the night to ask him a few questions.
Congratulations on winning the Manager of the Year
Award for your role as General Manager at Australian
RV Accessories! Could you tell us a bit more about the
company?
Matt Durdin: “Australian RV Accessories is a fast-growing Wholesale Distributor to the Caravan and RV market
in Australia and New Zealand. From OE Manufacturing,
retail outlets to repairers.... Our diverse range offers so
much across several industry channels.
Why do you think you came out as the winner?
Matt Durdin: Personally, I think it is because of the

dustry. We celebrate people who have
contributed greatly to the growth and
professionalism of our industry, as well
as coming together to celebrate excellence, innovation, and achievement in
one of Victoria’s most recognised and
vibrant industries, the Caravan Industry”.
This year’s theme, ‘Celebrating the Caravanning Industry’, commemorates Caravan Industry Victoria’s 70th Anniversary
having been established in 1952, the oldest Caravan Trade Association in Australia. Caravan Industry Victoria wanted
to celebrate its amazing milestone by
gathering together and celebrating the
achievements of pioneers of the past.
The Caravan Industry Victoria “Victorian Caravan Industry Hall of Fame &

unique position I hold. It gives me a broad reach and
depth across Wholesale Supply as well as Retail requirements so It provides a fantastic insight into the Industry
at many levels. I am also fortunate to have a strong support team that have embraced my business philosophies
like some good old fashioned service, continuity in our
processes and Reliability in supply. This gives our clients
the confidence that we are there to support each other
to build long term success. I try to make business easy,
which makes it easy for clients to do business with us!
What are the plans for the future with Australian RV
Accessories?
Matt Durdin: We are continuing our planned growth
strategy and looking to solidify our standing as a key
trading partner within the industry across Australia and
Internationally. We are always looking for new opportunities and innovations that may suit our business model
and will continue to strive to be a leader.

Business Awards” Gala Event celebrated
both members and their staff, who have
professionally and personally contributed significantly to the growth, success,
and professionalism of the Victorian
Caravan Industry along with excellence,
innovation and achievement in the past
year. A total of 13 Awards were presented during the night, starting off with the
George Pantazopoulos Young Achiever
Award, won by Julide Tuncay, E-Commerce & Marketing Manager at Aussie
Traveller and Xtend Outdoors. Caravan
Industry Victoria recognised two life
member inductees who have contributed greatly to the Victorian caravan industry over a long time. These inductees
were Wayne Freeman and Peter May.

Business Awards
For the seventh year, business awards
were presented that recognise Excellence in Caravan and RV Manufacturing, Retail, Service & Repair and
Supply Chain. Masterpiece Caravans
won the 2022 Caravan and RV Manufacturer of the Year Award, one of
the most highly sought-after awards
in the Australian caravan industry, is
the award for excellence in Caravan &
RV Manufacturing. With over 90% of
all caravans and RV’s manufactured
in Australia made in Victoria it is no
wonder why winning this category
is so important. AboutCamp BtoB
spoke to Masterpiece Caravans’ Gen-
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eral Manager Bobi Petrusevski soon after accepting
the prestigious award.
Congratulations on winning the Award for Excellence in Caravan Manufacturing! What is it that
makes Masterpiece Caravans unique compared to
the other finalists?
Bobi Petrusevski: Our unique construction method
– R-TECH CONSTRUCTION – made up of fibroplast
frames, one-piece structural floor and aircell insulation gives us no comparative in the market. We
have managed to save over 150kg in weight per van
whilst making the caravans stronger but most importantly providing a rot free frame.
What have been your biggest challenges over the
last 12 months?
Bobi Petrusevski: Working with international partners in Italy and Germany on our new construction method has been
challenging. Owner and Director Remon travelling back and
forth ensuring we had the right composition for the products
and then ensuring prompt production and delivery was very
challenging as we aimed to have all our 2022 display models
built with R-TECH Construction. Since the arrival of the first
shipment, we have had a steady flow of stock arrive and over
90% of our builds are now using the new products.
You won the Manager of the Year Award at last year’s Caravan Industry Victoria’s Hall of Fame. What’s next for both
Masterpiece Caravans and yourself?
Bobi Petrusevski: Winning individual awards is rewarding in
itself but winning an award for Masterpiece Caravans is a reflection of all the hard work and effort that we put in daily

and behind the scenes. I am fortunate enough to work with
the owner Remon who is also my best friend and together we
push ourselves to reach new heights and achieve new goals.
Remon has an engineering background and is the brains behind it all with a particular focus on the construction of the
vans and production itself and I look after the operational
side of things as well as sales so together we work extremely
well. Masterpiece Caravans owns three of its own sales yards
around Australia and Remon is big on customer service and
having our own yards to control the whole process making
the journey from buying to receiving your van and the after
sales service a more complete offering and peace of mind for
our customers. The future is bright and we still have plans for
expansion and growth but also looking to bring in house more
manufacturing processes like the production of the fibroplast
frames in Australia.

Full list of Award winners:
• George Pantazopoulos Young Achiever Award – Julide Tuncay- Aussie Traveller / Xtend Outdoors
• Charlie Tebb Service to Industry Award – Graeme Radford- Leisure-Tec Australia
• Col Parrot Media Award- Craig ‘Macca’ McGown
• Outstanding Contribution to Caravan Industry Victoria and the Industry - Russell Breadmore
• Excellence in Caravan & RV Manufacturing – Masterpiece Caravans
• Excellence in Dealer / Retailer – Caravanning with Kids & Adventure Awaits
• Excellence in Manufacturing (Other than Caravan and RVs) - REDARC Electronics
• Excellence in Supply Chain - Integrated OE Pty Ltd
• Employee of the Year- Service & Repair- Matthew Stainton - Jayco Corporation Pty Ltd
• Employee of the Year- Manufacturing - Jared Casey - Jayco Corporation Pty Ltd
• Employee of the Year- Supply Chain - John Simmons - Thetford Australia
• Employee of the Year- Retail- Scott Furniss - Ballarat City Caravans
• Manager of the Year- Matthew Durdin - Australian RV Accessories

“This event would not operate to the highest
standard we have set without our amazing partners; we are very grateful for their support and
thank each one of them.” Rob Lucas, CEO, Caravan Industry Victoria. A special thanks to Major
Event Partner Integrated OE and Cooper Tyres.
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